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PREFACE

HYPERBOLIC functions have numerous, well recognized uses

in applied science, particularly in the theory of charts (Mercator's

projection), and in mechanics (strains). But it is only within

recent years that their applications to electrical engineering
have become evident. Wherever a line, or series of lines, of

uniform linear constants is met with, an immediate field of

usefulness for hyperbolic functions presents itself, particularly
in high-frequency alternating-current lines.

The following pages are intended to cover the scope and

purport of five lectures given for the University of London, at

The Institution of Electrical Engineers, Victoria Embankment,

by kind permission of the Council May 29 to June 2, 1911,

bearing the same title as this book.

The central ideas around which those lectures, and this

presentation, have been framed are

(1) That the engineering quantitative theories of continuous-

currents and of alternating-currents are essentially one and the

same
;

all continuous-current formulas for voltage, current,

resistance, power and energy being applicable to alternating-

current circuits, when complex numbers are substituted for real

numbers. Thus there appears to be only one continuous-current

formula in this book (277) which is uninterpretable vectorially

in alternating-current terms
; namely, as shown in Appendix J,

that which deals with the mechanical forces developed in a

telegraph receiving instrument, such forces being essentially

"real" and not complex quantities.

(2) That there is a proper analogy between circular and

hyperbolic trigonometry, which permits of the extension of the

notion of an "
angle

"
from the circular to the hyperbolic sector.

The conception of the "hyperbolic angle" of a continuous-
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current line is useful and illuminating, leading immediately,
in two-dimensional arithmetic, to an easy comprehension of

alternating-current lines.

The subject, which is very large, very useful, and very

beautiful, is only outlined in the following pages. There are

many directions in which accurate and painstaking research is
j

needed, in the laboratory, the factory, and the field. Fortunately
there are already a number of workers in this field, and good

progress is, therefore, to be looked for. It is earnestly hoped
that this book may serve as an additional incentive to such

research.

The author desires to acknowledge his indebtedness to the

writings of Heaviside, Kelvin, J. A. Fleming, C. P. Steinmetz,

and many others. A necessarily imperfect bibliography of the

subject, in order of date, is offered in an Appendix. He is also

indebted to the Engineering Departments of the British Post

Office, the National Telephone Company and Mr. B. S. Cohen,

the Eastern Telegraph Company and Mr. Walter Judd, also the

American Telegraph and Telephone Company and Dr. F. B.
;

Jewett, for data and information
;
likewise to Mr. Robert Herne,

Superintendent of the Commercial Cable Company, in Rockport.

Massachusetts, for kind assistance in obtaining measured cable

signals. He also has to thank Professor John Perry, Professor

Silvanus P. Thompson, and Mr. W. Duddell for valued sug-

gestions. In particular, he is indebted to the great help and

courtesy of Dr. R. Mullineux Walmsley, in the presentation of

the lectures, and in the publication of this volume.

Although care has been taken to secure accuracy in the

mathematics, yet errors, by oversight, may have crept in. If

any should be detected by the reader, the author will be grateful

for criticisms or suggestions.
A. E. K.

Cambridge, Mass. (U.S.A.),

December 1911.
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THE APPLICATION OF

HYPERBOLIC FUNCTIONS TO ELECTRICAL

ENGINEERING PROBLEMS

CHAPTER I

ANGLES IN CIRCULAR AND HYPERBOLIC
TRIGONOMETRY

Generation of Circular Angles. If we plot to Cartesian

co-ordinates the locus of y ordinates for varying values of

& abscissas in the equation

y
2 + x2 = 1 . . (cm., or units of length)

2
(1)

we obtain the familiar graph of a circle, as indicated in Fig. 1
;

where O is both the origin of co-ordinates x, y, and the centre

of the portion of a circle /'A#. The radius OA, on the axis

of abscissas, is taken as of unit length. As x diminishes from

+ 1 to 0, y increases from to +1, and the radius-vector OE
moves its terminal E over the circular arc AE^. At any

position such as OE, the tangent E/ to the path of the moving
terminal is perpendicular to the radius-vector. As the radius-

vector rotates * about the centre O, it describes a circular sector

AOE and a circular angle, /?
= AOE. The magnitude of this

-circular angle may be defined in either of two ways, namely

(1) By the ratio of the circular arc length s described, during
the motion, by the terminal E, to the length p of the radius-

vector
;

*
Only the positive root of equation (1) is here considered, with the

corresponding positive or counter-clockwise rotation of the -radius-vector.

In what follows, a hyperbola may be understood to be in all cases a

rectangular hyperbola.
1 B
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(2) By the area of the circular sector AOE swept out by the

radius-vector during the motion.

Generation of Hyperbolic Angles. If we plot to Cartesian

co-ordinates the locus of y ordinates for varying values of x-

abscissas in the equationx -
'

. (cm., or units of length)
2

(2)
2c x -

%.
* r /

we obtain the familiar graph of a rectangular hyperbola, as-

indicated in Fig. 2
;
where O is both the origin of co-ordinates.

s

FIG. 1. Circular Sector and
Circular Functions.

FIG. 2. Hyperbolic Sector

and Hyperbolic Functions.

x, y, and the centre of the hyperbola branch /'A/. The radius

or semi-axis OA, on the axis of abscissas, is taken as of unit

length. As # increases from 1 to oc
, y increases from

to oc
,
and the radius-vector OE moves its terminal E over

the hyperbolic arc AE/. At any position, such as OE, at which

the radius-vector makes a circular angle /? with the X axis, the

tangent E/ to the path of the moving terminal makes a cir-

cular angle /? with the Y axis
;
or a circular angle of 2/5 with

a perpendicular to the radius-vector. As the radius-vector
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rotates about the centre O, it describes * a hyperbolic sector

AOE, a circular angle /?=AOE, and also a hyperbolic angle

AOE. The magnitude of this hyperbolic angle may be defined

in either of two ways, namely

(n) By the ratio of the hyperbolic arc distance s described.

during the motion, by the terminal E, to the length p of the

radius-vector ;

(2) By the area of the hyperbolic sector AOE swept out by
the radius-vector during the motion. [

Algebraic Definition of any Angle, Circular w Hyperbolic.

In the circular locus AE# of Fig. 1, or in the hyperbolic

locus AE/ of Fig. 2, let the rotating radius-vector OE generate

at any time an element of arc of length

ds= ,J(dyyt + (dx^ ..... cm. (3)

and let

p =

be the corresponding instantaneous value of the radius-vector

length. Then the element of angle described during the

motion will be

djj
= d6 = - circular or hyperbolic radian (numeric) (4)

That is, the element of angle described in the circular locus of

Fig. 1 will be a circular angle element d/3, and will be express-

ible in units of circular radians; while the element of angle

described in the hyperbolic locus of Fig. 2 will be a hyperbolic

angle element dO, and will be expressible in units of hyperbolic

As the motion proceeds in Figs. 1 and 2 from an initial to

a final position of the radius-vector, the total angle described

during the motion will be

/?
= =f circular or hyperbolic radians (5)

In the case of the circular locus of Fig. 1, the radius-

* Only the positive root of equation (2) is here considered, with the

corresponding positive or counter-clockwise rotation of the radius-vector.

B2
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vector p is a constant, and equal, by assumption, to unity;
consequently, equation (5) becomes for the circular case

*2

ft /
y-
= s circular radians (numeric)

*
(6)

SI

where s is the length of the circular arc described between
the limits ^ and s

2 , while
ft

is the corresponding angle in

circular radians.

In the case of the hyperbolic locus of Fig. 2, the radius-

vector p varies. Consequently, equation (5) becomes for the

hyperbolic case
S2

/ds
s- =

, hyperbolic radians (numeric) f (7)

s
i

where s is the length of the hyperbolic arc described between

the limits s
l
and s

2 ;
while p' is the integrated mean value o^

p during the motion, as defined by (7), and 6 is the corre^

spending angle in hyperbolic radians.

Anyles in Terms of Sector Area. In the circular sector of

Fig. 1, or the hyperbolic sector of Fig. 2, the magnitude of the

angle described by the radius-vector OE, between an initial

and a final position, is numerically twice the area of the sector

swept out by the radius-vector during the motion. Thus

in Fig. 1, with the radius OA 1 cm., if the radius-vector

describes the heavy arc A, &, c, d, E, then the circular angle ft

will be, in circular radians, double the sector area AOE in sq.

cm.
;
or will be equal to the shaded double-sector area EOE'

in sq. cm. Similarly, in Fig. 2, with the radius OA = 1 cm.,

if the radius-vector describes the heavy arc A, b, c, d, E, then

d will be, in hyperbolic radians, double the sector area AOE
in sq. cm.; or will be equal to the shaded double-sector area

EOE', in sq. cm. In Fig. 1, the circular angle AOE =
ft is

* The dimensions of all angles, whether circular or hyperbolic, are

assumed in this discussion to be zero
;

so that an angle is accepted as

a numerical quantity, notwithstanding the fact that the arc ds has a

different direction in the Cartesian plane from that of the radius-vector p.

f See Appendix L.
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represented as 1 circular radian, and the double -shaded sector

area is 1 sq. cm. if OA = 1 cm. Similarly, in Fig. 2, the

hyperbolic angle AOE = 6 is represented as 1 hyperbolic

V"

X?.

o-

X

V

X \

X
X

X

. V

_ i-o

FIG. 3. A Circular Angle of 1 circular radian, in five sections of 0*2 radian

each, expressed as ft J-

radian, and the double-shaded sector area is 1 sq. cm. if

OA = 1 cm.

It is evident that the hyperbolic angle 6 of the sector AOE
in Fig. 2 must be carefully distinguished from the cir-

cular angle /? of the same sector. In the case represented

6=1 hyperbolic radian
;
whereas ft

= 0'65087 circular radian

(37 17' 33").
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The preceding algebraic relations between arc and radius-

vector ratios of circular and hyperbolic angles are illustrated

in greater detail by Figs. 3 and 4. In Fig. 3 each of the

circular arcs AB, BC, CD, DE, EF possesses a length of 0'2,

if the radius OA be taken as of unit length. Consequently,

each of the circular angles in the sectors AOB, BOC, COD,

FIG. 4. A Hyperbolic Angle of 1 hyperbolic radian, in five sections of 0'2 radian

each, expressed as 8 =./".
P

DOE, and EOF is 0-2} circular radian. The total circular

angle AOF of the sector AOF is thus 1 circular radian.

In Fig. 4 each of the hyperbolic segments AOB, BOC, COD,
DOE, and EOF contains a hyperbolic angle of 0'2 hyperbolic
radian, the length of the arcs AB, BC, CD, DE and EF, increas-

ing as the hyperbolic angle increases, and also the lengths of the

integrated mean radii-vectores p which are indicated in Fig. 4
for each sector. Consequently, the total hyperbolic angle of
the sector AOF is 1 hyperbolic radian, the arc ABCDEF
having a total length of 1'3167 units, if the radius OA be taken
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as of unit length. The integrated mean radius-vector p for

the total hyperbolic angle of the sector AOF intersects the

curve at /.

For brevity, we may use the term "
hyp." as an abbreviation

for the unit hyperbolic radian
;
so that in Fig. 4 we may say

that each of the sectors contains, and each of the arcs subtends,

a hyperbolic angle of 0*2 hyp.; while the total sector AOF
contains, and the arc ABCDEF subtends, a hyperbolic angle
of 1 hyp.

Hyperbolic angles and hyperbolic trigonometry are of great

importance in the theory of electric conductors as used in

electric engineering.

TRIGONOMETRIC FUNCTIONS OF CIRCULAR AND HYPERBOLIC

ANGLES.

Trigonometry recognizes certain functions or ratios of

lengths in connection with circular and hyperbolic angles.

If we retain the initial radius as of unit length, the ratios

become simplified into the numerical lengths of certain straight

lines. In Figs. 1 and 2, XE is the sine, OX is the cosine,

and At the tangent of the angle of the sector, circular or

hyperbolic.*

It is evident that when the angle is very small, both the

hyperbolic and circular sines are likewise very small; the

hyperbolic and circular tangents are likewise very small, while

the hyperbolic and circular cosines are very nearly unity. As

the angle increases through many radians, the circular sine

periodically fluctuates between the limits + 1 and 1, while_

the hyperbolic sine increases steadily from to cc . The

circular cosine periodically fluctuates between + 1 and 1,

while thehyperbolic cosine increases^gteadilj from 1 to oc .

The circular tangenT~perTodically fluctuates disconlmuously

between -f- oc and oc
,
while the hyperbolic tangent steadily

*
Reference is here made only to the numerical lengths of these

functions
;
and their proper direction in the plane, real or imaginary,

is ignored.
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increases from to 1. Fig. 5 shows the graphs of the hyper-
bolic functions for the first few hyps., the hyperbolic angle

FIG. 5.

Diagram showing the graphs of the

sine, cosine, tangent, cotangent, secant

and cosecant of a hyperbolic angle.

Ordinates :- Numerical value of the trigonometrical

function

Abscissas :- Numerical value of the hyperbolic angle,

HYPERBOLIC ANGLE

0.9 I 1-5 2 2.5 3 3.5 4 4.5

HYPS.

5.5 6 6.5 7.5.

being marked along the axis of abscissas, and the numerical

value of the function along the axis of ordinates.

In order to distinguish between hyperbolic and circular
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functions, the letter h is affixed to the function when the

hyperbolic function is denoted ; thus, the sine, cosine, versine,

tangent, secant, cosecant, and cotangent of a hyperbolic angle &

are respectively indicated by the customary notation

sinh 0, cosh 6, versh 6, tanh 0, sech 6, cosech 6, coth 6.

By the process described in Appendix A, the standard

formulas of circular trigonometry may be readily transformed

into corresponding formulas of hyperbolic trigonometry. .Jt

will be found that circular function formulas involving only
first powers, in general transform into corresponding hyperbolic

oiit" change. Thus the formula

sin 2/?
= 2 sin /? cos {$ . . . numeric (8)

transforms directly into

sinh 26 = 2 sinh 6 cosh 6 . . (9X

But circular function formulas involving squares, or second

powers of functions, usually involve one or more changes of

sign in hyperbolic transformation. Thus

cos2
^ + sin2 = 1 . . . . numeric (10)

becomes cosh'2 - sinh2 = 1 ..... (11)

With this reservation in mind, it is not worth while pre-

paring a special list of hyperbolic trigonometric formulas.

They may be obtained from the corresponding circular trigono-

metric formulas by transformation on inspection. Conse-

quently, no appreciable additional mental labour is needed

for memorizing formulas when learning to apply hyperbolic

trigonometry, after the student has learned to apply circular

trigonometry. The formulas already learned with the latter

suffice for both. A short list of comparative formulas in circu-

lar and hyperbolic trigonometry is given in Appendix B.



CHAPTER II

APPLICATIONS OF HYPERBOLIC FUNCTIONS TO CON-
TINUOUS-CURRENT LINES OF UNIFORM RESIST-
ANCE AND LEAKANCE IN THE STEADY STATE

Perfectly Insulated Lines. Rectilinear Graphs. Let us first

consider a uniform conducting line such as a telegraph line

L kilometers long, but perfectly insulated from the ground
and from all other conductors. Such a line will have a

uniform linear conductor-resistance of r ohms per km., and its

total conductor-resistance will be Lr ohms
;
but it will, by

assumption, be devoid of leakance.

If we free the distant end B of this line AB, Fig. 6, and

apply an e.m.f. of EA volts to the home end A, as by means

of the battery shown, it is evident that all parts of the line

conductor will take the same electric potential, and the graph
of this potential as ordinates, to distance along the line as

abscissas, will be the straight line AB parallel to the axis of

abscissas.

Again, if we ground the distant end B of the line, as in

Figs. 7 and 8, the graph of electric potential will be the

inclined straight line AB, Fig. 7, falling from EA volts at A
to zero at B

;
while at any distance L

x
km. from A the potential

will be

e = EA - IL
:
r volts (12)

Moreover, since there is no current leakage along the line,

the current strength will be the same at all points, and the

current graph will be the straight line AB, Fig. 8, parallel to

the axis of abscissas.

Similarly, if the line instead of being either freed or

grounded at B, is grounded there through some constant

resistance, it is evident that the graph of potential along
10
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the line under an impressed e.m.f. EA at A, would still be a

straight line, but a straight line of lesser inclination than AB
in Fig. 7

;
while the graph of current would still be a straight

line parallel to the axis of abscissas, but a straight line lower

than AB in Fig. 8.

Similar reasoning applies when an e.m.f. is applied at B,

either alone, or in conjunction with an e.m.f. at A.

A B

FIG. 6
CURVE OF POTENTIAL ALONG
A PERFECTLY INSULATED LINE,
FREE AT THE DISTANT END

-d=- CURVE OF POTENTIAL
=- ALONG A PERFECTLY

INSULATED LINE.
-=- GROUNDED AT THE FAR

END.

FIG.B

CURVE OF CURRENT -

STRENGTH ALONG A

PERFECTLY INSULATED
LINE, GROUNDED AT

THE FAR END.

Consequently we may include all possible conditions under

the statement that the graphs of potential and current over

any uniform perfectly insulated conductor, in the steady state,

are straight lines.*

. Lines of Uniform Resistance and Leakance. If now the line,

instead of being perfectly insulated, has a uniform linear

leakance of y mhos per km. ;
then if we free the distant end

B, and apply an e.m.f. EA to the home end A, as in Fig. 9,

the graph of electric potential along the line will become

* The steady state of current How will be assumed to have been established

in all cases considered.
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a catenary, or curve of hyperbolic cosines, such as AB r

and the graph of current along the line will be a catenary-

slope curve, or curve of hyperbolic sines, such as the dotted

line Ab, Fig. 9. In the case there represented L = 500

km., / = 10 ohms per km., and g = 0*5 x 10~6 mho per

km., or half a micromho per km. corresponding to a linear

insulation-resistance of 2 megohm-kilometers.

A

200

150-

100-

50-

0.03-

0.02

0.01

Q.

Kilometers.

T
FIG. 9. Fall of Pressure and Current along a uniformly leaky line, free

at the far end.

Under these conditions, as shown in Appendix C, we obtain

the following fundamental equations for potential and current.

With no leakage
EA - IA!^- = e = EB + IBV volts (13)

IA = i = IB . . . . amperes (14)

With uniform leakage

EA cosh L
x
a IA.TO sinh L

x
a = e EB cosh L

2
a -f IB?'O

sinh L
2
a

volts (15)
TT TT

IA cosh LjCt sinh LjCt
= i = IB cosh L

2
a + B

sinh L
2a

'
o o

amperes (16)
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where EA and IA are the e.m.f. and current at A
EB IB B
e i some intermedi-

ate point, distant L
x
km. from A, and L

2
km. from B (Fig. 10)

also a = *Jrg .... hyp. per km. (17)

*o
= \

7~ ohms (18)
y

The constant a is to be considered as a hyperbolic angle
subtended by unit length of line. It is called the attenuation-

constant of the line. Its dimensions are (= T \ or a numeric
Mength/'

divided by a length.

(_.

FIG. 10. Diagram of Simple Ground-Return Circuit : A, Generator End; B,
Motor or Receiving End ; P, Intermediate Point.

The constant r is to be considered as a characteristic

resistance pertaining to the line. It is the resistance which

an indefinitely long line, of the given linear constants r and g,

would offer at either end say A, as measured to ground,
whether the other end were freed, grounded, or left in any
intermediate condition of ground through resistance. It is

called the surge-resistance of the line. In the case of the line

considered with Fig. 9, the surge-resistance is

r = ^/10 X 2,000,000 = 3472 ohms.

The attenuation-constant for the case indicated in Fig. 9 is

a = ^/10 X 0-5 X 10-6 = 0-002236 hyp. per km. The physical

meaning of the constant is that when an impressed e.m.f. E
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volts is applied to one end of a line, which is either indefinitely

long, or is grounded at the distant end through a resistance

equal to the surge-resistance of the line, the potential, at a

distance of one km. from the home end will have fallen from

E to Ee~a
volts, where s is the base of Naperian logarithms, or

2'71828. In each and every unit length of line the potential will

fall by the factor
~a

. Consequently, after Lj km. the potential

will have fallen to Ee~L ia volts. The factor
~Ll<x

is called the

normal attenuation-factor for the length Lr Thus, in the

case of the line represented by Fig. 9, with an attenuation -

constant of 0'002236 hyp. per km., if an e.m.f. of say EA = 200

volts be impressed at A, and the line is grounded at B through
4472 ohms, the potential at 1 km. from A will have fallen to

200 -o-oo223i == 199-552 volts. The potential in each and every

km. will fall by 0'2236 per cent., and, after running 500 km.,

the potential will fall to 200 -1>lls= 200 x 0-3269 = 65*38 volts.

The normal attenuation-factor for 500 km. of this line is

therefore 0'3269. If the line were grounded at B through

more or less than r ohms, the attenuation-factor would be

greater or less than the normal.

Angle subtended ly a Uniform Line. A uniform line pos-

sesses, or may be said to subtend, a hyperbolic angle

6 = La = LV^= V'RG . . . hyps. (19)

where R Lr is the total conductor-resistance of the line in

ohms, and G = L# is the total dielectric conductance of the

line in mhos. That is, the angle of the line in hyps, is the

geometric mean of the conductor-resistance and dielectric

conductance. The angle of a uniform line increases directly

with its length. The attenuation-constant a, in overland tele-

graph lines, varies between the approximate limits of 10
~5 and

10
~2

hyp. per km., according to the condition of insulation.

If we take 1000 km. as the greatest length of telegraph line

likely to be operated in a single section, without repeaters, the

angle of such a line may vary between the limits of 0*01 and

10 hyps. In practice, however, the line would probably cease

to be workable telegraphically when the leakance became
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sufficiently great to bring the line angle to 4 hyps., for which

the normal attenuation-factor is e"4 or 0*018; so that the

received current would be only 1*8 per cent, of the current at

the sending end, if the receiving end were grounded through
a resistance equal to the surge-resistance of the line. A
uniform line is a more efficient transmitter of current from

the generating to the receiving end as its line angle is reduced ;

although not in simple proportion.

Trigonometrical Properties of a Simple Uniform Line in

Relation to its Angle. Distant End freed. It is easily shown

from equations (15) and (16), substituting the proper terminal

values of potential and current, that when a line of angle is

freed at the distant end, with a steady e.m.f. EA applied at the

home end, the resistance offered by the line at the home
end (see Appendix C) is

R
r
=

TO coth . . , . . ohms (20)

the current entering the line is

E F
I = A

tanh = - 4 o . . amperes (21)r r
Q coth

and the potential at the distant free end is

EB = EAsech = EA
a . . . volts (22)cosh u

Table I gives the potential at the distant free end of a line

as a decimal fraction of the e.m.f. impressed at the home end,

for different lengths of line and various attenuation-constants.

Thus, with a line of attenuation-constant 0*0025 hyp. per mile

or km., and a length of 500 miles or km., the line angle would

be 1-25 hyps., and the Table shows that the voltage at the

distant free end would be 0'53, or 53 per cent, of the impressed

voltage.

Distant End grounded. Similarly operating upon the funda-

mental formulas (15) (16) we have, with the distant end of the

line grounded, the line resistance offered at the home end

R^
= r

Q
tanh ohms (23)
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TABLE I

POTENTIAL AT DISTANT FREE END, WITH UNIT E.M.F. IMPRESSED ON LINE

AT HOME END. CONTINUOUS-CURRENT CASE.

a =
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electrically long, i. e. when 6 is over 2'5 hyps., tanh 6 ascend-

ingly approaches unity within less than 0*5 per cent., and

coth 6 descendingly approaches unity within less than 0*5 per
cent.

;
so that the apparent resistance offered by an electrically

long line converges to the surge-resistance r
,
whatever the

condition of the distant end. Moreover, dividing (23) by (20)

obtain

R

so that

and

Consequently, if the apparent resistances R/, R^, of the line

are correctly measured at either end, the values of r and a are

determined with the aid of tables of hyperbolic functions,* and

from these the corrected linear constants of the line are found

by the relations

r = a/' .... ohms per km. (31)

and a = ..... mhos per km. (32)
?*0

Thus, if a telegraph line, when freed at the distant end, was

observed to offer a resistance R/=5912 ohms, and when

grounded at the distant end, a resistance R^ = 4434 ohms, the

surge-resistance of the line would be r = x/5912 x 443^=

\R
;
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true linear resistance of the line is r = 5120 x 0*001646 =
8'428 ohms per km., and the inferred true linear leakance is

0'001646 nnn-n mho /0 . ,.

g = = 0'321o X 10-6

-j_
(3,110,600 ohm-km. linear

insulation resistance). The apparent or uncorrected values

4434
would have been rl =

-T^TT-
= 5'543 ohms per km., and

oUU

mho

-4 KM

FIG. 11. Diagram of four kilo-

meters of line with 10o> per loop
kilometer and 2 megohm-kilometers.

FIG. 12. Diagram of four kilo-

meters composed of two separate cir-

cuits with ground return, each having
5oo per kilometer and 1 megohm-
kilometer.

The constants a and r are more important in the theory of

long uniform electric conductors than the constants r and y.

The former may therefore be called the characteristic constants

or characteristics of a line; while the latter are the secondary,'

constants.

Characteristics of Loop-Lines and of Wire-Lines. We have

hitherto discussed the characteristic constants a and r
o

of

single-wire lines with ground-return circuit, such as are used in

wire telegraphy. We now proceed to discuss the characteristics-

of loop-lines such as are used in wire telephony.

In Fig. 11 a loop-line or metallic circuit is indicated, 4 km. in

length, with an e.m.f. of E
/y
= 80 volts impressed at the sending

end, and a load of o,,
= 200 ohms resistance at the receiving

end. The linear conductor-resistance is r
fl

10W per loop-km.,

and the linear insulation-resistance is 2 megohm-kilometers
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representing a linear dielectric leakance g/t
= 0'5 x 10 - 6 mho

per loop-km. The same system is represented in Fig. 12

with respect to a symmetrical dividing line of zero electric

potential, or neutral plane of ground potential. No change
in the distribution of potential, current, resistances, or power
would be made by connecting the dividing line to ground, or

by separating the two halves of the system, and completing
each portion by a perfectly conducting ground return. In

each half of Fig. 12, we have then an impressed e.m.f. of

E
y
= E

y//2
= 40 volts, a load resistance <r

t
=

cr^/2
= 100 ohms,

a linear resistance of r
t
= r

it/2
= 5 ohms per wire-km., and a

linear leakance of gt
= %gtl

= 10~ mho per wire-km.

The characteristics of each half of the system in Fig. 12 are

a,
= ,Jv lgi

= /5~x~l(H = 2-236 X 10'3
hyp. per wire-km. (33)

r
:i
= *Jr t lgl

= *J5~^W = 2236 . . . ohms per wire (34)

The characteristics of the double-wire system in Fig. 1 1 are

~"075 x 10- 6 =
2-236 X 10~3

. . hyp. per loop-km. (35)

<SrJgti
'=

^/lu/0'5 X lTF = 4472 ohms per loop (36)

Consequently, the attenuation-constant has the same value

whether computed from the linear resistance and conductance

per loop- or per wire-kilometer. The surge-resistance of a

loop circuit is twice the surge-resistance of each half considered

as a wire circuit to neutral plane. The impressed e.m.f. is,

however, also twice as great in the loop circuit as in each

wire circuit; so that the current in the loop is the same as

the current in each wire.

It is, therefore, a matter of indifference, in computing an

attenuation-constant a or a line angle 6 = La, whether we

use secondary constants r and g per loop-mile or per wire-

mile. In computing the surge-resistance, there is an obvious

c 2
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ratio of 2 : 1 in the two cases. We shall, therefore, continue

to discuss single-wire circuits, for the greater simplicity of

conception and representation, with the understanding that

looped circuits are thereby included.

Characteristics with respect to Unit of Length. It is evident,

from an inspection of (17) and (18), that if we change the

unit of line length, say by using the mile instead of the km.,

the attenuation-constant will be increased in direct propor-

tion to the size of the unit, whereas the surge-resistance will

not be affected. Thus, a line of linear resistance I'O ohm

per wire-km., and linear leakance of 1 micromho (10~ mho)
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Trigonometrical Properties of an Angular Point on a Line.

If we consider the uniform line AB, Fig. 13, in any steady

state with the distant end B either free or to ground, and an

electric potential of UA volts applied at the home end A, we

may define the point P on the line as an angular point, if its

distance from B is measured by the hyperbolic angle 6 hyps.

The home end A has the angle 6 = La hyps. We then find

from (15) and (16)

With B free, , UP = UA
C S

^f . . . .' , volts (37)cosh v

T T sinh 6
(38>

With B grounded, UP = UA ...... volts (40)

... cosh 6

<42>

Particular Case of Very Short Lines. Approximate Formulas.

When a uniform conducting line is electrically very short,

i. e. when its angle 6 is very small, say not exceeding 0*1 hyp. t

we may without much error substitute

6 for sinh 6

1 cosh 6

6 tanh 6

TJ cosech 6
u

1 sech 6

,
coth 6

u

We"then have with the distant end free, by (20), (21) and (22)

R/ = ^=l . .. . . . ohms (43)

If
= EAG . . . . . amperes (44)

EB = EA . ...-**. volts (44a)
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and, with the distant end grounded, by (23), (24) and (26)

E,,j
= r 6 = R ohms (45)

I
y
= EA /R amperes (46)

R, = ro = R ohms (47)

Or the conditions become equivalent to those of a very short

line of resistance R ohms, and of very small leakage conduct-

ance G mhos.

Particular Case of Short Lines. Approximate Formulas. We
may regard a line as a short line, although not a very short

line, when its angle lies between O'l and 0'5 hyp. In the case

of short lines, we may use two terms in the expansions by series

of the trigonometric functions (Appendix B) and substitute

+ ~ for sinh 6

1 +
9-,

cosh 6

fl3

,
tanh 6

,
cosech

1 - ~ sech d

Q
+ ; coth 6

We then have with the distant end free, by (20), (21) and (22)

R/= (K1H-f)
=
-|
+

(I
' ' ohms (48)

I/ =EA G(I -^
+G

amPeres

-
. volts (50)

That is, a short line offers a resistance at the home end,

when freed at the distant end, as though all its leakance were

applied as a single leak one-third of the line length away from
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the home end. The potential at the far end also behaves as

though the leakance were lumped and applied as a single leak

half-way along the line, the drop of pressure in the line being

R
then EAG-- 9

- volts.

Similarly, we have with the distant end grounded, by (23),

(24), and (26)-

R, =
R(l

--

^) =R(l -^
G
)

. . ohms (51)

* = %(x + ?)
= EA(E + 1) amperes (52)

R, = R(I + ^)
=

R(l +
G
6

R
)

. - ohms (53)

That is, a short line offers a resistance at the home end,

when grounded at the distant end, as though the leakance

were withdrawn and one-third of it were applied as a single

leak at the home end. The current escaping to ground at

the far end behaves as though two-thirds of the lumped
leakance were applied as a single leak at the middle of the

line.

Angle subtended by a Terminal Load. If instead of

grounding a line at the distant end directly, we ground it

through a resistance a ohms, the effect is the same as though
-a certain angle were added to the line at the distant end.

Thus, Fig. 14 represents a uniform line AB of angle 6,

grounded at B through a terminal load resistance CD = a ohms.

The angle 6' subtended by this load is such that

tanh 6' = - ........ numeric (54)
To

or 6' = tanh- 1^) ..... hyp. (55)
\T /

This load angle therefore depends not upon the absolute

value of the load-resistance, but upon the ratio which the load-

resistance bears to the surge-resistance of the line to which it
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is applied. Three cases have to be distinguished with con-

tinuous-current lines, according as is less than, greater than,
TO

or equal to, unity. With alternating-current lines, the dis-

tinction becomes unnecessary.

First Case. Terminal Load- Resistance less than Surge-Resist-

ance. If a is less than r
,
the equivalent terminal load angle-

6' is easily found from a table of hyp. tangents. Thus, if a

&
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The current escaping to ground at distant end is by (25) (41)

EA cosh ff EA cosh 6'

IB = --
u *

= --
u /a ,, /wv amperes (o7)

r smh 6A r smh (6 -f 6 )

so that by inserting the resistance o in the ground path the

receiving-end resistance of the line is increased from R f
=

r
c
sinh 6 to

r sinh (6 + V}
RZ = // .... ohms (08)

cosh

= r sinh 6 -f a cosh ... ohms (59)

Formulas (40), (41), and (42) will be found to apply for aify

point P of the line AB
;
that is, for any angle d between 6'

and (6 + 0'). The terminal load a has no angle of its own,.

but gives to the end B of the line a virtual angle of 6'.

Formulas (40) to (42) will therefore not hold for values of &

less than 6'.

The potential at B is by (40)

In the case considered, the terminally loaded line would

offer at A a resistance of 2000 x 0'84979 = 1699'58 ohms.

The current which would escape to ground would be the

current escaping through the junction BC, and by (41) or

would be, with 100 volts applied at A:
16 1216

= ' 32

ampere, and the potential at B, 100 x y ^ = 16*0 volts.
-Lul^lu

Second Case. Terminal Load-Resistance greater than Surge-

Resistance. If o is greater than r
,
we apply formulas (37), (38),

and (39), instead of (40), (41), and (42). That is, the line

condition is considered as though modified from the freed

state.

The angle of the terminal load at B is now
'

. hyp. (61)

which is found by a table of tangents. The angle at the home

end A is then <5A = 6 + 0' as before.
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The resistance offered by the line as measured at A is by
(20)-

R,-
= r

a
coth <5A = r coth (6 + 6'). . ohms (62)

The potential at B is by (37)

I
cosh 6' ,,

volts <63>

The current escaping at B through the load to ground is

by (38)-

EA sinh 0' EA

That is, the formulas of (37), (38) and (39) apply between

the limits 6=0' and 6 = 6+ 6'
;

but fail for lower values,

or in attempting to apply an angle within the load-resistance

CD.

Third Case. Terminal Load equal to Surge-Resistance. In

this case the angle given to the end B by the terminal load

is infinite, either by (55) or (61). This means that the voltage
and current fall off exponentially. The resistance offered by
the line at A, or at any point on the line beyond A, is r ohms,
as already noticed on page 14. The potential at any point

P, whose angular distance from A is hyps., is

UP
= UA

- ..... volts (65)

the current at the same point is also

IP = IA e-f . . . . amperes (66)

the current at the sending end is

E
IA =

f>

A ..... amperes (67)
1

and at the receiving end

IB = IA
~ 6 = IA

' La
. . amperes (68)

This is the case of normal attenuation referred to on
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page 14. In the case of a very long line, when 6 is over
e

4 hyps., sinh 6 becomes very nearly ^ ,
and the receiving-end

/'

impedance direct to ground -^ . The current escaping to
2i

ground over a very long line is thus

IB = 2IA e-. . . . amperes (69)

or double the current through a terminal load equal to the

surge-resistance.



CHAPTER III

EQUIVALENT CIRCUITS OF CONDUCTING LINES IN

THE STEADY STATE.

IT is evident, and has been quantitatively demonstrated in

the last chapter, that any given uniform conducting line in

the steady state offers a certain resistance at the sending end,

and also offers a certain receiving-end resistance at the re-

ceiving end. That is, the line system, with its distributed

resistance and leakance, may be replaced by a certain equivalent

resistance, or group of resistances, at the sending end, and the

same proposition applies also to the conditions at the receiving

end. Pursuing this inquiry, it may be proved that there exist

an infinite number of groups of resistances which, in the steady

state, may replace the actual uniform line, with its distributed

constants, both at the sending end and at the receiving end.

So that, if we select any one of this infinite number of resist-

ance groups and substitute it for the line, there will be no

change made, by the substitution, in the distribution of poten-

tials, currents, or powers external to the group or equivalent

line conductor. Such an equivalent group of resistances,

capable of being substituted for the line without disturbing

the electrical conditions outside the line, is called an equivalent

circuit of the line.

Although an infinite number of equivalent circuits, made up
of four resistances, exist for any given line, and a fortiori of

more than four resistances, yet there are only two equivalent

circuits that can be made up of three resistances, and none of

less than three. In the case of a single uniform line, either

unloaded or symmetrically loaded, one of these triple groups

of resistances is a star group of three branches, or a T of

resistances, two arms of the T, or two branches, being equal,
28
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and disposed in series to represent the line resistance, and the

third branch, or staff of the T, a resistance in derivation, acting
as a leak, or leakage conductance. The other triple group of

resistances is a delta group, or triangle group, of three branches,

or a 77, one branch, the architrave, being disposed in series, to

represent the line resistance, and the two other resistances,

which are equal, are in derivation, and form the pillars of the

77, acting as equal leaks or leakage conductances. In Fig. 15

we have at AB a diagram of a single uniform line of total

actual conductor-resistance R ohms and total actual leakance

G mhos. The angle of the line is 6 hyps. The surge -resist-

ance of the line is z ohms.* The surge admittance of the

line is yo =l/zo
mhos.

At A'B' (Fig. 15) is shown the equivalent T of the actual

line AB, consisting of the two arms A'O and OB', each equal
to a certain resistance of p ohms, and the staff OG' of a certain

resistance R', with corresponding conductance </'.

At A"B" (Fig. 15) is shown the equivalent II of the actual

line AB, consisting of the architrave resistance p" ohms in the

line or series circuit, and of two pillar resistances each equal
to R" ohms, one connected in derivation or as a leak at A'',

and the other in derivation or as a leak at B", each having a

conductance of g" mhos.

It is shown in Appendix D that the T group A'OB'G' is the

-equivalent of the uniform line AB, when the equal resistances

of the arms and the conductance of the staff are each adjusted
to a certain definite function of the line characteristics. What
is true of the equivalent T in this respect is necessarily true

of the equivalent 77, because, by a known theorem, a certain

resistance delta is always the external equivalent of a given
resistance triple star, as shown in Appendix E.

Although, as has been said, an infinite number of four or

more branched equivalent circuits exist for any given line, yet
the term "equivalent circuit" may be understood in what

follows to denote one or other of the two sole equivalent
* The symbol z^ is here used for surge-resistance, instead of r

,
in antici-

pation of the alternating-current case to be discussed later on.
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circuits with three branches, viz. the equivalent T and the

equivalent II. Sometimes it is convenient to replace a line by
its equivalent T'; at other times it is preferable to replace it

sink'
1- UL

= e =

Z.2T

=. /;
sinhd

R'tanhL

FIG. 15. A Single Uniform Line and its equivalent circuits with the mutual

quantitative relations.

by its equivalent U ; consequently, both equivalent circuits

will be discussed at length, especially because, although in

the continuous-current case, both the T and the U equivalents
of a line have physical significance and can be actually con-
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structed of resistance coils
; yet in the alternating-current case,

either the equivalent T or the equivalent H may have arith-

metical meaning only, and may be devoid of simple physical

significance ;
so that it cannot be constructed out of a simple

association of resistances and reactances.

Equivalent T. As indicated in Fig. 15, the following values

must be assigned to the parts of the T in order that it may be

externally equivalent to the uniform line AB. Calling p the

value of each arm resistance, and g' the value of the staff

conductance

c\

P = z
c
tanh - =

ZG coth 6 R' . . . . ohms (70)

(f
= yo sinh ...... mhos (71)

or, since the total conductor-resistance R of the uniform line

is by (19) and (27)

R = 2
C
0. ..... . . ohms (72)

and the total leakance of the uniform line, by (32), is

G = 7/C
..... . . .. mhos (73)

we may construct the nominal T of the line, by placing in each

arm half the actual resistance of the uniform line, that is

ohms (73a>

and in the staff, the actual total leakance G of the uniform line.

This nominal T will, however, fail to be equivalent to the

actual uniform line; because, although the total conductor

resistance and the total leakance of the nominal T are respect-

ively the same as the total conductor-resistance and leakance

of the line
; yet in the nominal T the leakance is collected into-

one lump and placed at the middle of the line; whereas in

the line the leakance is distributed. The nominal T has, there-

fore, an error due to the lumpiness of the leakance ;
whereas

in the equivalent T this error is eliminated. The correcting

factor which must be applied to each arm of the nominal T
7

,
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in order to convert it into the corrected value, or arm of the

equivalent T, is

tanh

' ' ' ' numenc

\2

This factor approaches the value 1 as 6 becomes very small.

It tends to diminish with increasing real values of 6. That is,

the arms of an equivalent T are always smaller than those of

the corresponding nominal T of a continuous-current line, and

tend to become smaller as the angle of the line increases.

The numerical values of k
fi are, however, subject to great

fluctuations in the alternating-current case.

Similarly, the correcting factor which must be applied to

the conductance in the leak of the nominal T is

, sinh 6 . /h__,k
g/
= . ...... numeric (75)

a quantity which commences at 1 when 6 = 0, and increases

indefinitely with 6. Consequently, the correcting factor of

both leak and arms is unity for a very short line; or the

equivalent T degrades into the nominal T for 6 = : but as the

line angle increases, the equivalent T diverges from the nominal

T, the equivalent T arms diminishing relatively in resistance,

and the equivalent T leak increasing relatively in conductance,

in the case of a continuous-current system.

Equivalent 17. As indicated in Fig. 15, the following values

must be assigned to the parts of the 77 in order that it may
be externally equivalent to the uniform line AB. Calling p"

the value of the architrave-resistance, and g" the value of the

conductance in each pillar

p" = z
o
sinh 6 ...... ohms (75a)

f\

<j'
= yo

tanh
2
...... mhos (76)

or, since the total conductor-resistance R of the uniform line

is 2 0, and the total leakance yo 6, we may construct the

nominal 77 of the line by placing in the architrave the total
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actual line-resistance z 6, and half the total leakance in each
f\

pillar ;
that is, we assign a conductance of ?/

- to each pillar of

the nominal 77. As before, the nominal 77 will have a lumpi-
ness error, and this error is avoided in the equivalent 77. The

correcting factor which must be applied to the nominal archi-

trave-resistance in order to convert it into the equivalent 77

architrave is

sinh 6 . ^^k
p,,
=

. . . . . . numeric (77)

Similarly, the correcting factor which must be applied to the

conductance in each pillar of the nominal 77 in order to convert

it into the equivalent 77 pillar is

/fi

tanh U
k

g//
= '- ..... numeric (78

2

It is evident that the correcting factors of the nominal T and

77 are the same, but mutually inverted, the correction tending
in the continuous-current case (0 a real numeric) to increase

the line-resistance of the 77 and to diminish the leaks in the

pillars.

As a numerical instance, we may take a uniform line of

L = 100 km., r = 20 ohms per km., g = 20 x 10"6 mho per
km.

;
so that 6 = 2 hyps., and r = 1000 ohms. Fig. 16 shows

the nominal T and 77 of this line, as well as the equivalent
T and 77. It will be seen that the nominal circuits each place
2000 ohms in the line, and 2 millimbos of leakance in total

derivation. The correcting factor
2

is 1*81343, and the

correcting factor - - is 0761594. Applying these correct-

ing factors, we obtain the equivalent circuits. Either of these

equivalent circuits may be substituted for the uniform line AB,
without disturbing in any way the external conditions, whether

e.m.f. is applied at either or both ends of the line.

D
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Assigning a Uniform Line Equivalent to a Symmetrical T or 77.

Reversion of Equivalent T. Just as we have seen that to any

given uniform line there corresponds one, and only one, sym-
metrical T

7

or 77 which is its perfect external equivalent in the

9 = Z /Lyfc.

BJZ
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line resistance R = 2p' ohms, and total line leakance G = g

mhos, would be by (19)

6 = x/2/. g
1

. . . apparent hyps. (79)

and the apparent semi-angle or apparent angle of half the line

would be

2~V~2
' ' ' aPParenfc hyps. (80)

But this semi-angle cannot be correct, because it is based on a

lumped leakance instead of a distributed leakance as assumed

in (19). The correction-factor by which the left-hand member
of (80) must be multiplied, in order to eliminate this error of

assumption, is

sinh
(|)

. . . numeric (81)

That is, the formula (80) becomes on correction

^ .... numeric (82)

or the angle of the required equivalent uniform line is

= 2sinh-1

^
P--. - -V. hyps. (83)

=
(84)

if R' = is the resistance of the staff-leak in ohms.
9

Again, if we proceed to form the surge-resistance of the line

corresponding to a nominal T, we have, by (27)

V~n-g
. ohms (85)

But applying this process to the equivalent T, Fig. 15, with 2p'

instead of R and g instead of G, we obtain an apparent surge-

resistance r
a

'

; namely

fW
r

'

*A r~ = ^2/o'R' . . apparent ohms (86)

which contains a lumpiness error. The correcting factor which
D 2
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must be applied to the left-hand member of (86), in order to

arrive at the true surge-resistance r of the equivalent uniform

line, is _
-,.'
= cosh

2
=

A/
1 + if

' ' ' numeric (87 )

where 6 is obtained from (83) or (84). Consequently

r
o
= r'

Q
cosh = cosh s A/-T-

= R' sinh 6 ohms (88)

+
2

^'= P'coth| (89)

Reversion of Equivalent 77. If a symmetrical 77 is given, like

that in Fig. 15, we may proceed to determine the uniform line

which is its external equivalent. If the 77 were a nominal 77,

we should have R =
/o", and G =

2g". In that case, the angle

of the line would be, by (19)

6 = *Jp"ty" .... apparent hyps. (90)

and the semi-angle of the line would be

' ' apparent hyps - (91 )

But owing to the fact that the 77 is an equivalent, and not a

nominal 77, this equation contains a lumpiness error. The cor-

rection-factor which must be applied to the left-hand member

of (91), in order to eliminate this error, is

sinh

numeric (92)7W\
(T)

That is, the formula (91) becomes on correction

f) I
" "

sinh-x = A/' .... numeric (93)

or the angle of the required equivalent uniform line

= 2sinh-i <?-. = 2 sinh-' __ . . . hyps. (94)
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Again, if we proceed to form the surge-resistance of the line

corresponding to a nominal /7, we have as in (85)

aPParent onms (96)

which contains a lumpiness error. The correcting factor which

must be applied to the left-hand member of (96), in order to

arrive at the true surge-resistance r of the equivalent uniform,

is

Vn"
/

// TW/

</ = V ~~
'

Tsr
n = sech = -

. . numeric (97)
I t/ *

where 6 is obtained from (94) or (95).

Consequently

= r
"
sech - = sech

,
... . ohms (98)

General Equivalent Circuit formulas. We may write down
the values of the elements in the equivalent circuits of a line in

terms of the observed resistances R/ and R,, of the line at the

home end when freed and grounded respectively at the distant

end. For the equivalent T we have

p'
= R/ (

1 - J 1 -^-) . . . ohms (100)
y

jij-
/

R' = R, J 1 - | ...... (101)V R,
and for the equivalent II, we have

-?
. , . . . (102)

R" = R,l + l-. . .- (103)

from which
/ I T>//^ L

=R/. . . . . (104)

P'/9" = P"// = R'V = RV ' = R/ R,= r/^r
= R/G= r 2 ohms 2

(105)

Py = p"^" = cosh - 1 = versh = 2 sinh2^ numeric (106)
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Artificial Lines. Artificial lines are either single- or double-

wire lines, according as they are of the telegraphic or tele-

phonic type. All double-wire artificial lines may be divided

symmetrically into a pair of single-wire lines, each operated
to neutral or zero-potential plane in the manner indicated in

Figs. 11 and 12. Consequently, it is only necessary to discuss

the behaviour of single-wire artificial lines. In the continuous-

current case, such lines are made up of uniform sections of

line resistance in series, and leakance in derivation. A par-

ticular case of such an artificial line of five sections is illustrated

in Figs. 17, 18 and 19. Each section consists of a symmetrical
T having 250 ohms in each arm, and a leak of 250 micromhos

in the staff. Consequently, by what has been seen in relation

to the equivalence of a uniform line to a given symmetrical T,

it follows that each such section is externally equivalent to

a corresponding section of uniform line with distributed resist-

ance and leakance. Applying formulas (83) and (88) to the

case of Fig. 17, we find for the equivalent line section 6 = 0'35172

hyp. and r = 1436*13 ohms. The whole line, therefore, subtends

an angle of 1'7586 hyps, at A. The secondary constants of the

equivalent uniform line are by (72) and (73), R = 2525*5 ohms,

and G = 1 '22495 millimho. In the artificial line there are

actually 2500 ohms in series-resistance and 1*25 millimhos of

total leakance.

The artificial line, therefore, behaves externally in the steady

state exactly like a uniform distributed-constant line of 17586

hyps, and 143613 ohms surge-resistance. In Fig. 17 the arti-

ficial line is grounded at the distant end B, and 100 volts

potential is applied at A. The currents and potentials are

indicated in the various elements of the line by Ohm's law

computation; but they also conform to the hyperbolic trigo-

nometry of a single uniform line at the ends A and B.

Moreover, at each junction between sections, marked respect-

ively 1, 2, 3 and 4 in Fig. 17, the hyperbolic angle is indicated,

and corresponds to like symmetrical points along the equivalent

uniform line; so that the potential and current distributions

along the artificial line conform precisely to those on the
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equivalent uniform line, not merely at the two ends A and B,

but also at the four section-junctions; or at six points in alL

In order, therefore, to compute trigonometrically the distri-

bution of current or potential at any point on the artificial

line, say at the second leak, it is only necessary to compute the

corresponding condition at the nearest equiangular point on

the uniform equivalent line, by formulas already given, and

then to apply Ohm's law over the intervening semi-section of

line-resistance or arm of a T. This trigonometrical method

of computing the distribution is, in general, much less laborious

than that of working along the artificial line from either end

by Ohm's law that is, the trigonometrical method is a labour-

saving device in the continuous-current case, and would also

be so in any alternating-current case, if the proper hyperbolic-

function Tables were available.

In Fig. 18 the artificial line is freed at the end B with an

impressed potential of 100 volts at A. The distribution of

potential and current over the artificial line agrees with that

of the above-mentioned equivalent distributed-constant line at

the ends, and at the four section-junctions.

If we plot the potential along the line as ordinates to line

angle or length as abscissas, we shall have a true catenary

falling from 100 to 33*461 volts, for the graph in the case of

the real line
;
whereas we shall have a broken line or series

of descending straight lines falling from 100 to 33*461 volts for

the graph in the case of the artificial line. The true catenary
will cut these straight lines at points corresponding to section-

junction points. (See Appendix F.)

The broken straight line is, in fact, the funicular polygon
obtained by lumping the masses symmetrically at the centres

of the equivalent catenary-sections.

In Fig. 19 the artificial line is grounded at the end B

through a resistance of 750 ohms. The effect is just the same

as though the equivalent real line were so grounded. The

equivalent angle subtended by the terminal load resistance is

0' =0*57941 hyp., and the angles of all equivalent points along
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the artificial and equivalent real lines are increased by this

amount in the manner indicated.

An alternative method of dealing trigonometrically with the

distribution of potential and current over an artificial line, by
the use of continued fractions, is discussed in Appendix F.



CHAPTER IV

REGULARLY LOADED UNIFORM LINES

A LOAD in a line may be defined as an element of resistance

Inserted in the line, or an element of leakance inserted in

derivation on the line; or a combination of both; in such a

manner as to introduce a discontinuity into the line, or break

up its uniform distribution of line constants. Loads inserted

in series into a line may be called series loads, or impedance

loads
;

while those added in derivation may be called leak

loads. Loads at the end of a line are called terminal loads;

while those elsewhere are called intermediate loads. When
loads are inserted at regular intervals along a line, or according
to some assigned law of succession, they are called regular

loads. When inserted otherwise, they are called either irregular

loads or casual loads.

Regular Series Loading. WT
e may first consider the effect of

loading a line at regular intervals with equal resistances.

This is the simplest and most important case of regular

loading.

On the first row of Fig. 20, we have a line indicated which

at uniform angular intervals of 6 = 0*35172 hyp. has series

resistances inserted, each of 2 = 200 ohms. The surge-

resistance of the line before the loading is r = 1436*13 ohms.

Each section of line between adjacent loads might be 100 km.

It is required to find the characteristics of the loaded line.

In the process represented by Fig. 20, the first step is to

find the equivalent T of a line section. This is done with the

aid of formulas (70) and (71). This gives us a resistance

p of 249*985 ohms in each arm of the T, and a resistance

R' of 4000*22 ohms in the staff of the T, corresponding to a

leakance g'
= 249*92 micromhos. The angle subtended by this-

42
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T will be the same as the angle of the line-section to which
it corresponds (6 = 0'35l72 hyp.). The actual resistance R in

! o-snjz
1
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The next step is to divide the loads 2 into two halves, of

o ohms each, and to add a on to each arm of the equivalent T,

as indicated on the third row of Fig. 20. The extended T,

which now includes half a load at each end, has a resistance

of p = 349*985 ohms in each arm, and the same leak resist-

ance as before, R' = 4000'22 ohms. The entire loaded line

may now be regarded as made up of sections of these extended

T's. We now proceed to find by formulas (84) and (89) the

characteristics of the sections of uniform line equivalent to

the extended T's. As shown on the lowest row of Fig. 20,

this is found to be Q
t

= 0'41532 hyp., and r
o
'= 1709*54 ohms.

The conductor-resistance corresponding to such a section is

r
'

0,= 710*06 ohms, a virtual increase of 204'96 ohms; while

the corresponding section leakance is 6>/r'
= 242*94 micromhos,

or a virtual reduction of 2 '05 micromhos.

It is self-evident that if the 200 additional ohms of load-

resistance per section had been inserted by uniform distribution

instead of in lumps, there would have been only 200 ohms

increase in the section B, with no change in the section G.

Consequently, the effect of inserting the added resistance in

lumps at 100 km. intervals is a virtual increase of 4*96 ohms
of line-resistance per section, together with a slight virtual

reduction in leakance. The steps of the process also indicate

that for a given amount of additional resistance to be inserted

at regular intervals into a line, the shorter the interval, the

smaller is the inserted load, and the smaller the change in

the extension of the equivalent J's; whereas with long sections,

large loads must be inserted at their junctions. The extensions

of the equivalent T's are then correspondingly enlarged, with

increased effect on the line angle, and on the virtual extra

resistance of the loads due to their lumpiness.

If 6 be the angle of a section before loading (hyps.)

0, ,, after

z surge-resistance of the line before loading (ohms)

o after

2 2a be the resistance of each series load (ohms),
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then the process above outlined leads to the following results

numeric (107)
u ,

sinh -~ sir
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resistance-load is given, as well as the characteristic constants

6 and z
o
of the section before loading. On the other hand, if

the resistance of the load were distributed uniformly over the

section, the effect would evidently be to increase 6 and z in

the same ratio
;
that is

Regular Leak Loading. If as indicated on the first row of

Fig. 21, equal leakances of conductance T mhos are inserted

at uniform angular distances 6 hyps, along a line, the surge-

resistance of which is z
o
ohms

;
we may proceed to determine

the effect of this loading on the line characteristics.

The first step is to break each load into halves of conductance

y mhos (F = 2y), as on the second row of Fig. 21.

The next step is to find the equivalent U of each unloaded

section of line, as on the third row of Fig. 21, with the aid of

formulas (75) and (76).

We now extend each section U by adding the leak y to

each pillar conductance, as indicated in Fig. 21, at the fourth

row; where

g/t
= g" + y mhos (117)

The extended /7's will now subtend a new angle 6
f ,
which

we proceed to find by reverting them to their corresponding
uniform line-sections, using (95) and (99).

In the case represented in Fig. 21, each leak T has a

conductance of 0'09697l millimho, and the line-sections are

the same as in Fig. 20. The final equivalent line-section angle
is Q

t
== 0*41532 hyp., and the surge-resistance 1206'4 ohms.

With the notation of (107) we find

. i v .

c 2 /i i o\
TJ-

. numeric (Ho)
-f yz tanh

^

=
A/tanh|-tanh(|

+
d)

. . (119)
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if yz
= tanh d, and

z
o

ohms (120)

y (

/0 ,

l + yz tanh 1 + y*o coth

B

-A -,

FK;. 21. Reduction of a Uniform Actual Line with loads in derivation to an

Equivalent Unloaded Actual Line.

Regular leak loads y produce the same effect on the line

section-angle as regular series loads a, when

- = z 2 ohms (121)

The final surge-resistances in the two cases will not, however,
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be the same, but their geometrical mean will be the original

or unloaded surge-resistance.

It follows from the preceding formulas that every regularly

loaded line can be replaced by an equivalent uniform unloaded

line of the same length, which, in turn, can be completely

replaced for all external purposes by a certain equivalent T,

and corresponding equivalent 77.

The effect of loading a line at regular intervals, either with

series resistances, or with leaks, is always to increase the

angle 6 of the line, and reduce its normal attenuation-factor e~
e

,

in the continuous-current case
;

besides the effect of long
intervals between loads, or lumpiness, which exaggerates the

influence. In the alternating-current case, it will be seen that

loading always increases the numerical hyperbolic angle of the

line
;
but by no means always reduces the normal attenuation-

factor.



CHAPTER V

COMPLEX QUANTITIES

IN the discussion which has preceded, all the quantities

employed have been simple "real" numerical quantities,

comprised between the limits of oc and + oc
;
so that they

are capable of being represented geometrically by their positions

on a single graduated straight line
;

i. e. by their assignment in

one dimensional space.

It is, however, a seemingly universal and a wonderful law,

that all the numerical formulas and rules of quantitative

behaviour for continuous-current circuits, or conductors, are

exactly the same for single frequency alternating-current

circuits or conductors, in respect to potentials and currents as

also (with minor reservations) to power and energy, if these

formulas and rules are interpreted as relating to complex
numbers

;
or such numbers as are represented by their positions

on a single graduated plane ;
i. e. by their assignment in two-

dimensional space.*

The importance of this law will be evident, when it is

recognized that each and all of the formulas hitherto discussed

in relation to continuous-current lines and systems, are

immediately applicable, without any change in notation, to

alternating-current lines and systems, provided that we extend

the meaning of the notation to include two-dimensional

numbers instead of one-dimensional numbers. From this

standpoint, it will be seen that we have already dealt with

alternating-current lines and systems unawares, and that the

continuous-current case is merely the particular case, in each

formula, when the numerical quantities it employs degrade into

ordinary one-dimensional numbers.

* See Bibliography, 6, 9, 9a, 10, 17, 70.

49 K
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There is, moreover, a great advantage in dealing first with the

hyperbolic trigonometry of continuous-current lines ; because

one-dimensional arithmetic is easier to grasp and follow than

two-dimensional arithmetic. On this account, our ideas are

limned more clearly, and our advance proceeds more surely,

when we deal first with the problem on the one-dimensional

aspect which the continuous-current case supplies. After having
mastered the subject in one dimension, we are in a strong

position to attack the vastly wider two-dimensional fields,,

which alternating-current cases offer successively to our mental

vision. We need never have doubts or fears as to the safe road

1.5

>c
3

FIG. 22. Geometrical Representation of Simple Numbers.

to pursue in our advance on a two-dimensional problem, if our

formulas and weapons of attack have been forged on the one-

dimensional hearth.

Whenever a new problem arises in alternating-current

technology, whether it is more conveniently dealt with by

hyperbolic trigonometry or not, the safe rule is to find the

corresponding problem in continuous-current technology, and

solve it there by simple one-dimensional arithmetic. The

equations and formulas of the continuous-current solution then

apply to the alternating-current solution, by extending their

meaning into two-dimensional arithmetic.

Simple and Complex Numbers. In Fig. 22, three simple
numbers are represented geometrically, namely Oa = 2,

Ob = +1*5, and Oc = -f- 3. These numbers all lie in one
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direction, across the page, in the plane of the paper, and positive
numbers are directed towards the right hand. All simple
arithmetical operations upon such one-dimensional numbers,
such as addition, subtraction, multiplication, division, powers,
roots, etc., beget other one-dimensional numbers, so that all

simple arithmetic belongs to the one-dimensional system, or to

a single straight line in space. Any convenient straight line in

space will serve as the line of reference. It is convenient toAt& ^ ^Z titC J- , o

u-

*\
B

O
FIG. 23. Geometrical Representation of Complex Numbers.

take the line across the page ;
but the selected line might be,

say, at right angles to this, or up and down the page.

Three complex numbers are also represented in Fig. 23,

namely OA = 2 /45, OB = 1 ^60^ and OC = 3'0 X12Q.* It

will be seen that each number has appended to it a circular

angle, which defines the direction of the line representing the

number in the single plane of reference, with respect to an

initial direction of reference therein. We are at liberty to

choose any convenient plane, and any convenient direction of

* In what follows, A / ft has the same meaning as A cis ft or Ae# in

regular mathematical notations, and may be regarded as a convenient
abbreviation for either of these forms of expression. The modulus A
is the length-factor, or tensor, and the argument ft is the circular-angle-

factor, or versor, of the complex number.
E 2
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reference in the same. It is convenient to select the plane of

the page, and the direction parallel to the lines across the page
as the direction of reference. From this standpoint, all simple

numbers, as in Fig. 22, are numbers having the angle /0.

Complex numbers are sometimes called plane-vectors or, for

brevity, vectors. They must, however, be carefully distinguished
from three-dimensional vectors.

It is also to be noted that negative signs are not indispensable
when writing or specifying individual complex numbers. The

1-9H

B
FIG. 24. Vector Sum of Two Complex Numbers.

angle inseparably attached to each number is sufficient to define

a negative direction. Thus 10\180 isthe same as -10
/O^.

We

may, therefore, use negative signs or not, as may be convenient.

In Fig. 23, we might express O C as 3'0 x O B, if desired.

Addition of Complex Numbers. When two complex numbers

are added together geometrically, one of them is transferred to

the end of the other, and the new number, or sum, is that

corresponding to a line drawn from the origin of the latter to

the free end of the former so transferred. Thus in Fig. 24

2/45^+1 \W = OB = 1-991 /ICT. Again 1 \60 + 3'0 \120
= OC = 2'0\120. This process of adding on one vector to

the end of another is aptly described as geometrical addition.
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By successive additions of complex numbers, any or all parts of

the plane of reference may be invaded.

The process of vector addition, or geometrical addition, of

complex numbers is easily conducted by a draughtsman at the

drawing-board ;
but in order to be carried out numerically, it is

desirable to analyse the complex numbers into components. A
complex number is most conveniently analysed into two

mutually perpendicular components, one in the direction of

reference, or across the page, and the other up and down the

page. These components are called respectively the real and

imaginary components of the complex number, the terms having
been bestowed by algebraists from the standpoint of one-

dimensional arithmetic. The rule for the analysis of any
number of length or modulus A and angle or argument $ is by
circular trigonometry

A //?
= Acos0-K;*A sin . \ ; '. cm. /_ (122)

it being understood that we are discussing the complex number
in geometrical terms. Thus, in Fig. 23, the number OA is 1*414

+ y 1-414; OB is 0'5 -/0'866; OC is - T50 -h/2'6. The

symbol/ here indicates that the quantity to which it is prefixed

is to be measured upwards along the "
imaginary

"
axis. The

sign j prefixed to a number means that it is to be measured

downwards along the imaginary axis. The/
"
operator

"
is thus

an operator which, when applied to a line, representing a

number, rotates it in the positive or counter-clockwise direction

through 90, or n/% circular radians, in the plane of reference.

Two successive applications of the j operator thus reverse the

direction of a line, or rotate it through 180
;
so that j x j or

j- is equivalent to giving the negative sign to a complex
number without changing its angle. Thus we have the well-

known relation

/= V77! numeric /. (123)

and j
2 = 1, j*

= + 1, y
3 =

j, and so on.

To find the sum of a plurality of complex numbers, we add

their real components, and also their imaginary components.
*

j is used in electrotechnics, instead of i as in mathematics, to avoid

confusion with currents.
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Thus in Fig. 23, OA + OB + OC, becomes in Fig. 25, OA + AB
-f BC = (1-414 + 0-5 - 1-50) +/(T414 - 0'866 + 2-60)

= 0-414 + /3148
= 00 = 3175/82^,

where OC is the vector sum of OA, OB, and OC, the three

complex numbers in Fig. 23.

In order to resolve the components of a complex quantity

into a plane vector, let + # be the real component and

0-4-14-

FIG. 25. Vector Sum of Three Complex
Numbers.

the imaginary component, A / /?,
the resultant complex number.

Then by circular trigonometry and (122)

A = V^M-1/
2

- modulus, cm. (124)

and /?
= tan

" l

(^~^) argument, radians (125)

Thus in Fig. 25, with x = + 0'414, and y = +/3'148, we have

A = ^/G-414
2 + 3-1482 = ^01714 + 9-9099 = V10 '0813

= 31751,

and = tan
- 1

(+ 3148 /+ 0414) = tan
~ l (+ 7'604)

= 82 30' or 82-5.
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Subtraction of Complex Numbers. Subtraction of one complex
number A

2 / ft from another A
1 / ft merely requires that the

negative sign be given to the former, or that, without change
of sign, its angle / /ft.,

be changed by 180, and addition then

follows. On the drawing-board, this is performed by first laying

off A! / ft and then adding A 9 / ft to the end of it. In order

to perform the operation arithmetically, each vector is analysed

into its components, and the subtraction then proceeds along

^ach axis, as in one-dimensional arithmetic. Thus if A
x / ft

=
*i J!/ and A

2 /ft = x
z jyv Then A

x /_ft
- A

2 /ft

=
(*i -*2)/(yi-y2)= X/Y.

Multiplication of Complex Numbers. The multiplication of

complex numbers in any order is effected by multiplying

together their lengths or moduli, as in one-dimensional

arithmetic, and adding their angles.

Thus if A
1 /ft and A

2 /ft are the two numbers to be multiplied

together, and A
//ft

the product, we have

A = A, /ft x A
2 /ft

= A
x
A

2 /ft + ft numeric /_ (126)

Thus if A! /ft
= OA Fig. 23 = 2 /45,

and A
2 /ft

= OB = 1 \60,

then the product A / is 2 \15.

If the two complex numbers to be multiplied are analysed

into components, the multiplication may be effected, although
less conveniently, by the rules of algebra. Thus if ( x

\ i/^i)
and (+ ,r

2 /y 2)
be tne two numbers, their product will be

(i2 -
y\ 2/2) J(x2

qJi + xzv3 = x yY-

Reciprocal of a Complex Number. The reciprocal of a complex
number has for its modulus the arithmetical reciprocal of the

modulus of the number, and for its argument the negative

value of the argument of the number. Thus, if A //?
is the

complex number, its reciprocal will be -
\/ft
=

/ ft
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If the complex number is say 10 /20, its reciprocal will

be 0-1 \W*.

If the number whose reciprocal is required, be analysed into

components in the form (#+y?/), its reciprocal will be

.
. This may be reduced to the original form, byvjy

multiplying both numerator and denominator by (+x+jy\

The result is
^-t/ v

- -

Division of Complex Numbers. Division of complex numbers-

can always be effected by taking the reciprocal of the divisor

according to the last preceding rule, and then multiplying this

reciprocal into the dividend. Thus if Aj_ /ft has to be divided

by A2 /ft the quotient is ( ^ \

/ftj-_ft
= A /ft If A

l /ft

A
2 /ft are OA and OB of Fig. 23 respectively, the quotient

is 2\10o.

Powers and Roots of Complex Numbers. The nth power of a.

complex number is formed by the nth arithmetical power of

the modulus, and multiplying the argument by n. That is

(A //?)

n = An
/nfi . . . numeric /_ (127)

Similarly, the nth root of a complex number is formed by

taking the nth arithmetical root of the modulus, and dividing
the argument by n. That is

1 - iF
/ft)

= (A /ft)
n = An

/ 7- . numeric /_ (128).

Summing up, we may say that two-dimensional arithmetic

is performed by rules which degrade into those of ordinary or

one-dimensional arithmetic when the arguments are all zero.

When adding or subtracting complex numbers numerically, it is

desirable to analyse them into components ;
but when multiply-

ing and dividing them, or when taking powers and roots, it is

desirable to express them in angular form.

Trigonometrical functions of Complex Angles. We have-
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already seen that in the case of a simple angle in generalized

trigonometry (Figs. 1 and 2), the circular functions can be read

from a circle diagram (Fig. 1), and the hyperbolic functions from

corresponding elements of a hyperbola diagram (Fig. 2). When
the angle to be dealt with is complex, or of the type (x + jy)

radians, both the circular and the hyperbolic functions can be

derived from a mixed circle and hyperbola diagram.
Circular Functions of a Complex Angle. Construction for

sin (x +jy), Fig. 26.* Take OA = 1 along the negative end of

FIG. 26. Construction for Sin (x jy] and Sin-1
(a + jy).

the Y-axis. From OA as initial line, mark off the circular angle x

and sector area AOB From OB as initial line, mark off

77

the hyperbolic angle y and sector area BOD =
^

Let C be

the foot of the perpendicular from D on OB produced. Drop

perpendiculars from C and D on the axis of reals OX, at c and

d respectively. About c as centre, rotate cd positively through

90 to cZ. Then will the complex vector OZ = Qc+jcd be

the required circular sine of the complex angle x +jy radians.

* See Bibliography, 31.
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In the case represented, sin (1 -f/1) == 1'299 -j- /O635 =
1'446 /26'05. As y varies, Z moves along the hyperbola

JX
2 Y2

_

sin2 x cos2 x

as x varies, Z moves along the ellipse

Y 2 V2

cm. 2
/_ (129)

cosh2
y sinh ^y

Y

1. cm.- (130)

FIG. 27. Construction for Cos (x jy} and
Cos-i (x jy).

From the same figure we have also, if Oc = u and cZ =jv
sin' 1 OZ = sin- 1^ jv)

= sm~ l Ob jcosh~
l OE

= cn

Construction for Cos (x -\-jy). Fig. 27. Take OA = 1 along
the positive end of the axis of reals. From OA as initial line,

mark off the circular angle x or the sector area AOB = --
etc.,

2t

precisely as in the preceding paragraph. The complex vector
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OZ = Oc -\-jcd thus obtained will be the required circular

cosine of the complex angle (x +jy) radians.

In the case represented

cos (1 +/1) = 0-834 -yO-989 = T293 V49'866.

As y varies, Z moves along the hyperbola

<132>

As x varies, Z moves along the ellipse (130).

From the figure

cos- 1 OZ = cos-1

(u jv) = cos' 1 Ob + cosh- 1 OE

_ cos -i

I

MVC
(133)

Hyperbolic Functions of a Complex Angle. Constmiction for
Sink (x jy). Fig. 28. Take OA = 1 along the positive end

of the axis of reals. From OA as initial line, mark off the

circular angle y and sector area AOB =
|.

From OB as initial

line, mark off the hyperbolic angle x and sector area BOD
9!=- Let C be the foot of the perpendicular from D on OB

produced. Drop perpendiculars from C and D on the axis of

imaginary OY, at c and d respectively. About c as centre,

rotate cd negatively, or clockwise, through 90 to cZ. Then will

the complex vector OZ be the required hyperbolic sine of the

complex angle x -{-jy radians.

In the case presented in Fig. 28, sinh(l +/1) = 0'635

+/1-2985 = 1-446/63-95 . As x varies, Z moves along the

hyperbola Zbz. As y varies Z moves along the ellipse XE#y.
Both the ellipse and the hyperbola have foci at F and /, points

situated at unit distances from O on the Y axis.
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From the same figure, if cZ = u, and Oc = jv, we have

+^ +
sinh- (u fi) = cosh- .

= x jy ...... hyp. radians /_ (134)

FIG. 28. Graphical Constructions for Sinh (a; jy) and Sinh-i (x jy}.

Construction for Cosh (x -{-jy). Fig. 29. Take OA = 1 along
the positive end of the axis of reals. From OA as initial line,

mark off the circular angle y, or the sector area AOB =
^.
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From OB as initial line, mark off the hyperbolic angle x and

the sector area BOD = - Let C be the foot of the perpendi-

cular from D on OB produced. Drop perpendiculars from C
and D on the axis of reals OX, at c and d, respectively, About

FIG. 29. Graphical Constructions for Cosh (x jy) and Cosh-l (x jy).

c as centre, rotate cd negatively, or clockwise, through 90 to

cZ. Then will the complex vector OZ = Oc +jcd be the

required hyperbolic cosine of the complex angle x -\-jy radians.

In the case represented, cosh (1 +/1) = 0'834 -f yO'989
=

1-293/49-866 . As x varies, Z moves along the hyperbola

.Zbz. As y varies, Z moves along the ellipse TZZez. Both

ellipse and hyperbola have foci at a and A, points on the real

-axis equally remote from O.
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From the same figure, if Oc = u and cZ =jv, we have

cosh~ l

(u jv)
= )

cos
I ~2

xjy hyp. radians /_ (135)

Construction for Tanh (x -\-jy). Fig. 30. Mark off on the

axis of reals &OX, two points T and X, such that the

former is distant by tanh x and the latter by coth x from

the origin 0. Find the point C midway between T and X.

FIG. 30. Graphical Constructions for Tanh (x jy) and Tanh-l (a; jy).

This point will incidentally be distant coth %x from O. With
centre C and radius CT = cosech 2a?, draw the circle TXZ.
Mark off on the axis of imaginaries 2/OY two points t and y,

such that the former is distant by tan y and the latter cot y
from the origin O. Find the point c midway between t and y.

This point will incidentally be distant cot 2y from O. With
centre c and radius d = cosec 2?/, draw the circle ~ByAt. This
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FIG. 31. Loci of Sinli for the Imaginary-Keal Ratios 1, 2, 3, 4 and 10.

90

30

15
:

FIG. 32. Loci of Cosh for the Imaginary-Real Ratios 1, 2, 3, 4 and 10.
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circle will cut the axis of reals at two points A and B distant

each one unit from O. It will also intersect the circle TXZ

orthogonally in Z. Connect OZ. This vector OZ is the required

hyperbolic tangent of the angle x -\- jy radians.

In the case presented in Fig. 30, tanh (1 4- /I) = 1*084

-f/0-2718 = 1118/14-583 .

FIG. 33. Loci of Tanh 6 for the Imaginary-Real Ratios 1, 2, 3, 4 and 10.

As x varies, Z moves along the circle AB. As y varies,

ZA moves along the circle TZX, performing one complete

revolution for each n units of increase in y.

From the same figure, if OZ = u + jv,

jv)
= *

v

. radians /. (136)
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Principal Formulas for Deriving the Hyperbolic Functions of

Complex Angles. As distinguished from constructions for the

1.3

1.4

FIG. 34. Loci of Sech 6 for the Imaginary-Real Ratios 1, 2, 3, 4 and 10.

hyperbolic functions of complex angles, the following are among
the most important formulas for computing them

sinh (x jy) = sinh x coshjy cosh x smhjy . . . (137)= sinh x cos y + j cosh x sin y .... (138)
= ^sinh2 x + sin2 y /+ tan"1

(coth x tan ?/) (139)

= ^/cosh
2 x cos2 y /+ tan"1

(coth x tan y) (140)

jy} = cosh x coshjy + sinh x sinty/y . . . (141)
= cosh x cos y _ j sinh x sin y) .... (142)
= x/cosh

2 x - sin2
y /+ tan"1

(tanh x tan y) (143)

= ^/sinh
2 x + cos2

y / tan"1

(tanh a? tan y) (144)

cosh (x
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It is evident that the values of the complex hyperbolic
functions may be computed and tabulated either for varying
values of x and y

* or for varying values of A and
{3, the

modulus and argument of the angle expressed as a vector. For

most electrotechnical purposes the latterare the more convenient^

/ i

FIG. 35. Loci of Cosech for the Imaginary-Real Ratios 1, 2, 3, 4 and 10.

Tables of these functions are still greatly needed. They have-

been published for the particular case of /?
= 45. t Other

tables are in course of preparation.

Since sinh 6 = - s'mjd
J

(146)

* Tables of sinh (x + jy) and cosh (x + jy) over a limited range have
been published by Prof. James McMahon and by the General Electric-

Co., Schenectady (N.Y.). See Bibliography, 15 and 64.

f See Bibliography, 33 and 63.
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sin 6 = sinh/0 ..... (147)

cosh 6 = cos/0 (148)

cos = cosh jO (149)

where 6 is any angle, simple or complex, it follows that tables

of complex hyperbolic functions can be used, with a little

~~~ 2

FIG. 36. Loci of Goth 6 for the Imaginary-Real Ratios 1, 2, 3, 4 and 10.

extra trouble, as tables of complex circular functions, and

reciprocally.

Figs. 31 to 36 indicate the vector values of complex hyper-
bolic functions for the five values of f$ whose tangents are

1, 2, 3, 4 and 10 respectively (ft
= 45, 63'43, 71-57, 75'97,

and 84-28') up to A = 1'5. Thus taking Fig. 31 the hyp.

sine of a complex angle 6 = 1-4/45 or 1'4/tan-
1! is found by

following the heavy curve marked 1 to its intersection with
F2
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the dotted line 1*4. The intersection marks the complex vector

required. It is r43/63'57.

Curve-sheets like those of Figs. 31 to 36 can be drawn on

suitable scales for, say, each degree of
{3
and each step of O'l

or less in modulus A. Such curves extend, theoretically, to

infinity or cover the XY plane, not only once, but many times

in succession, if A be taken large enough.



CHAPTER VI

THE PROCESS OF BUILDING-UP THE POTENTIAL AND
CURRENT DISTRIBUTION IN A SIMPLE UNIFORM
ALTERNATING-CURRENT LINE

Ix order to present the application of hyperbolic functions to

the analysis of alternating-current lines from an alternative and

illuminating view-point, we shall here discuss the simplest

elements of electromagnetic wave motion over such lines during

G G-

FIG 37. Simple Alternating-Current Circuit.

the construction period which precedes the steady state. Since,

however, the steady-state distribution is the object of our

investigation, and the preceding unsteady state demands a like

share of analysis for its investigation, we shall pass over the

latter very briefly, and make certain assumptions as postulates

which may be readily verified.

Fig. 37 presents the essential elements of a simple a.c. (alter-

69
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nating-current) circuit. The line AB is uniform, and has

uniformly distributed secondary constants
; namely

r = linear resistance (ohms per wire-km.)

/ = inductance (henrys )

g = conductance (mhos )

c = capacitance (farads )

f = the frequency of the impressed e.m.f. (cycles per second)

co the angular velocity (radians per second)

z = (r +//ft>) linear conductor impedance (ohms per wire-km.)

y = (g 4-jica)) dielectric admittance (mhos )

a = ^/z.y
=

^/(r -\-jlcj) (g -\-jc(o) . hyps, per wire-km. (150)

will then be the attenuation-constant or linear hyp. angle of

FIG. 38. Analysis of the Vector Attenuation-Constant OA = a into the real

part OB =
<! and the imaginary part BA = a2 .

the line. It is a vector possessing components 1 -f- /a., ; so

that (Fig. 38)

a LP
= a

i ~Ha2 hyPs- Per wire-km. (151)

The imaginary component a.> of a hyperbolic angle a has the

properties of a circular angle. Again the surge-impedance
of the line is

(152)

The hyperbolic angle of the line will be

e/l
= LaH = L (a, +>,) =J~Z.T= 6, +/02

. hyps. (153)

Where L is the line-length in km,, Z is the total conductor
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impedance of the line or L (r + jlw) Lz ohms and Y is the

total dielectric admittance of the line, or L (g -\-jca*)
= Ly

mhos. The real part 6l of the complex angle is expressible in

hyperbolic radians, and the imaginary part in circular radians.

It will be seen that (153) is merely a restatement of (19),

<152) of (18), and (150) of (17) with two-dimensional signifi-

cation. In other words, formulas (17), (18), and (19) for

continuous-current circuits apply to the alternating-current
case here to be discussed, when interpreted as involving com-

plex resistances or impedances, and complex conductances or

admittances. We use, therefore, z for r, Z for R, y for g, and

Y for G, in order to emphasize the two-dimensional meaning ;

but we may use all the preceding continuous-current formulas

unchanged, if we keep the vectorial interpretation before the

mind.

The significance attached to the linear angle or vector

attenuation-constant a, is that any wave of potential or current

running along the uniform line, shrinks or attenuates by the

linear attenuation-factor e~a in each unit of length (miles or

km.), for the particular a.c. frequency under consideration. If

then, when starting, at end A, a wave of potential or current

has a value taken as unity, it will, after having run 1 km.,

have dwindled to -*, after 2 km. to e~a .e~a=e~-a
t
after n km.

to -"*, and just before arriving at B, to e~La = e"
,
where 6

is the line angle.

numeric
But ~a = -<al-r./a2) =_ g-O! X -jo*

. <
--

j_ (154)

so that -*
is the product of two factors, namely, e -% which

is a real numeric, and s~^
t
which is an angle, and may be

written

->2 =
/ a.,

= \a7 . . . radians (155)

Consequently, we may write

. numeric . ,- ^ N- = -v2 .-
"" L ( }

and -* = -#!^d^=-Lai La., . numeric/. (157)
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The normal attenuation-factor of the line s
~9

,
which is also the

inevitable attenuation-factor for any one wave of potential or

current running over the line, comprises a real component e~9
\

and an imaginary component e~J 2
. The former is the actual

numerical attenuation-factor which applies to the amplitude
of the wave

;
while the latter is an angle, and applies only to

the phase of the wave. If, for the moment, we leave phase

angles out of consideration, and consider only the shrinkage
or attenuation of the waves running over the line, then we

only consider the real component a
1
of the attenuation-con*

stant a, and the real or hyperbolic component 1
of the line

complex angle 0.

In practice, an alternating-current line, whether used for

signal transmission, telegraphy, telephony, etc., may be pro-

visionally regarded electrically as

a very short line if 6
l
is less than O'l, e -0i being greater than 0'905

a short line if ,, is between O'l and '5, e -^i ,, ,, 0'607

a line of moderate length if ,, ,, 0'5 ,, 2 "5, e -i ,, ,, O'lOO

a long line if,, ,, 2'5 ,, 4'0, e -i ,, ,, 0'020

a very long line if,, isovt-r 4'0, e -#i being less than 0'020'

it being understood that
1 depends upon the frequency of

alternation as well as upon the line-length and secondary

constants. A given line when used, say, for power transmis-

sion, is ordinarily very short with respect to the fundamental

frequency of the generator applied to it, but perhaps long to-

some higher harmonic frequency such as the llth-frequency
harmonic that the generator may produce.
The essential difference with respect to attenuation between

the line-angle 6=^/ZY of an a.c. line and that of a c.c.

(continuous-current) line 0=^/11.0., is that, in the former,,

only the real component cos
/?,

or 6V counts, while the latter

is all real, and all counts. An a.c. line may have a complex

angle of 50 hyperbolic radians, and yet, if the real component
is only, say, 2 radians, the line is only of moderate lengthy
whereas a c.c. line of 50 radians would be of enormous elec-

trical length. As above defined, a very short line attenuates
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waves less than 10%, so that they arrive at the distant end

of the line with over 90% of their amplitude at the home
end. A short line attenuates less than 40 %, so that the wave

attenuation-factor for one run over the line is over 0'6. A
moderately long line reduces the wave attenuation-factor to

something between 0*6 and 01. A long line may bring it

down as low as 2 /Qt and a very long line to yet lower values.

These will also be the normal attenuation-factors of the lines

in their steady a.c. state, i. e. if the terminal-load impedance
at B is equal to their surge-impedance 2 .

In Fig. 37, let the a.c. generator have negligible impedance,
and produce a sinusoidal e.m.f., or pure sine wave. If the

terminal-load impedance Z>. is made infinite, the line is freed

at B, if it is made zero the line is grounded at B. If it is

made equal to z the line is in the normal state as to attenua-

tion, the attenuation-factor of the steady state being then the

same as the attenuation-factor for any single wave in the

unsteady state.

The physical significance of the surge-impedance Z
Q
is that,

at any point, the line offers this impedance to an advancing
wave of the frequency considered. That is, at any point

volts

where e and i are the instantaneous values of the potential
and current strength at the point. Consequently, the surge-

impedance of the line is not only the natural impedance which

it offers everywhere to surges of the frequency considered, but

it is also the initial impedance of the line at the sending end.

It is, therefore, also the initial sencling-end impedance of the

line, as distinguished from the impedance which the line offers

at the sending end in the steady state, when a number of waves

are merged together.

The velocity with which any wave of the frequency / runs

over the line considered, is determined by the relation

v = -
. . . . km. per second (159)

2
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When the linear conductor resistance r and dielectric con-

ductance g are both made equal to zero in (150) we obtain

a = ja.2
= jo)^/d . . . hyps, per km. (160)

and the velocity over such a line would become

v = . km. per second (161)
\/Cl'

which for a free uniform line, surrounded by air at all points,

and ignoring inductance within the substance of the wire, is

known to be the velocity v of
"
light

"
in air, or 300,000 km.

per second, owing to the fundamental relations between the

inductance and capacity of such a wire. Owing, however, to

the presence of effective linear resistance of all kinds that dis-

sipate electromagnetic wave energy into heat in the conductor,

and to effective linear conductance g, of all kinds that dissipate

such energy into heat in the dielectric, the speed of the waves

drops, even in an aerial line. Moreover, when the dielectric is

a solid, the free limiting speed of waves is reduced inversely as

the square root of the specific inductive capacity of the material
;

so that with solid-insulated conductors, the speed of wave-

advance may be only a small fraction of 300,000 km./sec. On
loaded lines, the wave speed, v = co/a.7 ,

is artificially reduced

still more.

Let us assume a line having at a certain frequency an

attenuation-constant of a 0*07675 +^0*7854 hyps, per km.

Then, in running 1 km. over this line, a wave shrinks in am-

plitude by e-O' - 6?5 or 0*9259, i. e. to 92*59 %. It also shrinks in

phase by 0*7854 radians (n/4>
= 45). This means that it loses

this phase angle with respect to the phase of the wave then

being delivered by the generator at A. When a wave of either

potential or current is delivered to the line, that wave goes

on with its phase unchanged with respect to its own parts.

The crest of the wave remains a crest, and a zero-point on

the wave remains a zero-point. But the generator keeps on

changing its phase and the phase of the next wave that is

emitted. Consequently, the wave which has been released and

is travelling along the line is continually falling further and
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further behind the instantaneous phase of the generator end.

It loses co radians per second, and since the velocity of wave

transmission is v =a)/a.2 km. per second, the advancing wave

must lose co/v
= a

2
radians per km.

The magnitude and phase relation of a released wave of

either potential or current as it runs over the first 10 km.

of the circuit here considered, are indicated in Fig. 39. Assum-

ing the initial magnitude and phase at start to be represented

FIG. 39. Diagram of Relative Magnitudes and Phases of Outgoing "Wave over
the Line of Fig. 37, for the first ten kilometers.

by the vector OE, these will have changed, after 1 km., to

O, 1', an amplitude of 0'926, and a phase lag of 45. After

2 km. the vector has become O, 2', with an amplitude of

(0-926)'-
= 0-857, and a lag of 2(45) = 90. After running

10 km. the amplitude vector is O, 10', with an amplitude of

0'464 and a phase lag of 450, corresponding to the attenuation-

factor g-io(i+/2) = -10
. Another view of the condition is

indicated in Fig. 40, where it will be seen that at the point

BB', 30 km. from A, the wave has fallen 3f complete cycles
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or 1350 in space-phase behind the generator at A, and the

wave then being emitted. The length of the wave on the

line must in all cases be

1 =~ km/; (162)a
2

a relation which holds either for the unsteady or steady state.

The wave-length may be regarded
as the distance through which a

wave must run in order to lose 1 cycle,

2yr radians, or 360 with respect to

the generator phase.
The distance Le to which a wave

must run over a uniform line in order

that its amplitude may shrink to

Vth part (1/2-71828 or 0'3679) will

evidently be such that L^ = 1 or

L e
=

l/c^ .... km. (163)

Similarly the distance L^ to which

a wave must run in order to be at-

tenuated down to J amplitude or lose

50 per cent, will be

0-69315L
4
=

. . km. (164)a
i

In the case considered the waves-

would fall to J in 9*03 km. and to

Yeth in 13'03 km.

A mechanical model might be

constructed to illustrate the preced-

ing principles, in the manner in-

dicated in Fig. 41.* A wooden shaft

00' is mounted in a long wooden

box so as to rotate in bearings at

opposite ends, and so as to be rotated

by the external handle H. The
shutter ss, or lid of the box, is

arranged to slide in a groove at the top, and is geared with the

* This idea lias evidently no novelty. See Bibliography, 34 and 44.

FIG. 40. Curve of wave-at-
tenuation for the first 62
kilometers of a circuit of

attenuation-constant a =
0-07675 +./0 7854 per kilo-
meter.
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handle iu such a manner that starting closed with the handle

at the top, it slides, to open the lid, by one wave-length for

each turn of the handle. Radial pins are then permanently
inserted in the shaft according to the plan of Figs. 39 and 40 :

i.e. so spaced angularly as to correspond to the circular

component a.2 of the linear complex angle or attenuation-

constant, and so spaced longitudinally as to correspond to the

hyperbolic component ar If now light falls vertically upon
the closed lid of the box, and the handle H is slowly turned,

the lid begins to open and the vertically falling shadow of

FIG. 41. Diagram of Model for exhibiting the propagation of the first outgoing
wave-train along a uniform line.

each pin begins to execute a simple harmonic motion on the

floor of the box. The phase and amplitude of this shadow-

motion at any instant and distance along the model correspond
to the phase and amplitude of the wave considered in motion

over the line, assuming that no reflections occur.

Terminal Eeflectiotis. In what follows it will be assumed
that when a potential wave, or wave of electric flux, comes to

the open end of a freed line, it is reflected backwards without

loss of amplitude, of time, or of velocity, and without any

change of sign. When, however, it comes to a grounded end,

it is reflected back with reversed sign, or 180 change in phase.
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Also, when a current wave, or wave of magnetic flux, comes

to a grounded end, it is reflected back without any change of

sign ;
but when it comes to a freed end, it is reflected back

with a reversal of sign, or 180 change in phase. The presence
of the impedanceless generator E in the circuit, Fig. 37, does

not change these conditions of reflection. The only action of

the generator, which is significant in this discussion, is that it

continually generates an electric disturbance at the home end,

and seeks to send electromagnetic waves over the line.

Initial Disturbances. If we close the generator switch S at

the peak of a positive impulse, a wave will immediately be

urged along the line under the instantaneously applied full

e.m.f. Along with the normal wave, there will however be an

exponentially decaying wave which dies out faster than the

accompanying normal wave element. The first few waves in

the advancing train will therefore not be sinusoidal
; although

they will tend to recover the sinusoidal form as they advance.

If, however, we close the generator switch at the moment
when the generated e.m.f. is passing through zero, there will

be, in the simplest condition, no abrupt disturbance to the

system, and the outgoing waves are all sinusoidal. We shall

assume that the switch is closed at the proper instant to avoid

initial disturbance, as is always theoretically possible.

Line Freed at the Distant End. If the aerial line-length is,

say, just 300 km., a wave would traverse it in one millisecond, if

there were no retardation due to attrition in conductor and

dielectric (r
=

o, g o). We may suppose, for simplicity, that

the line-length is so chosen that with the actual velocity co/a2 ,

the time of one passage, or traverse-time, is just one milli-

second.

We now close the switch at A, and the first potential wave
of the entering wave-train runs along the line undergoing
attenuation as it runs. Nothing happens at B until after the

lapse of one millisecond. Then the leading wave arrives, and

instantly retreats backwards, as though the return were a

prolongation of the wire that happened to be bent back

parallel to the actual line. The amplitude of the wave at the
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start from A was E volts. On arriving at B it had become

Ee~
,
where 6 is the complex line-angle. But the returning

wave after reflection also has an amplitude of Ee-
;
so that

after the wave strikes the distant end B, it immediately
doubles up, or produces an amplitude of 2 Ee~ 9

volts, which

continues to undergo simple harmonic variation at B. When
the head-wave gets back to A, it goes to ground, and returns

reflected on the line as Es~ 2e volts. It runs back again to B,

getting there in three milliseconds from the start. Its condition

is now 2 Ee- 3
*, allowing for the doubling on reflection. It

returns to A after the total lapse of four milliseconds, in the

condition Ee~ 40
. It goes to ground and comes back instantly

reversed, or as Ee~ 40
, running back to B, where it arrives after

a total lapse of five milliseconds, in the condition Ee~ be
,
when

it doubles up on itself and returns again to A. This state of

to-and-fro activity continues theoretically for eternity ;
but in

any practical case the residue is insignificant after a compara-

tively few traverses and milliseconds, owing to the continual

attrition and attenuation. It is interesting to watch the process

of accumulation at B.

We have after the total lapse of 1 millisecond 2 Ee~ e volts [_

3 milliseconds-2 Eg- 30

5 4-2Ee-*>

7 -2E -'>

and so on. Each new term is added on to the general

accumulation, and since each term is a vector, the addition

must be made vectorially. The total accumulation at B
becomes then

EB = 2E(e-* - s~ B0
-f E- - e-' +....) . volts /_ (165)

-**-''rn= <167>

= . f
E

r^_J|_Egecb0 .... (168)
e + e~ 6 cosh 6

a result which agrees with (22) when that formula is inter-

preted vectorially. That is, the hyperbolic function final
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potential at B in the steady state is due to the superposition

of successive jumps of potential, each smaller than its pre-

decessor, which arrive at different amplitudes and phases

according to a simple exponential law.

As an example, we may take the case of a submarine cable

having a linear resistance r = 10 ohms per naut, I = o
;

c = J X 10~ 6
farad per naut, g o,f= 100 cycles per second,

co = 628'3 radians per second. If an e.m.f. of 100 volts maxi-

mum cyclic amplitude is applied without initial disturbance

at A, required to find the potential at the distant free end

when L, the length of the cable, is 24*906 nauts. Here

z =
10/0^, y = 2-094 x 10- 4

/W, a = ^20-94 |90_
X 10- 4

= 0-04576
/45^

= 0'03236 +/0-03236 hyps, per naut
;

z = 218\45 ohms; = 0'8059 +y0'8059 = M4/4T hyp.

The amplitude of the first wave reaching the end B is

100
- <8059

\0-8059 radian = 100 e-
'8059

\4CF2
5 = 44'67 \46'2.

This doubles on arrival and becomes 89'34 \46'2, as indicated

at 01 in Fig. 42. That is, the first potential wave would build

up to 89.34 volts amplitude in a simple harmonic motion, and

if no other waves arrived, the voltage at B would be 89*34/^/2
volts by static voltmeter. The phase of this voltage would
be 46*2 behind that of the generator at A. The next
return of the leading wave would be in the condition

-100 e- 2 '4177 \F4T77 = -8-9/l38
T5~= +8-9/41-5. The

doubling up of this makes a rise l7'8/41-5 volts as indicated

in the figure at O2. The total harmonic e.m.f. at B is now
the vector sum of Ol and O2 or O2 1

,
and if no other reflected

waves arrived, the potential would perform this harmonic
motion at B with a frequency of 100 cycles per second.

The third return of the leading wave is in the condition

4-100 c
- 4-0295

x4-0295. = l'78/230
:

r, which contributes on

doubling, the element O3 = 3'56 /230'9. At the fourth return

the condition of the leading wave is 100 - 5
'641

\5-641 =
- 0-356 /323-3 , which contributes 0712 /143-3 volts. The
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vector addition of all these components is OB = 88'17 \35'0.

But by formula (22) the voltage in the steady state at B

is E sech 6 = 100 sech (1-14/45) = 100 X 0'882 \3MT =

S8*2 \35'0. Consequently, neglecting all terms after the

270

240

2(0
330

FIG. 42. Successive Leaps of the Potential at free end of a particular alternating-
current line during the constructive stage prior to the stead}' state.

fourth, the total increment of voltage agrees satisfactorily with

the value determined by the steady-state formula.

In the case considered, 6.2 the j component of the hyp. angle

of the line, i. e. the circular angle component, is 0*8059 radians,

or a little more than 45 (46'16). Consequently the successive
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increments of voltage, which come at phase intervals of 202>

are nearly perpendicular to each other. If, however, the /
component of the line angle happens to approximate one right

angle, or any odd number of right angles, the successive

increments will be nearly in the same phase, so that the final

distant end voltage will build up; or sech 6 will be greater

than e~ e
. This will be particularly the case when

2
is just

90, or the line has one quarter wave-length. If the attenu-

ation is small, the successive increments do not rapidly dwindle,

and being in the same phase, they may build up to a voltage

greatly in excess of that impressed by the generator on the

sending end of the line. This effect is called the Ferranti-

effeet.
While it must occur whenever the line is an odd

number of quarter wave-lengths,- it will only be noticeable as

an actual increase of potential towards the distant free end

when the real component 6
l
of the line angle is distinctly less

than the imaginary component 6.
2 ,

i. e. when the attenuation is

relatively small. No rise of potential can occur towards the

free distant end of a line in the steady state when 6
l

is greater
than 6.2

. On the other hand when 6
l

is made sufficiently

small, and 0.
2
=

n/'2, the Ferranti-effect of potential rise can

theoretically be made indefinitely great, and practicallv the

free-end potential can be many times the impressed potential
at the home end. A small terminal load usually suffices to-

destroy the effect. (See Chapter VII.)

If on the other hand the line has half-wave length, or

any integral multiple thereof (02
=

nit), where n is any real

integer, the successive increments of potential during the

constructive state arrive in opposite phases; so that the

distant end potential does not tend bo build up, even with low

attenuation.

By a similar summation of outgoing and reflected waves at

A, we should find the total amount to EA volts, or merely that

impressed by the generator; because each reflection from

ground at A takes the negative sign and cancels the effect of

the arriving potential wave.

Similarly, if we take the current-wave at B, with the line-
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free : on the first arrival, the amplitude is I s~ amperes,

where

I = ^ ..... amperes /_ (169)
o

is the initial outgoing current at A. But the reflected current-

wave from the open end at B is immediately I e~ e
,
which

cancels the arrival
;
so that the resultant rise of current is nil.

The same action occurs at each return of the current- wave*

Hence the current remains at zero throughout the steady

state, as is, of course, the inevitable condition at an open
end.

Again, with the distant end B still free, let us trace the

building-up of current-waves at A. The outgoing wave, as we

have seen, is I . On first return from B it has become I e~ 20
y

which on being reflected from ground at A, takes no change of

sign, and so doubles the increment to - 2I e~ 20
. On second

return from B it is + I _40, which likewise doubles at A.

Continuing this process, the summation at A is

IA
= I - 2I

c
e-* + 2I - 4' - 2I

- 6' + . . . amperes /_ (170)

= L {l -2- 2'(l-- 2' + - 4'-
. . . (171)

{9c-20
^|

i-ITF" .... > <172>

amperes /. (173)

" " (174)

which agrees with (21) when that formula is interpreted in

complex numbers.

Line Grounded at Distant End. If we ground the line at B,

the series of reflected current-waves returning to the sending

end A is the same as in the preceding case (170) except there

is no change of sign in the successive elements. The sum-

mation of current at A is then
G 2
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IA= I
o + 2I

- 2' + 2I
- 4' + 2I

o
-<* + . . . amperes L (175)

= I
o {l + 2

- 2'
(1+e--' + - 4'+ . . . (176)

= I
o
coth d (177)

E,

z
c
tanh 6

' ' "

which agrees with (24) when that formula is interpreted in

complex numbers.

Again, if we ground the line at B, and sum the current-waves

arriving at B, their conditions are I
~ d

,
I

~ 3e
,
I e~ 5fl

,
etc.

Being reflected at B without change of sign, they contribute

doubled increments at B. Hence the summation at B is

IB- 2(I e- + I e- 3* + I
o
e- 3 + ..... amperes /_ (179)

= 2I
- e

(l +
- 20 + e-^+ ...... (180)

nan

which agrees with (25) when that formula is interpreted in

complex numbers.

With the line grounded at B, the potential waves cancel their

arrivals on each reflection and at each end of the line
;
so that

the summation of potential at the sending end is always EA ,

and at the receiving end always zero.

If now the line is grounded at B through an impedance zr

ohms, any current- wave on arriving at B is split into two parts ;

namely, a transmitted part which is absorbed to ground without

further reflection, and a reflected part which goes back as

though from an open end. Let m be the fraction of the wave

that is transmitted or the transmission coefficient, and \ m
the fraction that is reflected or the reflection coefficient. It

was shown by Heaviside that in the symbols here used

2~m =
. . numeric /_ (183)~

i
Zr
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the reflected current-wave retreats with its sign reversed, or

as with a coefficient m 1.

The current-wave to ground at B on first arrival is mI - d
,

and (m 1)I
~*

goes back to A. It reaches A in the condition

(m 1)I
~ 2

*, and is reflected back to B without change of

sign. It arrives at B for the second time in the condition

(m l)Io
e~M. Of this m (m l)I e~ 3*

is absorbed to ground,
and the remainder (m l)

2I e~M retreats to A. The final

summation current absorbed to ground at B is

IB = wIc -'+m (?tt-l)I
- 3*

+w(w-l)2I e-M+ - - . amperes L (185)

-l>- 2 +(w-l)%-^+ . (186)

mI

e /m-1
in V ni

I

+ s inh cosh 6+ sinh (9m ^

=- -0 amperes /. (188)sinh + P cosh 6

Z
Q sinh + ^ cosh (9 ''//'

which agrees with (59) when that formula is interpreted in

complex numbers.

It can readily be seen that the potential at B in the steady
state is IB^V volts, and that potential reflections at A cancel

off.

We might similarly sum the potential or current waves at

any intermediate point on the line and derive formulas (37)
to (42).



CHAPTER VII

THE APPLICATION OF HYPERBOLIC FUNCTIONS TO
ALTERNATING-CURRENT POWER-TRANSMISSION LINES.

ALTERNATING-CURRENT power-transmission lines differ from

alternating-current power-distribution lines in having only

terminal loads applied to them, as distinguished from a num-

ber, usually a large number, of intermediate distributed loads.

They are ordinarily of the three-phase type, as indicated in Fig.

43, and consist of three line conductors. The system may be

regarded as being divisible into three independent single-phase

lines, AB, A'B', A"B", each operated, at star voltage, to

FIG. 43. Set of Three-phase Transmission Wires. Nominal circuit of three-

phase set of wires. Three equal condensers connected in star between mid-
length points 0, 0', 0".

ground, or neutral-potential surface. If the three wires are

symmetrically disposed, the three individual single-phase lines

will have equal wire inductances, and also equal wire capacities,

acting like a star group of condensers, with zero potential at

the neutral point (Fig. 43). The corresponding conditions for a

two-wire system are indicated in Figs. 44, 45 and 46. If the

geometrical disposition of the three wires in the system of

Fig. 43 is dissymmetrical, the three individual inductances

86
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and capacities of the independent single-phase wires will be

unequal, but can ordinarily be computed from the geometrical
data.

FIG. 44. Diagram of an Alternating-current Circuit with the entire Line Capa-
city centered at B, and the resistance and inductance divided between the
four choking-coils L, L, L, L.

Every alternating-current power-transmission system may
therefore be analysed into a group of parallel wires, each oper-

ating independently to ground potential. Strictly speaking,

FIG. 45. Division of the Circuit of Fig. 44 into two equal and symmetrical

portions about the neutral mid-plane 00 of zero potential.

the capacity of each line is uniformly distributed, and it is the

recognition of this condition that introduces hyperbolic func-

tions as the natural key to the true behaviour of such lines

'.f i

A1

B' L'
C'

FIG, 46.46. Analysis of the Double-wire Circuit of Fig. 44 into two equivalent
single-wire circuits A, B, C and A', B', C', each having twice the condenser

capacity of the circuit in Fig. 44.

in the steady state
; but, as a first approximation, which is suf-

ficiently good for all but very long lines, at ordinary operating
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frequencies, the capacity may be either lumped into a

single condenser at the middle of the line, as in Figs. 45 to 47,

thus forming the nominal T of the line; or, as is usually more

convenient for the purposes of computation, all the capacity

may be collected into two equal condensers, and these applied

one at each end of the wire, as shown in Fig. 48, thus forming
the nominal II of the line. This method has been called the

G

FIG. 47. T-Conductor Equivalent to an alternating-current transmission wire.

"
split condenser

" method of analysing approximately the

electrical behaviour of a transmission line.* One wire AB of a

transmission system is represented, in Fig. 49, as operated
to neutral potential. The wire has a vector impedance
R -f-;/X

= Z /_/? ohms. At the receiving end B, is a motor M,
or other load, of known magnitude and power-factor, at a given

voltage EB. At the sending end A, a single-phase generator G,.

Gr
<*

FIG. 48. n-Conductor Equivalent to an alternating-current transmission wire-

delivers such a voltage EA as will maintain the given voltage

EB at B. Half of the capacity of the wire to neutral surface

is applied as a condenser at A, and the other half at B. Each

such condenser offers an admittance of YA == YB mhos. The
admittance YB receives a current I'B from the voltage EB ;.

while YA similarly receives a current I'A from the voltage EA.

The line current I has the same strength at all points between

A and B. It is the vector sum of the load current IB and the

condenser current I'B . All voltages are r.m.s. vector star-

* " Calculation of the High-Tension Line,
"
by P. B. Thomas :

Am. Inst. Electrical Engineers, Part I, vol. xxviii, pp. 641-68(5,.
June 1909.
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voltages, in the case of a three-phase system, and all currents

are r.m.s. vector amperes. We take the phase of the voltage

EB as standard, and refer all other voltages to this phase.

M

FIG. 49. Circuit Connections and Vector Power Diagram for one wire of a power-
traosmission system. Nominal IT.

The diagram O a I g e, Fig. 49, is the stationary vector power

diagram relating to this wire. Let the vector O6 represent, to

scale, the power load delivered at B in the branch M to the

phase of current IB as standard. Denote this load by

PB=EB . IB LP - - watts L (19 )

or volt-amperes /__
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Then the horizontal component Oa of this load is the effective

power delivered
;
or

P/B = EB . IB . cos ft . . watts (191)

and the vertical component ab is the reactive power; or

Ptu =/EB . IB - sin ft . ./watts (192)

The power-factor of the load is cos
/?.

Since the receiving end of the line is assumed to be main-

tained at a steady star-voltage EB ,
the charging current in the

admittance YB is

I'B =yEB . YB . . amperes /_ (193)

The power absorbed by this admittance is

pB = EB I'i3 = /E2
B . YB . j watts (194)

This is -\- j reactive power, to voltage standard phase, but

must be reckoned as j reactive power with respect to cur-

rent standard phase. It is, therefore, measured along ba, and

is indicated at be. The power supplied at the B end of the line

including the admittance YB ,
or half-line condenser, is Or watts

or volt-amperes. In other words, part of the reactive power
in the load is supplied by the end-condenser YB.

The line current is the vector-sum of the load current IB and

the condenser current I'B ;
or

I = IB -f- I'B r.m.s. amperes {_ (195)

The power expended in the line is

I2Z = PR +/PX . watts or volt-amperes /_ (196)

where the phase of the line current must be taken as standard.

This power is represented by the vector ce, cd being the effective

or dissipated power, and de the reactive or non-dissipated power.

Consequently, the power supplied to the line at A, beyond the

condenser YA ,
is represented, to scale, by the vector Oe = P'A .

The power developed in the condenser admittance YA is

/EA
2YA watts, or pA on the diagram. For this item, we

find the value of EA ; namely

EA = EB + IZ . volts L (196)
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Finally, the power supplied by the generator G to the end A
of the single wire considered, including the condenser YA ,

is

Of= PA vector watts or volt-amperes ;
of which the horizontal

component Og = P/A = EAIA cos y is the effective component,
and PjtA = gf is the reactive component. The power-factor at

the generator is cos 7. The electrical efficiency of the line is

Oa/Og.
The simplest method of taking distributed capacity into

account in such a problem is to substitute, by formulas (77) and

(78), the equivalent 77 for the nominal II.

We may take the example of a three-phase transmission line

having a length L = 250 km. (155*34 English statute miles),

consisting of three No. 000 A.W.G. copper wires, 1*041 cm. in

diam. (0*41"), supported symmetrically, on pole insulators, at a

uniform interaxial distance of 193 cm. (72"). The following

values of linear resistance, inductance and capacitance are taken

for each of these three wires, to neutral potential surface

r = 0'206 ohm / wire km. = 0*33 ohm / wire mile.

I = 1*22229 millihenry / wire km. = 1*967 millihenry / \vire

mile.

c = 0*0094828 microfarad / wire km. = 0*01526 microfarad /

wire mile.

The linear leakance is taken as negligible. The frequency of

operation is /== 25 cycles per second; or o> = 157*08 radians

per second.

With the above linear secondary constants we obtain for the

total line constants

Lr = R = 51*5 ohms, LI = 0'30557 henry,

Lc = C = 2-3707 microfarads.

We may assume that the star voltage at the receiving end

of the line is 50 kilovolts r.m.s. or 86*6 kv. between any pair of

the three wires.

At the above fundamental frequency, the linear reactance of

each wire will be jx =jla> = /l*22229 X 0*15708 = /0*191996

ohms per km. The total line reactance jLx =/47*999 ohms.
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The linear dielectric admittance jcco =/l '48955 X 10
~ 6 rnho

per km., and the total dielectric admittance jY =j"Lcco =
^3-72390 X 10 ~ 4 mho. The total wire impedance is therefore

Z = 51-5 -fy47D99 = 70'40 /42 59' 05" ohms.

Fig. 43 shows, at AB, the nominal H of this line for the

above-mentioned frequency and conditions. It consists of a

line impedance with half the capacity susceptance at each end
;

i.e. jl '86194 X 10
" 4 mho corresponding to a reactance of

537074 [90
5
ohms.

The hyperbolic angle 6 subtended by the line will be, by

(19), 6 = v'ZY = x/70'40/42~59
/~05 // x 372390 X 10

- 4 90~

= V 0-0262167/132' 59'" 05" = Q'161915/66 29' 32"

= 0-064583 + yO-148476 hyp. The nominal /7 of this line is

presented in Fig. 50, at ABGG, for the frequency of 25 ~.

The architrave impedance is the line impedance Z above

mentioned, and half of the dielectric admittance is placed in

each pillar.

In order to form the equivalent II of the line, we require to
f\

. , tanh --

form and apply the ratios ~ and
^

.* By the help of

2

(139) and (145) we find

sinh 6 = 0-161431 /66 40
7

32"
r\

and tanh - = 0'0810865 /66 23' 17";

consequently- fy,
= = 0'99703 /O^ir 00"

= = 1-0016 \0 06' 15".

* Tables of fland tanh
. with five significant digits have been

0/Z

computed by the writer for each degree between 60 and 90 of argument
and each O'l of modulus in up to 0'5. These tables are shortly to be

published (Bibliography, 73).
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That is, the correction-factor which transmutes the nominal

into the equivalent 77 for this 250 km. line differs from unity

6 = 0-16)91

fl-fO +
jLj.oao-=.'r/>-LO-/W'f9''Of*

w B

r
X
o

0-99703 /o'-it'-oo' /OCt6\o:o6'

=70-192

x

0:

II

g
FIG. 50. Nominal and Equivalent n for the particular transmission line at 25 ~.

by only 0*3 per cent, for the architrave and 016 per cent, for

the pillars. In other words, the correction for distributed

capacity is negligible for such a line.
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In Fig. 50, when we multiply the architrave impedance
AB of the nominal 77 by 0*99703 /0 11' 00", we obtain the

architrave impedance 70192 /43 10' 05" ohms, a, I, of the

equivalent 77. This means that the line behaves in the steady

state, at this frequency, as though its conductor resistance were

reduced from 51*50 to 51 '21 ohms, and its inductive reactance

increased from 47*999 to 48*01 ohms. Similarly, multiplying

the pillar admittance AG or BG, of the nominal 77, by 1*0016

\0 "~0()' 15", we obtain the pillar admittances 1 '86492 X 10
~ 4

/89__53' 45" mho, a,g, or I, g, of the equivalent 77.* This is

equivalent to assuming that either a certain small resistance

(9*73 ohms) is inserted in series with a slightly increased

condenser (11873 ///) ; or, that a non-inductive leak of 0'339

micromho, has been applied to each condenser in shunt. We
shall retain the latter conception for convenience.

The circuit-connections and the vector power diagram, for

one wire of the line considered, are given in Fig. 51, under an

assumed load of 4000 kw. (4 megawatts) of effective power (12

megawatts for the entire three-phase system), at a power factor

of 0*8. The apparent or resultant power delivered at B is,

therefore, PB = 5*0 /36 52' 12" megawatts, to standard current

phase, and the inductively reactive power j/'3 megawatts. The

current received through the load, under 50 kilovolts at B, is

thus 80 - jW = 100 \36 52' 12" amperes to B- voltage

phase. That is, the load current lags by this angle behind the

voltage at the receiving end of the line. The current in the

leaky condenser at B is 0*01695 +^'9*3245 amperes, carrying a

power of 0*8475 -f ^466*23 kw. to B-voltage phase, or 0*8475

/4G6*23 kw. with respect to current phase. The total power
delivered at B, including the terminal condenser, is thus :

4*000848 +y2*53377 megawatts. All pressures and currents

are expressed in r.m.s. values.

The current in the line is 80'017 /50*676 amperes to B-

* It will be understood that the degree of arithmetical precision aimed at

in these examples, for the sake of thoroughness, is much greater than is

necessary in ordinary transmission-engineer icg computation.
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voltage phase = 94'714\32 20' 47". The IZ drop in the line

is 94-714 32 20' 47" X 70192/43 10' 05"=6648 /10 49' 18"

= 6530 + yi248 volts. The I2Z power is (94714 /OT X

70192 /43 10' 05" = 629686 /43 10' 05" watts = 0-6297

p 4 .

1-44*

FIG. 51. Circuit Connections and Power Vector Diagram for one wire of the

particular transmission line at 25 ~.

/43 IP
7

05" megawatt =- 0*45926 + /043080. In this power

computation, the current must be taken as of standard phase, as

all power products P = E I watts /_ , require one of the vectors

E or I to be taken at standard phase, or zero argument.
The voltage at A is the vector sum of the B-voltage and
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the IZ line drop. It amounts to 56,530 +/ 1248 = 56543

/1 15' 54" volts. At this voltage, the current in the leaky

condenser at A is 56543 /1 15' 54" x 1*86492 x 10
~ 4

/89 53' 45" = 10-5449 /91 09' 39" amp. = - 0*2136 +
j 10*5427. The power delivered to this condenser is 56543

/0 X 10-5449 /89 53' 45" - 596,247 /89 53' 45" watts =
1084 -\- j 596,240 watts with reference to voltage phase, or

1084 y 596,240 watts with reference to current phase. Adding
this power vectorially on the diagram, by the vector ef, we

arrive at /, and Of is the vector power delivered by the

generator at A = 5'051 /27 57' 45" megawatts = 4'461 +
j'2'368 megawatts at a power-factor of 0'8833.

The current delivered by the generator is the vector sum of

the line current and the A-leak current
;
or 79*803 / 40*133 =

89-322 \26 41' 52" amperes, under a pressure of 56,543

/1 15' 54" volts, with a power of 89.322
/0^_

X 56,543

/27 57' 46" = 5,051,000 /27 57' 46" watts (current phase)

which checks the preceding result.

The efficiency of the line under this load is 4*0/4*461
= 0'8967.

It is evident that the power diagram and line computations
would be only slightly modified, in this case, if we employed the

nominal 77 of the line, instead of the equivalent II. The com-

putations would also be simplified ;
because the leaks at A and

B are pure reactances or /-quantities in the nominal II, and

pertain to pure condensers
; whereas, in the equivalent 77, they

are complex quantities, or pertain to leaky condensers.

Relation of Line Angle to Length and Frequency. The hyper-
bolic angle 6 subtended by a uniform alternating-current line

manifestly increases with the length of the line. If the line

had no conductor resistance, or dielectric leakance, the angle
would be, by (150)

6 =jLco ^/lc . . hyp. radians (197)

= Leo *Jlc, . circular radians (198)

which shows that it increases directly in proportion to the

frequency. To a first approximation, therefore, the line angle
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increases with the frequency, provided that the dissipative

linear constants of the line (g and ?) are relatively small, and

this is true for power-transmission lines. As a rough rule, we

may say that 1000 km. of wire such as is used in power-

transmission, operated at a frequency of 50 ~, has a line-angle

of about 1 hyp. at an argument usually between 60 and 80.

Consequently, to the same low degree of precision, the modulus

of the hyp. angle subtended by a wire of L km. operated at

a frequency of/~ is roughly

Thus, although the hyperbolic angle subtended by a trans-

mission line, at its fundamental working frequency, may be so

small that there is very little difference between its nominal

and its equivalent T or 77, yet steadily increasing differences

will develop with the ascending harmonics in the impressed

e.m.f., if such harmonics are present.

In a properly constructed three-phase system it is well known
that no harmonic frequencies can exist of three times, or of 3n

times, the fundamental frequency. Such harmonics as exist

must be of 5, 7, 11, etc. times the fundamental frequency. In

Fig. 52, the nominal and equivalent 77's are presented for the

quintuple frequency of 125^ in the case of the 250-km.

line already.considered. The nominal U of the line differs only
from the nominal 77 at 25 ~, in having five times the inductive

reactance in the architrave, and five times the condenser sus-

ceptance in the pillars. The hyperbolic angle of the line is

6 = ^245-458/77 53' 19" X T86194 x lQ-^90 = 0'676039

/83 56' 40" = 0-071318 + ./Q-672267 hyp. The correcting

ratios for this angle are k
pti
= 0'92722 /0 56' 40", and

kya
= 1-03893 \0 28' 50". Applying these factors to the

architrave and pillars of the nominal 77 respectively, we obtain

227-595 /78 49' 59" ohms for the architrave, and 9'6721 x 10~ 4

/89 31' 10" mho for the pillars of the equivalent 77.

The corresponding conditions for the septuple-frequency
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/cm,.

0=

B

= 0-92722 ^Wuf

a 44.

FJG. 52. Nominal and Equivalent n for the particular transmission line at

125 ~.

harmonic 175~ are indicated in Fig. 53. The hyperbolic

angle has reached 0'941311 /8o 38' 84" hyp. The correcting
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FIG. 53. Nominal and Equivalent n for the particular transmission line at 175 ~.

factor k
p has a modulus of 0'86039, and l>

9ii
1-08088. The

equivalent 77 has not only less line reactance, but also less

H 2
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line resistance than the nominal II, which means that a given
current strength delivered over the line dissipates less power in

transmission, by reason of the uniform distribution of capacity,

compared with that which would be dissipated with the

capacity in two terminal lumps.

Graphical Method of Combining Harmonic Maximum or R.M.8.

Values of Voltage or Current into a Resultant Maximum or R.M.S.

Value, If the impressed e.m.f. at the generating end of the line

is impure, and the magnitudes of the various harmonics are

known, then, in order to determine completely the distribution

of voltage and current over the line, taking distributed capacity

into account, it is necessary to compute the equivalent H or T
of the line for each harmonic frequency, as well as for the

fundamental, to ascertain the impedance which the load at B
offers to each frequency respectively, and to compute the

voltage-current distribution for each frequency independently,
in the manner indicated at AB, Fig. 51. Finally, knowing the

components of r.m.s. voltage, or current, at any point in the

system, the resultant r.m.s. value is found by the process of
" crab addition," or the successive addition of components,
each added perpendicularly to the last resultant. Thus, in

Fig. 54, let OA be to scale, the r.m.s. value of a fundamental

frequency component of voltage, or of current, at a given point

in the system, AjB, B
1C, Cj_D, other-frequency r.m.s. com-

ponents of the voltage, or of the current, at the same point,

in any order of selection. In practice AX
B might be a 5th

harmonic (quintuple-frequency harmonic), B
X
C a 7th har-

monic, and CjD a 13th harmonic, and so on, but the

proposition applies equally well to components of any
different frequencies, whether harmonic or not. Then, no

matter what the relative phases of the different components

may be, the resultant r.m.s. value of all the components

may be found graphically by adding them rectangularly, and

successively, in any order. Thus, taking OA as TO, repre-

senting say 1000 volts r.m.s. as the voltmeter value of a

fundamental e.m.f., associated with a 5th harmonic of 0*333,

or 333 volts r.m.s., also with a 7th harmonic of 0*111, or
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111 volts r.m.s., also with an llth harmonic of 037 or 37 volts

r.m.s., the resultant of all would be Od = 1'0605, or 1060'5

volts r.m.s.

The same reasoning and process evidently applies if each

component is expressed in terms of its maximum cyclic, instead

1-0

B(
^IAUC
0.037

FIG. 54. Composition of Fundamental and Harmonic Frequency R.M.S. com-

ponents of voltage or current into a resultant R.M.S. value by tlie process of
*' crab addition

"
or perpendicular summation.

of its r.m.s. value. In such a case, the resultant would also be

a maximum cyclic value.

Moreover, if each harmonic component is analysed into two

quadrature sub-components, of the sine and cosine type respect-

ively, such sub-components, although of the same frequency,

may be included correctly in the rectangular summation

process. In other words, quadrature sub-components of any
harmonic component of voltage, or current, act, in this particular,

as though they had different frequencies. Expressing the same
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proposition algebraically, if a complex harmonic quantity be

analysed into the Fourier series

A + B sin tat + C sin 3 at + D sin 5 ut + E sin 7 ut +
+ /> COS tat + C COS 3 + d COS 5 cat + e COS 7 atf +

where the constants ABC, etc., are maximum cyclic values.

Then the resultant modulus is well known to be

2 + BM- + C2 + e* + D2 + # + E* + e
2 +

which is obviously the value given geometrically by the rect-

angular summation process. Moreover, since the maximum

cyclic value of any single harmonic component is ^'2 times its

r.m.s. value, the proposition must be capable of application either

to maximum cyclic, or to r.m.s. values, throughout.

Summing up, then, the conclusions reached in this chapter;

we may say that power-transmission lines of the greatest

lengths in ordinary industrial service to-day, operated at

ordinary frequencies, do not require correction for- distributed

electrostatic capacity, if analysed on the basis of the nominal /7>

or split-condenser method, unless great precision is required ;

because the hyperbolic angle subtended by such lines is usually

less than 0'5 in modulus. If, however, high harmonics have

to be taken into consideration, the hyperbolic angle subtended

by the line may be over 1 hyp., and the correction for dis-

tributed capacity in such cases may be material.

In every case where a correction for distributed capacity is

required, the simplest method of effecting it is to substitute the

equivalent for the nominal 77 of the line, at the frequency
considered.

Fermnti-Effect. The property of an alternating-current

power-transmission line to develop a higher voltage at the

receiving end than at the sending end, or to possess a negative

drop of potential, has been called the Ferranti-effect, having
been first pointed out in connection with the Deptford-London

power transmission cables in 1890.* '

* "
Capacity and Self-induction in Alternate Current Working," by

Gisbert Kapp,~ The Electrician, Dec. 19, 1890, p. 197, and Dec. 26, 1890,

p. 229. " On the Rise of Electromotive Force observed in the Deptford
Mains,

1 '

by R. T. Glazebrook, The Electrician, Dec. 26, 1890, pp. 232-233.
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The Ferranti-eftect is observable on such lines only at or near

no-load. It usually disappears with a very small load on the

line. It is commonly supposed to depend upon the influence

of distributed electrostatic capacity in the line
;
but it is pro-

duced by the charging current of the line passing through the

inductive reactance of the

wire, and this charging
current may be regarded
as due to the total' line

capacity lumped in a single

condenser at the middle

point, as in the nominal

T
;
or lumped in two split

condensers, one at each end,

as in the nominal II. The

only influence exerted by
the distribution of capacity

on the Ferranti-eftect is

that due in detail to the

substitution of the equiva-
lent T or II for the nominal

T or n.

Referring to the nominal

II of such a line-wire as

is represented at AB, in

Fig. 49, let EA be the r.m.s.

vector voltage impressed
at A, in the steady state.

Let the end B of the line

be freed, so that there is no load on the line, and let EB be the

vector r.m.s. voltage developed at B. Then, if Z = R +/X is

the vector impedance of the line and Z,. = yXc the vector

impedance of the semi-line condenser at B, we have, as in the

continuous-current circuit

EB = EA ^-^ volts L (200)

FIG. 55. Vector Diagram indicating the
Limitation of the Ferranti-effect as deter-

mined by the line-resistance.
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That is, the B-voltage is the A-voltage multiplied by the

2
vector fraction ^

c
-=- In Fig. 55, let ob represent, to a

b -\- Lc

scale of ohms, the line nominal impedance Z, as the vector sum

of the line resistance R and reactance /X. Let ~bc be the

impedance Z
(
, to the same scale, of the semi-line condenser at

B. Then oc will be the vector sum Z+ZC . Consequently, in

(200), the B-voltage is the A-voltage multiplied by the ratio

be
. This ratio will always be greater than unity, if the

OC

condenser impedance be is greater than the line reactance ab,

provided that the line resistance ca is less than da, the point d

being on the circle drawn with centre c and radius cbjZ c

ohms. In practice, the line reactance j"X. is always small

compared with the semi-line condenser reactance jZ
c

;
so that

the B-voltage in the steady state must exceed the A-voltage at

no load
;

i.e. the Ferranti-effect must occur on any normal well

insulated line, unless the line resistance R is less than the

critical value da
;
or algebraically, unless

R < x/X (2Z,;

- X) ... ohms (201)

Thus, in the case presented by the nominal /7, AB, of Fig. 51),

where R = 51-50, X = 48, Zc
= 5370'7 ohms, the Ferranti-

erfect occurs, and must occur, until R is not less than

/48 (10741-4 - 48) = 714'8 ohms. The equivalent 77 of this

line (abt Fig. 50) differs so little from the nominal 77, that this

deduction is scarcely affected by the uniform distribution of

electrostatic capacitance.

Since the linear resistance of all power-transmission lines

must be kept relatively low, their line resistances are, in practice,

well below the above critical value
;
so that they exhibit the

Ferranti-effect, at no load, almost invariably. But the magni-
tude of the effect is ordinarily very small, although it increases

when the length of the line is increased. Thus, if we repeat
the diagram of Fig. 55 to the scale pertaining to the nominal

77 of Fig. 50, and the 250 km. power wire operated at 25 ~,
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we obtain the diagram of Fig. 56, where ob is the line-wire

pedance of 51'5 +./4S ohms, and Ic the split-condenser
im-

pedance of y537074 ohms.

The vector oc is therefore

5322-99 ohms

Ferranti - effect

=_ = 1-00897 \0 33' 16

O

and the

factor

be = 5370-74 90

oc~ 5322-99 \ 89 26' 44

which means that the voltage at the B-end of

the line exceeds the impressed voltage at the

A-end by 0'897 per cent., and lags in phase by
33' 16". The substitution of the equiva-

lent 77 for the nominal II of the wire barely

affects this result.

If, however, we increase the length of the

line : or if, leaving the line-length unchanged,
we increase the frequency of operation ;

then

the line reactance ab increases, while the

capacity reactance Ic diminishes, so that the

Ferranti-effect factor increases. At the same

time, the change from the nominal to the

equivalent 77 becomes more marked. Conse-

quently, the Ferranti-effect, which is in-

significant on ordinary aerial lines, at ordinary
low frequencies, may become very large at ex-

traordinary lengths of line, and especially at

upper harmonic frequencies.
In order to determine the maximum Fer-

ranti-effect factor that can be produced on a

given line, it is expedient to refer to Fig. 42,

which shows the successive vector additions to

the receiving, or B-end, free voltage, as built

up by reflections during the unsteady state

It is evident from an inspection of that

diagram, that in order to build up the maximum B-voltage it

is necessary that there shall not only be small attenuation on

a

FIG. 56. Vector

Diagram indicat-

ing the magni-
tude of the Fer-

ranti-effect in

the case of the

particular line at

no load.
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the line ; so that the successive modulus additions may be

large, and numerous
;
but also that they should arrive in the

same phase-direction. This means that the argument of the

angle 6 shall be j3
= n/2 radians, or 90

;
because the phases

of the successive increments are 2/? apart. But we have seen

that this requires the /-component of the hyperbolic line angle
6 to be 71/2, and the wave-length A of the line to be just four

times the length of the line. In other words, the line must be

a quarter-wave in length. When a line is operated at such a

frequency as makes it a quarter wave-length, then the successive

voltage increments
_
in the preliminary unsteady state fall

vectorially into line with each other, and build up the maximum
Ferranti-eftect multiplier that the attenuation over the line

will permit. On the contrary, if the frequency of operation and

line-length are such that the line has half a wave-length, then

the successive increments of voltage in the unsteady state arrive

in alternate directions and produce a minimum Ferranti-

eftect factor. The same proposition applies with reduced force

to all quarter and all half wave-lengths, as the length of line is

increased.

In the case of the 250-km. power-transmission line above

considered, it can be readily found that the frequency of

f= 293*424 ~, with CD = 1843*64 radians per second, brings
the line into resonance at one quarter wave-length. For

the line angle at this frequency is 6 = O071650 + /1/5708
- 0-071650 +j n/2 = 1'5724338 /87 23' 18" hyps. The at-

tenuation-constant is also a = (2-86599 -f/62-832) 10" 4

hyp.

per km. The wave-length is then by (162) A = 2^/(62'832
X 10~ 4 =1000 km. and the line-length is just one-fourth

of this. The velocity of propagation is also, by (159),

v = co/o,
=

1843-64/6-2832 x 10- 3 = 293424 km/sec. This

frequency is 11737 times the fundamental frequency of

operation, and is, therefore, not exactly a harmonic frequency ;

but if the fundamental frequency were increased from 25

to 26"675 ~ or by 6"7 per cent., it would then become exactly
the llth harmonic frequency. Under these special circum-

stances of an llth harmonic frequency, we should expect to
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derive the maximum Ferranti-effect possible on this type of

line- wire.

The nominal and equivalent 77 of the line-wire for this

resonant frequency are indicated in Fig. 57. It will be noticed

that the equivalent line resistance has fallen from 51*5 to

16 -435 ohms, ignoring "skin-effect" or extra resistance due to

imperfect conductor penetration, which begins to be appreciable

at this frequency for the degree of precision under considera-

tion. The line reactance has fallen to /360'31 ohms
;
while

the semi-line condenser reactance has fallen to 9*355 /359t>4

ohms
; leaving in circuit a total impedance of 25*790 -j-/0'67

=
2-V7985 /I 29' 24" ohms.

The vector-diagram of this case is presented in Fig. 58.

The FerranU-effect factor i, the ratio =

13*945 90, which means that the B-voltage at the receiving

end lags 90 behind the impressed voltage at A, and is 13*945

times as large. This checks the result of formula (22) ;
because

cosh 1-57243 /87 23' 18" = 0*0717109 |90, and the voltage at

the distant free end of the line is EA /0*07l7l09 90 =
13*945 EA 90

5
.

No rise of voltage nearly so great as 13*945 -fold has yet
been reported upon any actual transmission line. The con-

ditions are, however, very special, since a 250-km. line, perfectly

insulated, is assumed to be operated at the relatively high

frequency of 293*424 ~. Nevertheless, tests made in the

laboratory with an artificial power-transmission line at a

similar frequency have produced a resonant rise of potential

of the same order, in good agreement with the results obtained

by hyperbolic formulas, and if an actual line of the length and

conditions here considered failed to develop so large a Ferranti-

effect factor, it would be owing to attenuation and energy-

dissipation due to extraneous causes omitted from the preceding

calculations, such as imperfect insulation, dielectric loss, or the

like.

In practice, on actual long lines, no such large Ferranti-effect
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develop quarter-wave length, the line resistance increases, and

so adds to the base oc of the vector-diagram, Fig. 58. More-

over, even if the line had such a length as corresponded to the

resonant condition, the effect disappears very rapidly as load

is applied at B
;
because the large resonant rise clearly depends

upon a somewhat sensitive adjustment of posi-

tive line-reactance in opposition to a nearly

equal negative condenser-reactance in the pillar

of the equivalent II. Shunting the pillar by a

load would tend to destroy the balance, to take

the resonant load off the generator, and to

keep down the excessive voltage at B. It

would seem, therefore, that the danger of

resonance could be avoided by keeping the

line always under load, either at the distant

end, or at intermediate points, or at both.

Corona losses along the line would also prob-

ably assist automatically in keeping down the

excessive potential.

But if the generator delivered voltage to the

250-km. line at a fundamental frequency of

26*675 ~, and happened to possess an appreci-

able llth harmonic, say 5 per cent, of the

amplitude of the fundamental; then, with no

load on the line, there would be a distant-end

harmonic component of about 70 per cent, of

the fundamental, and the resultant B-voltage

would be v/1 + 0'7 2 = 1 -22 times the A-voltage,
or a Ferranti-effect of 22 per cent, due almost

wholly to harmonic resonance. This effect

would speedily disappear with the application of load. There-

fore, when an aerial line of such a length as 250 km., operated
at as low a frequency as 25 ~, displays an evident Ferranti-

effect, the presence of an upper harmonic nearly in resonance

with the line is to be suspected.

For convenience of reference, in connection with the hyper-
bolic theory of transmission lines, the data concerning the

. Vector
indicat-

the Ferranti-

eflect in the case

of the particular
line at no load

and resonance.
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particular 250-km. wire above considered are collected in the

following Tables

Table of Fundamental Data.

Frequency
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Equivalent T of One Line Wire at Different Frequencies.

Freqrency.



CHAPTER VIII

THE APPLICATION OF HYPERBOLIC FUNCTIONS TO
WIRE TELEPHONY

HYPERBOLIC functions find a wide field of usefulness in the

problems of telephone engineering. This is for the reason that

telephone circuits are long, and subtend relatively large hyper-
bolic angles. Consequently, the equivalent T or 77 of such a

circuit is markedly different from the nominal T or 17, so

different, in some cases, as occasionally to astonish the com-

puter, who would be likely to discredit the results of some

calculations, were it not that no discrepancy has yet been

detected between hyperbolic theory and actual measurements

on telephone circuits
; although there is still a very large

unexplored territory in both the theory and the measurement

of wire telephony.

According to the present theory, a simple telephone circuit

consists of a pair of uniform wires, with a generating apparatus
at one end, and a receiving apparatus at the other. The

transmitter diaphragm at the sending end is thrown into com-

plex vibrations, by the air vibrations incident upon it, as excited

by the vocal organs of the speaker. The vocal tones are known
to be very varied and complex. They vary in pitch range from

about 100 to 10,000 cycles per second, or higher, the ordinary

range of acoustic sensibility to pitch being between about

16 and 20,000 cycles per second. It seems that the tele-

phone diaphragm, when executing forced vibrations, in obedience

to incident vocal vibrations, responds much more powerfully to

some frequencies than to others
;
so that the resultant vibration

of the diaphragm differs considerably, in detail, from the result-

ant vibration of the air near the diaphragm. Moreover, a simple
harmonic pressure delivered by the transmitter diaphragm to

112
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the carbon granules in the adjacent microphone may, perhaps,

set up a simple harmonic variation of electric resistance in the

same
;
but a simple harmonic variation of an otherwise uniform

resistance in a circuit cannot produce a simple harmonic

variation in the current flowing through that circuit. It seems

therefore probable that some distortion is produced in the

transmitted vibrations, both by the mechanical and electrical

constraints of the microphone transmitter. Nevertheless, the

electromagnetic waves emitted from the transmitting apparatus,

after undergoing further electrical distortion along the line, and

probably yet further electromechanical distortion in exciting

the receiver diaphragm, are still able to convey interpretable

sounds to the listener's ear, owing to the intelligent apprecia-

tion more or less trained by habit of the listener. By
reason of this intelligent automatic selection and interpretation,

it is fortunately possible to dispense with transmitted sounds

of frequency much above 2000 cycles per second.

Fundamental Assumptions. The theory of telephony here

presented starts with, and assumes, the terminal sending and

receiving apparatus as standard, and deals, in the main, with

the electrical phenomena of the line connecting them. Future

developments of the theory will probably extend to the char-

acteristics and phenomena of the terminal apparatus.

It is also assumed in the present theory that the essential

electrical phenomena in transmission of vocal electromagnetic

frequencies along lines are steady-state phenomena. It is

assumed, in other words, that whenever a syllable is caught and

interpreted by the listener's ear, it has lasted long enough to

develop a reasonable number of vibrations, and of underlying

electromagnetic waves
;
so that there will have been a sufficient

number of such waves to permit the steady state for that

frequency to be approached within the degree of precision

required. Thus, a single complete vibration in a component

complex vocal vibration entering into a syllable would, it is

assumed, be insufficient either to set up the steady electric

state for that frequency in the circuit, or to affect the listener's

ear intelligibly ;
but a wave-train of, say, a dozen such vibrations,
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lasting in all perhaps, at most, only one-tenth of a second,

would not only permit a sufficiently close approximation to the

steady state for that frequency, but also to affect the listener's

ear. Direct experimental demonstration for this important

postulate is lacking; but indirect experimental support exists

in the sense that our hyperbolic formulas apply accurately to

the steady state of alternating-current circuits, and that no

reliable discrepancy has yet been brought to light between the

acoustic transmission of telephone circuits and the conclusions

derived from the hyperbolic theory. Much remains to be

investigated in this direction.

On the assumption that telephonic wave-transmission over

line conductors is essentially a steady-state phenomenon, it

follows that the relative phases of the various frequencies as

arriving at the receiver must ordinarily be very different from

that existing when leaving the transmitter. According to

Helmholtz,* the ear can analyse the complex tone into its

constituents independently of their phase relations
; whereas, if

the syllables contained only a wave or two of some important

tone, the phase relation of the accompanying tones might be

significant.

Attenuation-Factor. All electromagnetic waves running over

a long telephone line are subject to weakening or attenuation
;

but owing to the sensitiveness of the normal human ear, and to

the high degree of perfection of the normal receiving instru-

ment, a large amount of attenuation can be permitted. If we

define the ratio of the amplitude of a single- frequency alter-

nating voltage or current, at a given receiving point, to the

corresponding amplitude of that voltage or current at a given

sending point, as the attenuation-factor, or attenuation-coeffi-

cient between those points]; then it appears that an attenuation-

factor of 0'05 may be permitted in the most important currents

without seriously affecting commercial telephonic transmission

over a long line, and that an attenuation-factor of O01 may

correspondingly occur over such a line before experts may

* Sensations of Tones, by Von Helmholtz, chap. vi.
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be unable to communicate telephonically with the standard

apparatus.

Distortionless Circuits, and Distortion Ratio. When the

attenuation-factor of a circuit is the same for all the frequencies

of current transmitted telephonically, then the circuit is said

to be distortionless. In general, however, and especially on

cabled conductors, the attenuation is more marked on higher
than on lower frequencies ;

so that the attenuation factor may
be only 0'05 at 800 ~ but 01, or less, at 2000 ~. This dis-

parity of attenuation over a line is called electrical distortion,

as distinguished from electro-mechanical distortion existing in

the terminal apparatus. The effect of distortion is manifestly

to alter the acoustic character of the sound-waves as repeated
in the receiver. The quality or timbre of the voice is altered.

The ratio of the attenuation-factor at a certain higher

frequency to that at a particular lower frequency of reference,

may be called the distortion ratio for that circuit and upper

frequency. A certain amount of distortion, and distortion

ratio, can be tolerated by the ear, and always exists in wire

telephony, over any but the shortest lines
;
but when the dis-

tortion ratio at 2000 ~ falls below a certain value, the tele-

phonic service becomes unsatisfactory, even with good and clear

enunciation on the part of the speaker. The voice becomes
"
drummy

"
and indistinct. Consequently, the limiting length

of a certain type of line over which conversation can be com-

mercially carried on depends not only on the attenuation at the

most important telephonic frequency of reference, but also on

the distortion ratio between this and the highest important

frequency. A lower attenuation factor can be permitted on the

standard frequency of reference, if the distortion ratio at the

upper end of the essential telephone register is prevented from

falling too low.

Hyperbolic Angles of Telephone Lines. The hyperbolic angle

of a telephone line, disconnected from its terminal apparatus,

is by (19) and (153), for a given frequency, a complex quantity,

with a 'real and imaginary component. The real component is

to be intrepreted as a real hyperbolic angle, and the imaginary
I 2
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component as an imaginary hyperbolic angle, or as a real

circular angle. The real or hyperbolic component affects the

attenuation factor of the line, and the imaginary component
the phase of the arriving waves. Telephone-line hyperbolic

angles range up to 50 hyps, or more, in modulus.

Attenuation-Constants. The linear hyperbolic angle, or hyper-

bolic angle per unit-length of a telephone line, is, for a given

frequency, a similar complex quantity a//?
=

c^ + ja.2> of which

the real hyperbolic component av affects the attenuation of

the waves of that frequency, and the circular component a
2
the

phase. A wave of current, starting with unit amplitude over

the line, from a given point, becomes attenuated, after 1 kilo-

meter, to the amplitude e
- a = e

- <' +^2) = e
-

i
.

- >2 = -
*i\a.2 .

That is, it has shrunk in amplitude, from 1 to e
~
ai

,
and has

retarded in phase 2
radians with respect to the phase of waves

starting at the instant of arrival. For this reason, the linear

hyperbolic angle of the line is called the attenuation-constant

of the line. We have already seen that the attenuation-con-

stant has the same numerical value in hyps, per mile or km.,

whether we take the linear resistance, inductance, capacitance,

and leakance per wire-km. or per loop-km. In what follows,

we shall use the wire-km. constants consistently.

Normal and Actual Attenuation-Factors. If a line-wire were

indefinitely long, the attenuation-factor over a given length

L km. would be

L = e
~ La]

. . . numeric /_ (202)

But if the line, instead of continuing indefinitely beyond L,

stops and connects to terminal apparatus, the reflection of the

waves at this terminal load alters, in general, the attenuation-

factor. If, however, the impedance of the terminal load happens
to be the same as the surge-impedance z

o
of the line, then the

attenuation-factor of the line is the same as is given in (202)

for a length L of an indefinitely continuing line. This value

may therefore be called the normal attenuation-factor of the

length L, to distinguish it from the actual attenuation-factor in

the presence of a particular terminal load.
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Thus, we have by (59) the amplitude of current received

through the terminal apparatus

E
. max. cyclic amperes /_ (202)

where EwA is the maximum cyclic e.m.f. of the simple har-

monic frequency considered, impressed on the sending end of

the Jine at A, z3 is the vector surge-impedance of the line, L is

the length of line in km., a the vector attenuation-constant,

La the hyperbolic angle 6 of the line, z-f the vector impedance
of the terminal apparatus to ground potential at B

;
or half the

vector impedance of the terminal apparatus between the two

wires of the loop line. The equation must be worked out by
the rules of two-dimensional arithmetic, or plane-vectors, as

explained in Chapter V.

The current at the sending end of the line is also by (56)

-p

L"'A =
*; tanh (LcT+flT)

' max " cyclic amPeres L (20)

where 6' is the auxiliary hyperbolic angle subtended by the

receiving apparatus to ground when connected to this particular

type of line, such that

tanh 6' = ~
. . numeric /_ (202c)

o

The actual attenuation-factor of the line at this frequency is

therefore

*t =
I"'

8 = y ,

ta

T

nh-- numeric L (202rf)
ImA 2 S1Dn La z COsh La

If, however, the impedance z of the receiving apparatus to

ground, happens to be identical with z
, the surge-impedance of

the line, we obtain

, IB tanh (La+ 6') tanh (La+ 0')L= T
= ,- T ,-C = numeric/ (202^)ImA smh La -fcosh La s

1^

At the same time, however, tanh 6' = 1 or 6' = oc . Conse-

quently, tanh (La -f 6')
=

1, and we conclude that

-^XaT . numeric L (202/)
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or the actual attenuation -factor becomes the normal attenuation-

factor.

Values of Attenuation-Constants. If we consider an aerial

telephone line consisting of a pair of No. 10 A.W.G. (American
Wire Gauge) copper wires, of diameter 0'2589 cm. (0'1019"),

interaxially separated by one foot (30'48 cm.), we may take the

following linear constants

/" = 10'6 ohms per loop mile.

/" = 3-G76 X 10
-3
henrys per

loop mile.

,." = 0-8018 X 10
-s farad per

loop mile.

g"= o.

r = 3'293 ohms per wire km.

/= 1142 X 10
-3

henry per
wire km.

r = 0-9964 X 10
-8 farad per

wire km.

ff
= 0.

Then using formula (150), we have for the attenuation-constant

at various frequencies up to 15920 ~, the data in Table I.

TaUc I

For single-line copper wires No. 10 A.W.G. 0"2589 cm. diam.

at interaxial distance of 30'48 cms. r = 3-293, / = 0'001142,

# = 0,^ = 0-9964 X 10
-s kilometer units.

/
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per km., so that at this frequency a wave would diminish in

amplitude by e
-
0-00*68^ or 047%, after running one km. At

the frequency of 1592 ~ (co
= 10,000) or one octave higher, the

real attenuation-constant has only increased to 0'004819 ;
so

that the normal distortion-ratio is only s
' O'000135 for 1 km. and

this octave.

The wave-length 1 is obtained by formula (162), and becomes

shorter the higher the frequency. The velocity of propagation

v is obtained by formula (159). As the frequency increases, it

approaches the velocity of light in air (3 X 10 km./sec.). It

falls short of that value
; first, because there is some internal

inductance within the substance of the wire, and this constitutes

a load distributed along the line. Only when a wire has no

internal inductance can the velocity of propagation attain that

of light in the dielectric
; and, second, owing to loss of energy

into the substance of the wire, the speed of propagation falls

short of the speed of disturbances in the external medium.

Only when there is no loss of energy either in the conductor

or in the dielectric, can the velocity v attain that of a

disturbance in the medium.

The last column gives the semi-amplitude range, or the

distance in km. to which the waves can run, at each frequency,

before being normally attenuated to one half of their amplitude
at the start, as obtained from the equation

e
- '! = 0'5 numeric (203)

or since -0-69315 = -5
;
x = 0'69315/a! km.

In comparison with the above results, let us consider the

attenuation-constant at different frequencies of cabled copper

wires, No. 19 A.W.G., 0'0912 cm. in diameter (0'03589"), paper
insulated in twisted pairs, with the following linear constants

/" = 90 ohms per loop mile. r = 27*96 ohms per wire km.

,-" = 0'08 X 10- farad per c= 0'994 X 10
~r farad per

loop mile. wire km.

1-126 X 10
-3

henry per /= 0'35 X 10
~3

henry per

loop mile. wire km.

0. g= 0.
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The results are given in the following Table

Table II

For single-line copper wires in twisted pair cables No. 19

A.W.G. 0-0912 cm. diam.

/
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to 0*092 fjf per wire-km. or c = 0'92 x 10
- 7

. On the other

hand, however, the most recent measurements reported in the

United States give an effective leakance of g = 1*73 X 10
~ 6

mho per loop mile (3'46 X 10
- 6 mho per wire mile,= 2'15 X 10

- 6

mho per wire km.), and in Great Britain * 5 x 10
~ 6 mho per

loop mile (3'1 X 10
~ 6 mho per loop km) = 10

~ 5 mho per wire

mile; or g = 6'2 X 10
~ 6 mho per wire km. This effective

leakance is probably due to dielectric hysteresis aided by the

presence of residual moisture, rather than to leakage con-

ductance. In either case, however, it represents loss of energy
in th^ dielectric, increasing as the length, and as the square

of the voltage. This small effective leakance tends to increase

the real attenuation-constant av by reducing the argument
of a. It is known that a relatively very small amount of

moisture resident in the paper dielectric of a lead-covered

cable will bring about an increase both of capacitance and

leakance. Moreover, paper absorbs moisture so readily that it

is difficult to secure and maintain the cable insulating material

moisture-free. The changes in c^ effected by the above

amendments are, however, relatively small.

In comparisons of electric or acoustic properties of lines,

telephone engineers frequently employ as their standard a

telephone cable of the following constants. Copper wires

No. 19 A.W.G. paper-and-air insulated in twisted pairs, dry,

within a leaden sheath. Diameter 0'03589" (0'0912 cm.).

r" 88 ohms per loop mile = 54'68 ohms per loop km.

I" 10
~ 3

henry per loop mile = 0-6213 x 10
- 3

henry per loop km.

g" 5 x 10
- 6 mho per loop mile = 3*107 x 10

- 6 mho per loop km.

c" 0'54 x 10
~ 7 farad per loop mile = 0-3355 x 10

" 7 farad per loop km.

Referring these to the wire kilometer we have

/== 27-34; /=0-3107xlO- 3
; #=6'214x 10' 6

;
t=0-6711xl0- 7

.

With the preceding data we obtain the following values

* For these data, the author is indebted to the courtesy of the Engineer-

ing Departments of the American Telegraph & Telephone Co., and of the

National Telephone Co. Ltd., of Great Britain.
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Table III

For single-line copper wires in twisted-pair
" standard

"
cable.

Cycles
per

Second.
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The attenuation-constant per English statute mile of cable is

always obtainable from the attenuation-constant per kilometer,

by multiplying each of the components a
x
and a

2 , by 1 '60933.

The vector attenuation-constants recorded in Tables I and

II are shown graphically in Fig. 59. The origin is at O. The

J

0.12

^ o.n

"t O.JO

^1

| 0.09

b 0.08

1
C 0.07

0.06

Is
s

1 0.05

! 0.04

m

1 0.03

02
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respect to capacity, that the former may be neglected. The

small amount of linear inductance in the cabled wires of

Table II causes the locus to bend upwards, and to leave the

dotted line perceptibly at the frequency of 160 ~
;
while the

relatively greater linear inductance and smaller linear capacity

of the aerial wires in Table I cause the locus OAA to bend up

sharply, and to become nearly parallel to the / axis. The real

attenuation -constant a
x is, therefore, roughly the same for all

frequencies on the aerial line above 400 ~
;
whereas it con-

tinually increases with the frequency in the cabled wires.

Thus, not only is the electric distortion at telephone frequencies

much more marked on cabled wires than on aerial wires, but

the attenuation is also much greater at all telephonic frequen-

cies on ordinary sizes of cabled wires than on ordinary sizes of

aerial wires, so that about 50 km. of such cable, as is referred to

in Table II, would be approximately the commercial limiting

telephonic range, as against about 670 km. of such aerial wire

as is referred to in Table I.

Particular Values of the Attenuation-Constant. In the parti-

cular case when / = and g = 0, that is, when both the linear

inductance and leakance are negligible, a case closely approached

by well insulated cabled wires, the argument of the conductor

impedance, /?x
=

0, and the argument of the dielectric admit-

tance fiz
= 90

;
so that the argument of the attenuation-

constant is 45, or may be called a semi-imaginary quantity,

having as large a real as imaginary component. In such a case

Iera) /a^/n
- Per km - (204>

Here the real attenuation-constant a
1
increases as the square

root of the frequency.
When a considerable amount of linear inductance exists, as

in aerial lines, the real attenuation-constant c^ tends to a

limiting value as the frequency increases. This value is

r r

J2_ _
2 . . hyps, per km. (205)

0^1 i r
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where z00 is the limiting value of the surge-impedance in (152),

or ^/icohms. Thus, for the aerial line-wire referred to in Table I,

z tends to the limit 328*6 /(T ohms, and
-!J-

= 1*647 ohms per

semikilometer. Consequently c^ tends to the limit 1*647/338*6
= 0*004864 hyps, per km., as is indicated in Table I.

When an appreciable amount of linear leakance exists, an

approximate value for a
l
can be obtained by adding a correction

factor to (205), thus

i--l+ hyps, per km. (206)

Otherwise, the full formula for the real attenuation-constant

is

hyps, per km. (207)

and the imaginary component, or wave-length constant, is

radians per km. (208)

As a general rule, it is easier and more convenient to employ
the vector formula (150), which is also readily remembered,
than to employ the cumbersome non-vector, or scalar, formulas

(207) and (208). Moreover, the results obtained with the scalar

formulas are more liable to be vitiated by slight arithmetical

errors than if the vector formula (150) is used.

Sn rye-Impedance* of Telephone Lines. The surge-impedance
z of a telephone line varies considerably with the frequency, as

is shown by formula (152). When r, the linear conductance of

the conductor, and y, the linear leakance of the dielectic, are

relatively very small
; or, in any case, when the angular velocity

is high, the surge-impedance approximates to the value

... ohms (209)
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and is therefore greater in aerial lines than in cabled lines.

This is the impedance
* which a line tends to offer to its own

surges in the unsteady state. The limiting value of (209) is a

pure resistance, or has no reactive component ;
so that in the

limiting case there is no difference in phase between a wave of

e.m.f. and its accompanying wave of current travelling along the

line. If there be relatively greater conductor reactance, ko, than

dielectric susceptance ceo
;

so that the argument of the con-

ductor impedance /^
= tan- 1

,
exceeds the argument of the

dielectric admittance /?.,
= tan-M

), then the actual surge-
\ g

R ft

impedance has a positive argument
~ ' 2

,
and the line at and

beyond any point behaves like a positive reactance or induction

coil. In practice, however, the reverse is the case, and the

dielectric admittance argument /?2 always exceeds the conductor

impedance argument /^ ;
so that the argument of the surge-

impedance is
(

2
^M, a negative angle, and the line behaves

\ Zi /

as a condenser associated with a resistance. If the surge-

impedance of the line had a positive argument, it would

mean that any wave of current travelling along the line would

stow away more energy of magnetic form in the dielectric than

is stored electrically; while, in practice, the fact that the

surge-impedance of either unloaded aerial or unloaded cabled

conductors has a negative argument indicates that any wave

travelling over the line stows away more energy of electric

form in the dielectric than is stored magnetically.
Table IV gives the surge-impedance of the aerial line above

considered in Table I for various frequencies between 8 and

16,000 cycles per second, both as a vector, and as a complex
number, of ohms per wire. If we consider the surge-impedance
of the circuit, we know that it will be twice the surge-impedance

per wire (36).

* Dr. Steinmetz has recently suggested the name "natural impedance"
for this important quantity. See Journal of the Franklin Institute, July
1911, "Electric Transients," by Charles P. Steinmetz, p. 46.
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Table IV

Initial Sending-end Impedance per Single Wire for a pair

of No. 10 A.W.G. Copper Wires (0'1019" or 0-2589 cm.) inter-

axially separated 1 ft. (30*48 cms.) at different impressed

frequencies.

Cycles
per Second.
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Table V
Initial Sending-end Impedance per Single Wire for a twisted

pair of No. 19 A.W.G. copper wires paper-covered in cable.

/
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end. If the line is indefinitely long; or, is finite, but connected

to ground through a terminal impedance of z ohms
;
then no

reflected waves return from that end to modify the strength of

the outgoing waves
;
so that the initial sending-end impedance

zo remains, for all time, the final sending-end impedance. In

general, however, the reflection of current waves from the

Resistance, Ohms

o
S

u

i no
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line of uniform electric constants in the steady state are subject

to the following conditions

EP = EA cosh L^ IA^O sinb L
x
a . r.m.s. volts /_ (211)

p
and IP = IA cosh L

x
a -

-^sinh ^ia r.m.s. -amperes /__ (212)

where EP and IP are respectively the voltage and current at the

point considered, L
x
km. (or miles) from the sending end

;:

while EA and IA are the impressed r.m.s. voltage and the enter-

ing r.m.s. current at the sending end of the line. z is the

vector surge-impedance and a the vector attenuation-constant

of the line at the frequency considered
;
so that L

x
a is the

hyperbolic angle of the line, as measured from the sending end

to the point considered. When the line is of such great length

that the returning waves reflected from the distant end of the-

line during the unsteady state can be ignored, the final sending-

end impedance remains equal to the initial sending-end imped-
ance z

,
and the final outgoing current in the steady state

remains the same as the initial outgoing current
;

viz.

E
IA ^

A
r.m.s. amperes /_ (213)

^ '"o

Consequently, for such long lines (211) and (212) become

EP = EA (cosh L^ sinh L
xa)
= EAe

- L ia

. r.m.s. volts /_ (214)

IP = (cosh LjCt sinh L
xa)
= -^

'~0 ~0

EAe
- L iai

^a.2 r.m.s. amperes /_ (215)
"O

Thus the r.m.s. voltage and current, at a distance ^ km. from

the sending end, are the normally attenuated values of the

initial values impressed at the sending end. The ratio of the

voltage and current remains constant at z ohms for all points

along the line.

As an example, we may consider a circuit length of 100 miles

(160-9 km.) of the twisted pair cable of No. 19 A.W.G. copper
wires already referred to, subjected to an impressed e.m.f.
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of 4 volts, at a frequency of 796 cycles per second. This will

correspond to 2 volts on each wire. Table II gives the attenua-

tion-constant at 0118 /46 47' = 0*08079 +/0*08602 hyp. per

km.; while Table V give the initial sending-end impedance

at 237*4 \43 13' ohms. The initially outgoing current on each

wire will therefore be
^

= 0*008425 /43 13'

amperes; or 8*425 milliamperes, leading the impressed e.m.f.

by 43 13', or nearly one-eighth of a cycle. Because the cable

chosen is so long, and the waves that return reflected from

the distant end are so minute, the outgoing current in the

steady state has the same strength as the initially outgoing
current. At a distance of L

x
= 30 miles say (48*28 km.),

the hyp. line angle Llttl
will be 48*28 X 0*08079 == 3*901. The

real attenuation-coefficient will be
- 3-901= = 0*02023.

The voltage will have fallen to 2 x 0*02023 = 0*04046 volt.

The current strength will have fallen to 8*425 /43 13' x

0-02023 = 0*1704 /43 13' milliamperes, the current still lead-

ing the local voltage by this phase. Both the current and

pressure will, however, have been retarded in the transmission

by 48-28 x 0*08602 = 4'153 radians, or 238; so that the full

expression of voltage and current for the point considered,

with reference to the phase of the e.m.f. impressed at the

sending end is

EP = 0*04046 \238^ volt

IP = 01704 \194 47' milliampere

the ratio of which is 237'4 \43 13' ohms, or z . Or we may
express the same result by saying that the vector attenuation-

coefficient is e- Lia = e- 3 '901
. e -;*-i5s = 0'0203\238 ;

so that the

voltage at P is EP = 0'0406 V238^ and the current at P is

IP = 01704 \ 194 47' milliampere.
Table VII gives the voltage and current in each wire of the

telephone circuit considered, for varying distances L
x
miles

from the sending end.

K 2
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Table VII

Hyperbolic Line Angles and Attenuation-Factors for Cable

Circuit at the frequency of 796 or co = 5000.

L! L
a
a
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current to ground will be reduced, and if zr is less than z
,
the

current to ground will be increased, with respect to the current

of normal attenuation
;
but the conditions evidently depend

on the argument as well as on the modulus of the terminal

impedance used.

In the particular case, however, when the distance L
x
from

the sending end is so great that the current wave reflected from

the grounded end makes no appreciable reappearance at the

sending end, we have by (169).

Tj
1

IA = -^ r.m.s. amperes /_ (216)

(218)

2EA

2

,, (219)
e

But when L
x
is large, e

~
LI(X becomes very small by comparison

with eLia
,
and may be ignored. Consequently

9TT 91? 9T?

IB = - ^ =^ e
- L ' = A

s
- ^i \Lia, r.m.s. amperes (220)

which received current is just double that which flows to ground

through a terminal impedance equal to the surge-impedance,
or the normally attenuated current at the distance Lr This is

for the reason that the effect of grounding a line is to reflect the

arriving voltage wave with 180 change of phase, or to annul

that wave locally ;
whereas the arriving current wave is reflected

with no change of phase, or is doubled in amplitude. The same

proposition applies to a composite telephone line, or line of

several different sections in series, provided that the length of

the last section is so great that waves reflected from the grounded
end do not appreciably disturb the waves as they enter that

section on the sending side. That is, if the normally attenuated

current at the distant point would be IB L r.m.s. amperes, the
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current flowing direct to ground at that point will be 2IB L r.m.s.

amperes.

Fig. 61 is a reproduction of a curve-sheet (Fig. 1) accom-

panying the paper on " Loaded Telephone Lines in Practice/*

Length of Line (kilometers)

\
\

10 20 50 40 50 60 70 80

Length of Li tie (milfx)

JfL_

100 110 120 150 UO ISO

FIG. 61. Observed Attenuation Factors and Relative Telephone Currents on

unloaded arid loaded cable circuits.

read by Dr. Hammond V. Hayes before the International

Electrical Congress of St. Louis.* Curve 1 gives the observed

attenuation- factor on an unloaded telephone cable circuit of

* Trans. Am. Int. Elect. Congress of St. Louis (1904), vol. iii. pp. 643,
649.
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88 ohms per loop-mile (27*34 ohms per wire-km.) and 0*068

microfarad per loop-mile (0'0845 X 10
~ 6 farad per wire-km.) in

-actual tests with standard terminal apparatus. It corresponds,

therefore, to the resultant attenuation-factor of all the range of

frequencies entering into telephonic transmission. If we replot

Curve 1 on semi-logarithm paper, i.e. paper ruled with ordinary

equidistant abscissas, but with logarithmic ordinates, like the

distances along a slide-rule, we obtain the wavy line bbb

(Fig. 62). This corresponds substantially with the straight

line I'O, V. If the attenuation were normal for a single

frequency, it would follow such a straight line. Thus the

attenuation-factors in Table VII, plotted in Fig. 62, give the

broken line TO, B. The straight line I'O, V falls to O'Ol in

36 miles, or 58 km. Consequently the real attenuation-constant

j
on this actual circuit was substantially

-5Sal = Q.01 = g
- 4-605

or a
1
=0'0795 hyp. per km. (0128 hyp. per mile). But there is

one and only one simple frequency which would develop this

attenuation-constant on such a cable, and it is determined by
the semi-imaginary relation

v/(27'34 + jO)(0 + jO-0845 x 10- 6
o>)
= 0-0795 + jO-0795 . (221)

90) = 0'1124 /45

V2-31 x 10- 6
JJK)

= VO'012634 |

90

<>r . i

y^L
= 5469 . . . rad/sec.

corresponding to the single frequency/= 5469/6-283
= 870'6 ~.

The line therefore behaved substantially as though a single

frequency existed in the voice
;
or as though the pitch of the

acoustic vibrations were between g" and a", at the top of the

treble clef.

Assuming that such a single frequency were impressed on

the circuit at the sending end, we have seen that the attenuation

would not be normal as the circuit increased in length ;
because

the impedance of the receiving apparatus is not the same as the
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surge-impedance. The deviations of the curve b I I (Fig. 62)
from the straight line Oft' might possibly be explained in this way.
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angular velocity of telephony, corresponding to the frequency

f= 796~, which is taken as the standard telephonic fre-

quency. The reason for this remarkable apparent singularity

of frequency dominant in a telephone circuit is perhaps con-

nected with the fundamental tone of the transmitter and

receiver diaphragms.

Fifty kilometers (31 miles) of such cable is approximately

a moderate commercial limiting telephonic range, while Figs. 61

and 62 show that the attenuation-factor is about O'OIS at this

range, or
~ 4

. Consequently, a first approximation to a

moderate commercial limiting range on any circuit is given

by the formula

La, = 4 . hyp. (222)

or L = 4
km. (223)

a
i

where a
:

is the real attenuation-constant at co = 5000.

Applying this rough rule to the aerial circuit taken in

connection with Table I, we find that L = 4 0*004684 = 786*8 km.

(489 miles). In the case of the cable circuit taken in connection

with Table II, L - 4 0'08079 = 49*52 km. (30'77 miles); and

in the case of the standard cable circuit of Table III, L=
60*17 km. (37*4 m.). At this range, the normal distortion-ratio

for the octave above the standard frequency would be e' 1
"06 for

the aerial circuit, s
" 1

'470 for the cable circuit of Table II, and
-1-474 for the standard cable circuit of Table III. This explains

why the articulation is ordinarily better over long aerial lines

than over cable lines of these types, when the sound in the

telephone is reduced to the commercial limit of volume.

Although the value of c^ for the standard telephonic frequency

is, in (222) a criterion of the telephonic limiting range over a

given uniform line
; yet this can only be a first approximation

because it makes no allowance for the reflection of waves from

the terminal receiving apparatus in the unsteady state, and the

reflections are different with different types of line. Conse-

quently neither the real component of the hyperbolic angle
subtended alone by a line, nor the value of the real attenuation-

constant, is an accurate criterion of the telephonic range of the
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line, even with standard terminal apparatus, and when the line

is uniform throughout. Still less are the hyperbolic angles of

the sections of a composite telephone line, or their simple vector

sum, a proper criterion of the limiting range ;
because the angle

of a line section depends, as we shall see, upon the constants

of the sections with which it is connected. Strictly speaking,
the criterion of telephonic range is determined by formula

(59) or

TT

IB = . u a ,

A
T-^ . r.m.s. amperes (224)

z smh 6 + zr cosh 6

where EA is the r.m.s. voltage of standard frequency impressed
on the uniform line at the sending end, z is the vector surge-

impedance of the line, zr is the vector impedance of the receiving

apparatus, and 6 is the vector hyp. angle of the line, all at

standard frequency. If the distortion-ratio of the circuit in the

upper necessary frequencies is not too low, the circuit will fail to

transmit satisfactory speech only when IB falls below a certain

limit. Taking EA at an average standard value, this means that

the circuit will fail when the receiving-end impedance z sinh 6

+ z,. cosh 6 exceeds a certain value. In practice, it appears that

when this impedance exceeds 100,000 ohms per wire, or 200,000

per loop, even expert telephonists are unable to communicate,
but when it does not exceed 12,500 ohms per wire, or 25,000

ohms per loop, commercial telephony is readily possible.

The receiving-end impedance of a simple non-composite

telephone circuit may, then, be written

Z
t
=

;. sinh 6 -f z.,. cosh 6 = z sinh 6
(
1 + coth 6

\ z /

ohms /_ (225)

The proportional increase in the impedance of a circuit due to

the receiving apparatus depends thus upon the ratio z,./z
and

upon the cotangent of the line angle 6.

As an example, let us consider a " Standard
"

cable of the

type discussed in connection with Tables III and VI, 60*174 km.

(37 '4 miles) in loop-length, with a terminal receiving appara-
tus of 100 ohms effective resistance, and 500 ohms effective
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reactance, at the angular velocity of CD = 5000. The angle

subtended by the line alone is = 57682 /46 05' 44" = 4*000

-j-/4*15597 hyps, (see Table III). The wire surge-impedance at

the standard frequency is, by Table VI, 285*65 \42 50' 36".

If the receiving instrument is short-circuited, the receiving-end

impedance per wire of the circuit is by (26) and (225)

z sinh 6 = 285*65 \42 50' 36" sinh (57682 /46 05' 44") ohms.

= 285-65 \42 50' 36" x 27*3214 /238 08' 12"

= 7804-40 /195 17' 36" ohms,

and the receiving-end impedance of the loop would be double

this quantity. Now, removing the short-circuit, and inserting

the instrument impedance of 100 + /500 = 509*90 /78 4,1' 24"

ohms into the loop at the receiving end, or zr = 254*95

/78 41' 24" ohms to ground potential in each wire, we have,

by (225), the total receiving-end impedance per wire

254-95/78 41' 24"
Z,=7804*43/19517'36"(l + -cothfl] ohms.

285-65\42 50' 36"

= 7804-43 /19517' 36" (1+ 0'892517\121 32' 00"

x 1*00097 /0 02' 04")

(1 +0-89338 \121 34' 04")

(1- 0-46769 +yo-76il8)~

(0-53231 +/076118)
= 7804-43 /195 17' 36" x 0-92884 /55 02' 03"

= 7249-09 /250 19' 39" ohms,

which shows that, in this particular case, the insertion of the

receiving instrument diminishes the receiving-end impedance

per wire from 7804*4 to 7249*1 ohms; so that inserting this

particular receiving apparatus would increase the strength of

the current received at B by 7*65 per cent. But if the receiving

apparatus, keeping an impedance of 254*95 ohms per wire,

happened to possess an argument of \42 48' 32" instead of

/78 41' 24", the insertion of the instrument would add 89*25

per cent, to the receiving-end impedance, or increase it to 14770
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/195 IV 36" ohms per wire (29,540 ohms per loop). More-

over, it is easy to see that the effect of inserting similar receiving

apparatus into a cable circuit on the one hand, and into an

FIG. 63. Equivalent Circuits of Lines with ground return and metallic return.

r = 27-90 ohms>.fc)H. ; i = 0'35 X 10-3 h'tc.i-m. ; g = ; c = 0'0994 X IQ-l

aerial circuit on the other, will, in general, make a considerable

relative difference in the receiving-end impedance, owing to the

difference in argument of z
o
for the two circuits. Thus, if we

insert the instrument above considered into the receiving end
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of an aerial line of 786'8 km. of loop-length, and of the con-

stants discussed in connection with Tables I and IV, the effect

would be to increase the receiving-end impedance nearly 20 per

cent. In both circuits the real component of the line hyperbolic

angle would be 4'0 hyps., and their normal attenuation-factors

would each be 0'0183
;
but the insertion of this particulai

receiving apparatus would change their relative actual attenu-

ation-factors considerably. It should be noticed, moreover, that

although the impedance of an ordinary receiving sub-station set

has a modulus of about 250 ohms per wire
; yet its argument is

ordinarily more nearly 30 than 78 41' 24'', as above assumed.

Equivalent Circuits of Telephone Lines. The simplest types
of fixed-impedance conductors capable of replacing, in all

external relations, a given telephone line, at a given single

frequency, are, as already observed in relation to (70) and (75a),

the equivalent T and 77. As an example, we may take the

case of a cabled line 50 km. (31'068 m.) in length, with the

following linear constants
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The equivalent U and T of one line wire are indicated at

ABGG' and AOBG in Fig. 63. The architrave impedance is-

G736-96/ 156 51' 15" ohms, which is also the receiving-end

impedance of each line, excluding the receiving instrument zr ;

because, if we ground the line at B, the current which will flow

to ground at B will be the impressed potential at A, divided by
this architrave impedance.
The equivalent circuits of the loop line are indicated at

ABB"A" and AOBB'O'A' in Fig. 63. The former is a rectangle

of impedances, the latter an / of impedances. It will be seen

that the rectangle ABB"A" is merely a doublet of the single

line 77, ABG'G ;
while the 7, AOBB'OA' is merely a doublet of

the single-line T, AOBG. The receiving-end impedance of the

loop circuit is evidently 2 x 6736'96 /TseFlT' 15" = 13473*92

/ 156 51' 15" ohms, excluding the receiving instrument zr.

Since, then, the equivalent circuits of metallic-circuit, or loop

lines, are mere doublets of those for their component single

wires, and the latter are easier to think about and discuss, we
will confine our attention to the latter.

Artificial Lines for Telephony. It would appear from Fig. 6S

that, at the frequency considered, either the single rectangle

ABB^A", or the single / AOB, A'O'B', is the complete equiva-
lent externally of the actual line. This being the case, it is

theoretically unnecessary to employ an artificial line divided into

numerous sections to represent the behaviour of the actual line.

Either one of these equivalent circuits is sufficient at and for

this single frequency. It is to be noted, moreover, that the

rectangle is not capable of being constructed in impedances
without the aid of transformers, because the argument of the

architrave exceeds 90. The / is capable, however, of being
constructed of resistance, inductance, and capacitance, without

transformers. As a general rule, either the T or the 77 of a line

is capable of being constructed, sometimes the one, and some-

times the other, according to the length of the line, the linear

constants, and the frequency.
Since the T and 77 of a line vary with the frequency, it is
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evident that the T or U which represents a line at co = 5000r

fails to represent it correctly for other telephonic frequencies^

and that the discrepancy depends for its amount, among other

things, on the length of the line. Consequently, it is unsafe to-

assume that a single-section artificial line its T or U which

happens to represent it correctly at the standard telephonic

frequency, represents it adequately for all telephonic purposes.

Experiments have been reported to show that 10-mile (16*1 km.)

sections of artificial standard cable adjusted to the equivalent 77

at (o = 5000, satisfactorily imitate such a cable, so far as acoustic

behaviour is concerned
;
but the differences between the U of a

10-mile section at co = 5000 and co = 10,000 are not very

great. Further published research is needed, in critical com-

pany with the theory, to show how few sections of artificial line

can be used successfully to represent a full-range actual line for

all acoustic purposes. The answer to the question seems to

depend upon the relative importance and prominence of the

upper frequencies.

Influence of Increasing the Distributed Linear Inductance of a

Line. As was first pointed out by Heaviside, the effect of dis-

tributed inductance in a telephone line is to diminish the

attenuation of the telephonic current. The influence of increas-

ing linear inductance on the attenuation-constant is clearly shown

geometrically in Fig. 64, where O I is the vector linear impedance
of the conductor, z = r -\- jx ohms per km. The linear admit-

tance of the dielectric, y= g +jb mhos per km. is shown similarly

at O A. The argument of z is filt
and of y, f}2 ,

radians. The

product z y, or a2
,
is then indicated at O B, whose modulus is

the product of the moduli z and y, and whose argument is

A + A>> ^e sum f the arguments of z and y. At O C is indi-

cated the square root of O B, or the vector attenuation-constant

a in hyps, per km., where the argument is half the argument of

O B. The real part Oc is the hyperbolic component, and the

imaginary or^-part cC is the circular component.
As the linear inductance I of the line is increased, the linear

reactance x = Ico increases proportionately. This has the im-

mediate effect of increasing the modulus or length O I, and also
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FIG. 64, Vector Development of an Attenuation-Constant.
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of increasing the argument f}r The secondary effect of the

change is to increase the modulus O C in the square-root ratio,

and to increase the argument of O C by half the increase of f$v

The vector attenuation-constant a is thus somewhat increased
;

but, owing to the increase in argument, the real component a
t

is markedly diminished
;
while the imaginary component a2

is

increased. The increase in a.2 merely diminishes the velocity of

propagation, and shortens the wave-length ;
while the reduction

in a
x
reduces the attenuation.

Limit to the Reduction in Attenuation with Increasing Dis-

tributed Inductance. If, as generally happens, there is dissipation

of power in the dielectric
;
so that g is not zero, and the argu-

ment /?2 of O A, Fig. 64, is less than 90
;
then there is a limit

to the benefit that can be obtained in lessening attenuation by

increasing the distributed linear inductance. It can be demon-

strated, either algebraically, or geometrically, that increasing

jx in Fig. 64 diminishes a
x
until ^ becomes equal to /?2

. Beyond
this critical point, further increase in jx increases ax instead of

diminishing it.

This result is indicated geometrically in Fig. 65, which con-

tains a direct geometrical construction for a, having given the

vector linear conductor impedance oz', and the linear dielectric

admittance oy '. Construct the triangle Qgy to the proper scale of

linear admittance, with the base Og on the axis OX. Then the

angle yOg = /L On Oy as base, construct the triangle Orz, to

the proper scale of linear impedance. Then the angle zOy = ftl

and the angle sOX = & + /?2
. Take Ox = Oz. With centres

x and z, and equal radii, draw intersecting arcs at A, to bisect

the angle zOX. Join OA, which is the bisecting line. Through
O draw the dotted line aa perpendicular to OA. With centre

O, carry circular arcs from z and y, to intersect aa at the points
Z and Y respectively. On ZY as diameter, construct the semi-

circle ZpY, intersecting OA in p. Then Op is, to scale, the

vector attenuation-constant a. Its projection O^ on the axis

OX is a
lt
the real or hyperbolic component ;

while pq is a
2 ,
the

imaginary, or circular component.
As r'z', the linear conductor reactance is increased, by
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--x

FIG. 65. Geometrical Construction of Vector Attenuation-Con tant showing the-

devolopment of a minimum real component.
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increasing distributed inductance on the line, the triangle Orz

extends, in succession, to the points 123 ... 8, along the dotted

line rS. By repeating the above-described construction, it will

be found that the locus of the vector attenuation-constant

pursues the corresponding curved path 012 ... 8. The minimum

real attenuation-constant, O5', occurs at the point 5, where the

argument oOr of /^ is equal to the constant argument /?2
of the

dielectric admittance.

If, then, there be no dissipation of power in the dielectric, or

(I
=

o, there will be theoretically no limit to the reduction in a

obtained by increasing x, assuming r constant; although the

proportional reduction becomes less and less as x is increased.

But when dielectric dissipation exists, no benefit of reduced

I c
attenuation is obtained when /^ overtakes /?2 ;

i. e. when =
;

ft/

or when the time-constant of the conductor is equal to the time-

constant of the dielectric. In such a case, the argument of z

is zero
;
or the line behaves like a non-inductive resistance to

all frequencies, and the real attenuation-constant a
x
is the same

at all frequencies, so that the normal distortion-ratio is 1 for all

ranges and the line is distortionless.

The same proposition would hold, by symmetry, if /^ were

greater than/?2
. In that case, the increase of linear capacitance

c would reduce the real attenuation-constant until the argu-
ment /?2 overtook the argument /?r In either case, the maximum
benefit is obtainable when /^

=
/?.

both as to minimum attenua-

tion for the frequency considered and as to the same attenuation

for all frequencies or absence of distortion. It is also evident that

no circuit can theoreticallybe distortionlesswhich has no dielectric

dissipation ; because such a perfect dielectric could only make

ft=/?2
at infinite linear reactance x, since r cannot be made zero.

In practice, with actual telephone circuits, /?2
is always greater

than f$v which means that inductance has to be added to the

line to diminish attenuation and distortion. This is true even for

aerial lines, and it is markedly true for cabled lines. Separating
the wires of an aerial loop, as suggested by Heaviside, helps
to reduce attenuation and distortion, by increasing I while

L 2
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diminishing c
;
but since I only increases as the logarithm of the

distance separating the wires, the practical benefit obtainable

in this way is comparatively small, and no marked benefit was

obtained .until the Pupin system was adopted of artificial in-

ductance coils, inserted in the line at suitable regular intervals
;

i. e. until lioes became regularly loaded with inductance.

Loaded Lines. A regularly loaded line differs from the same

line, with the same total inductance uniformly distributed,

owing to the effects of lumping or imperfect distribution. The

principal formulas dealing with the effects of regular inductance

loading are (107) to (115). From a theoretical standpoint, we

may either analyse the behaviour of the loads, as Campbell*
has done, by analogy with the propagation of waves along a

periodically loaded string,t studied by Godfrey; or by con-

sidering line sections replaced by their equivalent J"s as in

Fig. 20, and (107) (Bibliography, 48) ;
or by grounding the line

at the middle of each successive load and comparing the received

current in each section with that received over an equal length
of smooth line. (Appendix G.) (Bibliography, 29.)

The following particular case may be taken from actual

practice, as an example.
A cabled line has the following linear constants
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The surge-impedance, unloaded, is

z = x/(27'359 /2 06' 57")/(447*4 x IP" 6
/89 43' 30")

= 247-284 4^T'~l6" ohms.

The hyp. angle subtended by a section of 2*607 km., unloaded,

is

6 = 0-28843 /45 55' 14" = 0*20065 +yO*20720 hyps.

From which sinh 6 = 0*28831 /46 42' 52",

and sinh 6/9
= 0*99957 /0 47' 38".

The load 2 per wire, at oj = 5000, is 4*535 +^'441*5 ohms.

The semi-load o per wire, at co = 5000, is 2*268 + /22075
= 220*76 /89 24' 41*

Fig. 66 shows, at AB, a section of this line wire before loading,

with its length, angle, and surge-impedance. The nominal T of
f\

this section is shown at aob
; where ao = ob =

-^ZQ ohms, and

/\

0G, the staff of the T, or nominal total admittance, is The
o

equivalent T of the section is then determined by (74) and

(75). It is shown at a'oG'. A semi-load o is now added to

each arm of the equivalent T, producing the extended T, A'oB'.

The arm of this extended T is indicated, at oB', as 37*90 -f-

^'222*56 ohms. The next step is to revert from the extended

T, which includes the loads, to the smooth line A"B", its

equivalent by (84) and (86). The angle of one section of loaded

line is thus 0*0621 -f-/0*7384 hyps., and the loading has reduced

the real, or hyperbolic, component of the line angle, from 0*20065

to 0*0621 hyp.
It is to be observed that on the short section of 2*6 km. here

considered, there is very little difference between the nominal

T, aolG, and the equivalent T, a'ob'Q'. The great change is

brought about by the addition of o to each arm of the T. An
examination into the effect of this extension shows that there

is a certain amount of reactance in a which the T will stand

without unduly increasing the real part of
7

, the equivalent
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angle of the extended T. Beyond this critical value, the real

part of 6' runs up, at first slowly, and then very rapidly, until

the real part becomes enormous.

L'= 2-607 ^/m-

0'Z006f+j 0-20720

r.zo 09 -- -

CT*

a'

I/S 2-607 ku
- Q'0&2\ +

j 0-738-4

FIG. 66. Section of a Loaded Line developed through the Equivalent T.

If we assume that the additional resistance and inductance of

the loads in the case considered is distributed uniformly along
the line, we have the modified linear constants

r + /' = 29-08, / + /" = 0-034072, rf = 2'15 x 10
~ 6

,

<" =0-08948 x 10 -\

and we obtain, for at = 5000, by (33) or (150) the corresponding
smoothed attenuation-constant

a" = 0-02414 +/0-27702 = 0-27807 /85 01' 08" hyp. per km.
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and the smoothed angle subtended by a loaded section from

mid-coil to mid-coil

0" = 0-06294 + yO-72213 = 0'72493 /85 01' 08" hyp.

with a smoothed surge-impedance

so
" = 621-518 \4"42'~20" ohms,

whereas the actual attenuation-constant of the loaded line is

' = 0-02382 + yO-28323 = 0-28423 /85 II
7

30" hyp. per km.

This means that the real attenuation-constant at to =5000,
of the loaded line, with its inductance added in lumps every
2'607 km., is less by 1*4 per cent, than it would have been

if the same extra resistance and inductance were distributed

uniformly. The possibility of this unexpected result was first

demonstrated mathematically by Campbell. In general, however,

if the lumps of inductance are relatively large, and are too far

apart, the reverse condition sets in
; namely, that the real

attenuation-constant a\ of the lumpy loaded line is greater

than the real attenuation-constant a/' of the equally loaded

smoothed line, and in some cases enormously greater.

We obtain the same results as those above stated, and pointed
out in Fig. 65, if we employ the Campbell formula (112) for

deriving the actual loaded section-angle 6', or attenuation-

constant a. But whichever formula we select from (107) to

(112), for this purpose, we find in it a high degree of sensi-

tiveness. That is, a relatively very small error in the steps of

the computation, or in the values of the hyperbolic functions,

may involve a considerable error in the result. Consequently,
more than ordinary care is necessary in working with these

formulas, and a higher degree of precision is needed in the

tabular values of sinh (6 L. ) cosh (6 L ) and tanh (6 L ) than is

ordinarily required. Formula (112) has, however, been carefully

investigated by Campbell, who has shown* that for the case of

an extra effective resistance in the load coils, amounting to half

the unloaded line resistance, and negligible inductance in the

* See Bibliography, 27.
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unloaded line, there is the following percentage of excess in a/
over a

1

"

For n" 3 coils per smoothed wave-length, a\ is over 500% greater than o'V
4

, , 16% greater than a'\.
5

6

These results are affected to some extent by the ratios r
rf

jr

and I"
/I.

With more than 8 coils per smoothed wave-length,
the difference between a\ and a!\ becomes insignificant.

The " smoothed wave-length
"

is defined by the formula

co f
km. (226)

where I" is the extra linear inductance of the loading assumed

distributed. Thus, the smooth wave-length in the case con-

sidered is

~
795-8V6-034072 x 0-08948 x 1(F

so that, since there is one coil per 2'607 km., there are 8'73 coils

per smoothed wave-length. In the case considered, the extra

linear resistance of the loads instead of being 50 per cent.

of the unloaded linear resistance, is only 6*4 per cent, thereof,

which changes a\ to slightly less than, instead of slightly

greater than, a"r

Strictly speaking, the smooth wave-length 1" should be

obtained by the full formulas (151) and (162) ;
but in the case

of a loaded line, r and g become so much smaller than I and c-

respectively, that the shorter formula (226) suffices. For the

same reason, the smoothed velocity of propagation becomes

by (159)

+ /"),

' k- Perse, (227)

which is, therefore, to the degree of precision under discussion,

constant for all frequencies impressed on the line. The

0)
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number of coils which advancing (smoothed) waves of any

frequency will encounter per second must therefore be

"
" C ils persea (228)

In the case considered, the actual velocity at co = 5000, over the

unloaded line, is v = 62,910 km/sec. The actual velocity over

the loaded line is v' = 1 7,654 km/sec. The smoothed velocity,.

by (227), is v" = 18,111 km/sec. The smoothed number of

coils struck per second by advancing waves is then, by (228),.

N" = 6947.

The number of coils per smoothed wave at any frequency/ is

/" N"
n" = p =

j-
. coils per smooth wave-length (229)

Thus, in the case considered

at co = 5,000 or/ = 795-8, n" = 8'73

a) = 10,000 /= 1591-6, n" = 4'365

co == 12,566 /= 2000, n" = 3'473

to = 15,000 /= 2387-4, n" = 2'91

We have already seen, however, that at n" = 3, a\ is more

than six times a/', which means that there would be heavy
attenuation at co = 15,000, and the attenuation commences to-

rise rapidly at co = 10,000. But it is found in practice that

N" = 6947, or roughly 7000 coils struck per second, is a satis-

factory condition for commercial telephony. Hence we may
consider it demonstrated that /= 2000 (co

= 12,566) is ap-

proximately the highest frequency that has to be preserved for

intelligible speech. A loaded cable line is, in fact, a wave sieve,

that rapidly damps out and extinguishes currents of frequency

higher than N"/ft cycles per second. (See Appendix G.)

It should be remembered that, in the preceding discussion,

we have referred for convenience all our results to v
rf

, N", and

A", the smoothed-line conditions. Near the limit of n coils per
smoothed wave-length, the actual wave-length /' shortens con-

siderably, and the actual velocity v'
t diminishes in like manner ;

so that there are actually n' = 2 coils per actual wave-length,
when there are n" = n coils per smoothed wave-length.
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In designing loads for a line, it is sufficient, according to the

above principles, to provide sufficient extra inductance, assumed

uniformly distributed, for the required reduction of the real

attenuation-constant a
L
to a/'. Then the spacing of the load

coils must be such that 7000 are struck by advancing waves

per second
; or, in other words, that there shall be more than

.n coils per smoothed wave-length A", at the highest frequency

(about 2000 ~) which has to be preserved. There will then

be 2jr coils per wave at/= 1000 ~
t 4jr coils per wave at

f= 500 ~, and so on. For accurate results, however, recourse

must be had to some one of the full formulas (107) to (115).

Effect of Leakage on Loaded Lines. It is observed in practice,

and is noticeable in the arithmetical theory here under discus-

sion, that when a line is heavily loaded, it is more subject to

disturbance from casual extra distributed leakage than when it is

in the unloaded state. Accidental leaks along the line, and

-defective insulation during storms, influence a loaded line more

prejudicially than a similar line unloaded. An explanation of

this behaviour is found in the relation of a change in the

dielectric conductance argument on the attenuation-constant

argument in the two cases. Thus, referring to Fig. 64, if, by
reason of linear leakance g, the argument of y falls from 90 to

88, the result will be that the argument of a will fall 1. In

an unloaded cable the argument /^ of the linear impedance is

small, and the argument
^1

"t
^2 of the attenuation-constant is

in the neighbourhood of 45
;
whereas in a heavily loaded cable,

the argument of the linear impedance is nearly 90, and that

of the attenuation-constant in the neighbourhood of 85. If

now the argument of a for the unloaded line drops from 45 to

44, the change in a is an increase of about 1'7 per cent.
;

but if the argument of a for the loaded line drops from 85

to 84, the change in a
L
is an increase of nearly 20 per cent.

Leakance in a loaded line has, therefore, to be restricted and

avoided more carefully than in an unloaded line. (For a more

formal demonstration, see Appendix H.)

Influence of Loading on the Normal Attenuation. Since the
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immediate effect of loading a line is the same as that of adding
distributed inductance, except in so far as the spacing of

the loads i.e. the lumpiness may affect the result, the

loading of a line reduces the real part of its hyperbolic angle,

and so reduces in the same proportion the exponent La/' of

its normal attenuation-factor
~ Lai ". As has already been shown,

there is no theoretical advantage obtainable, however, in

carrying the loading so far that the argument of the linear

conductor impedance ft" overtakes the average argument of

the dielectric admittance ft". Moreover, it usually happens
that the expense of loading, both in cost of coils and in the

cost of space to accommodate the coils, makes it inexpedient
to carry the loading up to this limit, especially because the

advantage obtainable from any increase in I" is necessarily

partly offset by the corresponding accompanying increase in r".

That is, economy usually demands that the loading falls

considerably short of the theoretical limit ft" = ft" . In the

case above considered, for example, the loaded linear conductor

impedance is = 172'826 /80 18' 48"
;
while the loaded linear

dielectric admittance is= 447'405 x !Q- 6 /8943
/
28".

Influence of Loading on the Surge-Impedance. An important
and inevitable effect of loading a line with regular inductances

is to increase its surge-impedance of Z
Q

. Thus, in the case

considered, the surge-impedance of the unloaded circuit was

247-284 \43 48' 16" ohms per wire
;
while in the loaded circuit

it was 579'77 \4 25' 15" ohms per wire. But since the receiv-

ing-end impedance is by (225), z sinh 6 ( 1 -f ~ coth 6\ it is

evident that, neglecting the impedance zr of the receiving

apparatus, the receiving-end impedance is increased in direct

proportion to z . This means that for very short lines, in which

the reduction in sinh 6 due to the loading has had no oppor-

tunity to develop, loading a line makes the received current less

instead of greater. This result is indicated in curve 2 of Fig. 61,

which shows the received current on a loaded cable, as com-

pared with curve 1 for the same cable unloaded. It is evident
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that the current received on a loaded cable of very short length

is only 25 per cent, of that received on the same cable unloaded,

and it is not until the cable is about 19 km. (12 m.) long that

the current received over the loaded cable overtakes that

received over the unloaded cable. Beyond this distance, the

diminished real component of the loaded line-angle more than

compensates for the increase in surge-impedance. Neverthe-

less, it is evident that the increase in z is a heavy drawback on

the advantage secured by loading the line.

The physical reason for the increase in z with loading may
be found in the terminal reflections of the waves running over

the line in the unsteady or building-up state. It would be a

tedious and complicated task to compute these reflections, sum

them, and find their total effect
;
but in the hyperbolic theory,

they are automatically and accurately integrated by the change
in z of the steady state.

Another way of looking at the matter is borrowed from the

concepts associated with a power-transmission circuit. The

loading of the line with reactance increases the impedance of

the line, and diminishes the current flow. This reduces the PR
loss along the line, and enables the energy to be carried further

without being absorbed
;
but the line has become raised in

voltage, and calls for a change in the winding of the generator-

and motor-apparatus at the terminals. These should be

wound with finer wire, in more numerous turns, so as to

generate and absorb less current, but at a higher voltage,

than on ordinary unloaded lines. Theoretically, then, if

the apparatus remained unchanged in efficiency after re-

winding, such a modification would be capable of avoiding the

excessive terminal reflections, and of preventing the change in

ZQ from reducing the received current, by operating on the term

coth 6 in (220). But even if this plan could be satisfactorily
o

carried out in practice, it would involve the use of two sets of

terminal telephone apparatus, one for unloaded and the other

for loaded lines, a very objectionable differentiation. A better

partial solution of the difficulty has been obtained by the use of
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4< terminal tapers
"

;
i.e. graded reductions in the loading near the

nds of a loaded line, whereby the terminal surge-impedance is

reduced, at some sacrifice in the line-angle. The effect of such

terminal papers is shown in curve 3 of Fig. 61 from. Hayes's

paper. Here the initial current loaded is raised to 67 per cent,

of the current unloaded, without appreciable detriment to the

gain in attenuation.

Another expedient in extended use at the present time for

reducing the effect of the rise in surge-impedance with the

loading of a line is the use of terminal transformers. The

theory of such transformer reduction in z is presented in

Fig. 67. At AA' is a loaded telephone circuit in its simplest

elements. At the frequency considered, the loaded line sub-

tends an angle of 6 hyps., and has an excessive surge-impedance
f Z L nms Per wire, or 2z /_ ohms per loop. The transmitter

operates under an e.m.f. indicated as double, and the receiver

has a loop-impedance of2z,./_ ohms. At each end of the line

is a transformer with the higher-tension side to line. Let v be

the ratio of transformation
;

i. e. the ratio of the e.m.f. generated
in the higher-tension winding to that generated in the lower-

tension winding. Neglecting magnetic leakage, we know that

v is the ratio of the turns in the higher- to those in the lower-

tension winding. In the presence of actual magnetic leakage,

v will vary slightly with the frequency.

At BB' one wire only of the circuit is shown, worked to

neutral-potential plane, and the loaded line-wire is shown re-

placed by its equivalent T, with p /__ ohms in each arm, and

y' l_ mhos in the staff, in the manner represented in Fig. 66.

At CC' the two transformers are supposed to have been

changed to level transformers, by the imaginary process of

removing the higher-tension winding, and replacing it with a

winding of the same number of turns as the lower-tension

winding, keeping the same volume of copper and of insulation.

The e.m.f. induced in these windings will now be reduced in the

ratio of \\v for the same magnetic flux in the core as before.

Nevertheless, the power in the line system will be the same as

before, provided that all impedances, both in- and out-side the
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changed winding, are reduced in the ratio 1/v
2
, which means

that admittances must be increased, in the ratio v2. Let, then,

each of the arms of the T be reduced in impedance to p
i

/v
2
[_

B

e

E --*-- --t ___*_. _.i___jt___.t_._.t_..._...t.__jL. A !V.

Fi<;. 67. Diagrams illustrating Effects of Terminal Transformers in loaded lines.

ohms, and the admittance in the staffbe increased to y
lv2 /_ mhos.

The impedance inside the coil will be automatically changed in

the proper ratio by performing the substitution above described.
A level transformer in any circuit is known to be, in all
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respects, equivalent to a conductive connection zfa plus a leak

z
s ,
as shown at DD'. The magnitudes of the impedances z

l
and

z.> will be the same if the two level coils are symmetrical in

all respects, and the magnitude of the leak z
3
is determined by

the excitation losses of the transformer with its secondary

circuit open. Consequently, at DD', the two transformers have

been virtually replaced by an impedance-T at each end of the

line, the line itself being modified in the manner indicated.*

Finally, replace the modified T of CC' and DD' by its equiva-

lent smoothed line, by (84) and (89). Then, it will be evident

that the line-angle 6 will be the same as at AA' before the

conversion, and the new surge-impedance will be zjv- /_ ohms.

The circuit AA' is therefore equivalent to a circuit without

terminal transformers, but with the surge-impedance of the

line reduced in the ratio 1/V2,
and with a certain impedance- 7*

injected at each end of the line. The power losses in these

7"s will offset, to a certain extent, the benefit of the change in

2
; but, theoretically, if the terminal transformers had no losses

and perfect efficiency, they would secure the required reduction

in surge-impedance to the original unloaded value, without any
detrimental effects.

Precisely similar reasoning would apply if instead of employ-

ing the equivalent T of the line, at BB', we employed the

equivalent II.

Cojiiposite Lines. A conducting line formed of two or more

successive sections, each section having its own length, and

uniformly distributed constants, may be called a composite line,

as distinguished from a simple uniform line, which may be

called a single line. A composite line is, therefore, made up of

a series of successive single lines. In practical telephony, most

long lines are composite, since in every large city the wires

must go underground, and interurban lines are ordinarily aerial

lines. Consequently, a very simple circuit, connecting two

subscribers in different cities, would be a three-section compo-
site line, consisting of a central aerial section, and two terminal

underground sections. In practice, a composite line may
* See Bibliography, 16, 1 7, and 21.
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include many sections. If the hyperbolic -theory of telephony

is to have general and useful application, it must embrace

composite lines with a satisfactory degree of simplicity. As

the theory is extensive, has already been worked out to a con-

siderable extent,* and is likely to be worked out much further

in future, only an abstract can be given here.

An obvious method of dealing arithmetically with a composite

line, in order to arrive at a quantitative knowledge of its

properties, is to find either the equivalent T or the equivalent

JJ, for each successive section separately, connect these equiva-

lent sectional conductors together, in the proper series order,

and compute an equivalent T or 17 of the combination, by

repeated use of the star-delta theorem (Appendix E). Such a

final equivalent T or II may be called a merger T or 77;

because it is arrived at by merging successive T's or 77's. It is

always possible, theoretically, to arrive at the merger T or U of

.a composite line in this manner
; although, in the case of a

line of many sections, the process is long, tedious, and liable to

arithmetical mistakes. In general, the final T or 77 of a com-

posite line is dissymmetrical ;
whereas the equivalent T or 77

of a single line is symmetrical. That is to say, the equivalent

T of a composite line has its two arms unequal, and the equiva-
lent 77 of a composite line has its two pillars unequal. Any
composite line, no matter how numerous may be its component

sections, and no matter how many casual loads may be applied

to it, at its junctions, either as impedances inserted in the line,

or as leaks to ground, must be capable of representation by
one and only one T, or by one and only one 77

;
t so that one

* See Bibliography, 52 and 61.

t If we consider a composite telephone line as having a dissymmetrical n,
then referring to Fig. 63, it is evident that, in general, such a line should

present some telephonic dissymmetry ;
because the pillars of the n, acting

as shunts to the terminal apparatus, are unequal at the two ends of the line.

Consequently, a markedly dissymmetrical line, having, say, a long cabled
section at one end and a long aerial section at the other might be expected
to show some dissymmetry in telephonic operation. Although such dis-

symmetry has long been known in telegraphy, over dissymmetrical compo-
site lines worked at high speeds with Wheatstone apparatus, yet the
condition of dissymmetrical telephony does not seem to have been reported
in any publication.
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volt applied at each end, in turn, will send the same strength

of current to ground at the other end. This proposition

assumes that the composite line is connected directly to ground
at the receiving end ;

also that all leaks are of constant resist-

ance and are devoid of any variable e.m.f. such as might be

caused by polarization.

It is easy to demonstrate that, by the use of hyperbolic

position-angles, assigned by definite law to the successive

junctions of a composite line, the resultant distribution of

potential, current, impedance and power over the line, as well

as the final equivalent T or II of the composite line, may be

determined by relatively simple single formulas, that involve

much less time and labour to work out than do the successive

steps of the merging process. The T or U computed by hyper-
bolic trigonometry may be called the hyperbolic T or /7, io

contradistinction to the merger T or II. Nevertheless, the

hyperbolic method requires frequent references to tables of

functions of complex hyperbolic angles, and is only a swift

method by reason of the existence of such tables. When such

tables are not available, the labour of the hyperbolic method
becomes increased by the labour of computing the needed

sines, cosines and tangents, or their inverse functions
;
so that

in the existing absence of proper tables, the merger method is

usually less onerous than the hyperbolic method. Suitable

tables of complex hyperbolic functions are not yet available,

but are in process of formation
;
so that the hyperbolic theory

may advantageously be studied, even though, for theipresent,
its application may have to be deferred.

FIRST CASE.

Section* of the Same Attenuation-Constant and of the Same

Surge-Impedance. If a line AB (Fig. 68) of Lj km. is connected

to a line CD of L
2 km., and each has the same attenuation-

constant a, and the same surge-resistance z ohms *
(conditions

which imply the same linear constants), the line-angles will be
18 We abbreviate z to z, and i/ to y, for convenience, when discussing

that branch of the theory which relates to composite lines.

M
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0j
= L

1
a and 6.2

= L
2a hyps, respectively. Then, if we free the

composite line at D, the resistance at A is

Ef = 3 coth (61 + 2)
. . ohms (230)

while, if the composite line be grounded at D, the resistance

at A is

~Rg
= z tanh

(19, + 2)
. . ohms (231)

Reciprocally, freeing and grounding the composite line at A,
we get resistances R/ and R^ at D, respectively, of the same
values as in (230) and (231).

A; ft S & ,D
Z X

FIG. 68. Composite Line with sections of the same Attenuation-Constant

and Surge-Resistance.

It is evident, then, that the composite line differs in no way,

except in length, from either of the component sections. The

angle subtended by the whole line AD is the sum of the

component section line-angles.

SECOND CASE.

Sections of Different Attenuation-Constant but of the Same

Surge-Impedance. If a section CD (Fig. 68) of L
2
km. be

connected to a section AB of L
x km., and their respective linear

constants r
z , g2

and rv g^ are such that their attenuation-con-

stants av a.2 differ
;
while their surge-resistances z are the same,

we assign the angles subtended by the sections 6
l
= L^ and

0.,
= L

2a2 hyps. The angle subtended by the whole line will

then be 6
l + 0.

2 , as in the preceding case. That is, except for a

disproportionality between the section-angles and their line-

lengths, two sections of different attenuation-constant, but of the

same surge-resistance, connect together like two sections of one

and the same type of line. This is for the reason that in the

unsteady state, or period of current building prior to the forma-
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tion of the steady state here discussed, there is neither wave

reflection nor discontinuity of wave propagation at the junction

BC, when the surge resistance or impedance z is the same on

each side thereof.

In order, however, to simplify the transition to more complex

A a = 2 B ft = i p

G' G' G'

Q"

O" G" G'

J6i6-86- BC "O J223-709- O''

s ?
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Fig. 69 shows the two lines at AB and CD respectively. It

shows the 77 and T equivalent circuits of AB, at A"B"G"G" and

A'OB'G', likewise of CD, at C"D"G"G" and C'OD'G'. If we

connect the sections together at BC, into a composite line AD,
we virtually connect together some one pair of the combina-

tions of equivalent circuits 77^77^, TAB TCD>
nAB TCD, TABnCD.

The first two combinations are shown at ABCDGGG and

A'OBCOD'G'G'. If we merge together the two elements of

any such pair by the formulas of Appendix E, we arrive either

at the equivalent 77, ADGG ;
or the equivalent T, AODG, of

the composite line.

In all of the examples to be considered, the equivalent 77 and

T of the various composite lines have been derived hyperboli-

cally ;
but have also been checked by the merging process.

Equivalent 77. In order to compute hyperbolically the

equivalent 77 of the composite line AD (Fig. 69), we proceed
as follows

Ground either end of the composite line AD, say the end D.

Assign the junction-angle 2
at BC. Then the angle subtended

by the composite line at A will be 6A = O
l -f- #

2
nyps - ^ne

sending-end resistance of the composite line at A is, by (23)

^>gA
=

2i tanh (5^ .... ohms (232)
= 1000 tanh 3 = 995'055 ohms.

GgA
= lfR0A = y^ coth dA . mhos (233)
= O'OOl X coth 3 = 10-049,7 x 10

~ 4 mho.

Then the architrave resistance AD of the composite 77 will be

p" = z
l
sinh (5A . . . . ohms (234)

= 1000 sinh 3 = 10017*87 ohms.

y" = 1/p" = 0-9982125 X 10- 4
mho.

The conductance g"A of the leak at A is by (23)

9'\ = yx
coth di y". . . mho (235)

= 9-05149 X 10-
4 mho.

If we ground the composite line at A instead of at D, the angle
subtended by the whole line at D will be <5D = X + 2

= <5A-

The architrave resistance DA will be the same as that given in
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(234). The sending-end resistance R^D and conductance GgD

will be identical with R^A and Gg respectively, by (232) and

(233) ;
so that the leak-conductance /'D at D will be identical

with #"A by (235). This completes the hyperbolic 77, ADGG
of the composite line.

Equivalent T. To find the hyperbolic equivalent T of the

composite line AD, Fig. 69, free the line at one end, say D.

Then the angle subtended by the line at A will be, as before,

<SA = #! + 2 hyps.

The sending-end resistance of the line at A will be, by (20)

R/A = z coth <5A . .. . . ohms (236)
= 1000 coth 3 = 1004-97 ohms.

The conductance of the leak OG is, by (71)

g'
= y sinh (5A . . .

. . mhos (237)
= 0-001 siDh 3 = 10-01787 x 10~ 3 mhos.

And its resistance is

R' = l// = 99-82125 ohms.

The resistance of the AO branch is, then

P'=R/A -R' . , , ! . ohms (238)
= 1004-97 - 99-821 = 905149 ohms.

Similarly, if we free the composite line at A, instead of at D,
the angle subtended by the line at D will be dv. As before,

<5o = 2 + O
l
= (5A hyps. The sending-end resistance offered by

the line at D will then be identical with that found previously
at A. The conductance of the leak will, by (71) and (237), be

the same as that found from A. Finally, the resistance of the

DO line-branch will, by (70) and (238), be identical with that

of the AO branch (905149
W
).

This completes the T of the

composite line.

We may infer from the above reasoning, and it may be

readily demonstrated formally, that when a composite line is

composed of sections differing in linear constants, but having
the same surge-impedance, the angle subtended by the whole

line is the same at either end, and whether the distant end be

freed or grounded. Consequently the equivalent II and T of
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the composite line will be symmetrical. That is, the two leaks

of the 77 are equal, and the two line branches of the T are

equal.

Conversely, it follows, from equations (84) and (95), that any

composite line made up of sections differing in attenuation-

constant, but with the same surge-impedance, may be replaced

by an equivalent single line of uniform attenuation- and linear-

constants.

THIRD AND GENERAL CASE.

Sections with Different Surge-Impedances. Let a section AB
of 100 km. (Fig. 70) be connected to a section CD of 300 km.,

and let their respective linear-constants be as follow

r
:
= 20 ohms/km. ; gl

== 20 X 10 - 6

mho/km.
r
z
= 10 ohms/km. ; g2

= 2'5 X 10 ~ 6

mho/km.

from which

a
x
= 0'02 hyp/km. ;

6
1
= 2 hyps ;

z
l
= 1000 ohms

;

a
2
= 0-005 hyp/km. ; 2

= 1-5 hyps ;
z
2
= 2000 ohms,

so that the surge-resistances of the two sections are unequal.
It follows that the angle subtended by the composite line will

differ at the two ends, and will also differ according to whether
the distant end is freed or grounded.

Equivalent 77. Let us ground the end A
2
of the composite

line A
2
D

2 (Fig. 70). Then by formula (23), the sending-end
resistance at B of the section BA grounded, will be-

ll^ = ^ tanh 6
1 .... ohms (239)

= 1000 tanh 2'0 = 964'0265 ohms.

The angle of the section AB, at its end B, is <5B = 2 hyps.
At the junction BC, however, the line-angle changes abruptly,

owing to the change in surge-resistance, and at C, just across

the junction, it is

(5C = tanh - l

(^
tanh

0^
= tanh

- l

( )
. hyps. (240)

That is, the hyp-tangent of the new angle is the ratio of the
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sending-end resistance at B to the surge-resistance of the new

section CD. In this case

<5 = tanh
- = tanh

- ' 0'9640265 ;

or, by tables of hyperbolic tangents, dc
= 0*525608 hyp. We

mark this angle opposite to C on the line A
2
D2 (Fig. 70).

i

B

f
:

lie
^-2000- *

M w

I
^=2000

I
S:3
B;C

1000"'

I I

JLfisSLJiv

24555-55
A'

G*

FIG. 70. Composition of two sections of different Surge-Resistances and different

Attenuation-Constants.

The angle subtended at D2 by the composite line is, therefore

<5D = 2 + dc = 2-025608 hyps.

The sending-end resistance of the grounded composite line

is then, at D.^ by (23), (232), and (239)

R^D = z
2
tanh ^D ........ ohms (241)

= 2~000 tanh 2'025608 = 1931-58 ohms,
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and the sending-end conductance

G^D = ?/2
coth 6D = 1/R^D . . mhos (242)

= 0-00051771 mho.

The formula for finding the architrave resistance of the equiva-

lent II of the line AD is

. ..... ohms (243)

= 2000 sinh 2'025608 x
cosh

= 24553-55 ohms

and y" = l/p"
= 0'407273 X 10-

4 mho.

Formula (243) differs from the corresponding formula (234)
I o

of the preceding case by the application of the ratio r ^ or

the ratio of the cosines of the line-angles across the junction BC.

The formula for finding the conductance of the leak at D is,

as before (235)

/'D = G,D
- V" = 1/R0D

- y" . . mhos (244)
= 4-769785 x 10

- 4 mho.

In order to complete the equivalent U of the line AD hyper-

bolically, we must repeat the above process from the opposite

end D
1?

as shown at A
1
D

1 (Fig. 70). The line-angle at C is

<5C = 1-5 hyps. Across the junction BC this angle changes

suddenly to

, ,/&, tanh 69\ , /c\*r\
5B f=tanh-

1

(

J 2

)
. . . hyps. (245)

z
i

= tanh-
:
1-810296.

This involves at first sight an impossible result
;
but in all

cases of a hyperbolic tangent greater than unity, we may resort

to the following formulas

/ ft\
sinh f x + /o")

= i j cosh x

cosh (x + j-^J
= j sinh x

. numeric (246)

tanh ( x + j-~ )
= coth x

coth (x + /g-j
= tanh x

\ " /
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We thus obtain

^ xi , /z9 tanh 1'5\ /nA^\
d ? Coth

- 1
(
~ -I - hyps (247)y 2 \ %

"

/

= coth-
1

1*810296

= 0-621818 hyp

and <5B = 0*621818 +j^ hyp.

This difficulty with seemingly impossible antitangents or anti-

cotangents is not encountered in the a.-c. case.

We inscribe this value of 6B opposite B on the line AD.

The angle subtended by the whole line at A will then be

6
1 + dB = 6jL= 2-621818 +j^ hyps.

The sending-end resistance of the grounded composite line

is then at A
lf by (232) and (241)

K0A = *i tanh (5A ohms (248)

= 1000 tanh f2^21818 +j%]
\ ^ /

= 1000 coth 2-621618 = 1010'64 ohms,

and the sending-end conductance, as in (242)

GgA.
=

Vi coth (5A

= ^ coth
(2-621818 +/|-)

= 0-001 tanh 2-621818 = 9*894966 X 10~
4 mho.

The architrave resistance, as in (243), is

. . . ohms (249)

= 1000 cosh 2-621818 . -.
smh 0-621818

= 24553-55 ohms

and y" = Up" = 0-407273 X 10
- 4 mho.

The conductance of 77 leak at A is, as in (244)

= 9-487693 X 10
- 4 mho.
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Equivalent T. To compute the equivalent T of the com-

posite line AD (Fig. 70), free the line at one end, say D3 ,
and

find the sending-end resistance at C in this condition. It is,

by (20), (230), and (236)

Efc = z.2
coth 6

2

= 2000 coth 1-5 = 2209-59 ohms.

The line-angle changes abruptly at the junction BC from

dc = 1'5 to (5B = 0-487935 hyp, by the condition

^ , hyps. (250)

= coth-
1
2-20959 = 0*487935 hyp.

The line-angle at the end A2 is thus
0j_ + $B = 2*487935 hyps.

The sending-end resistance at A
2
is finally, by (20)

R/A = % coth (5A ........ ohms (251)
= 1000 coth 2-487935 = 1013*897 ohms.

The conductance of the leak OG' is, by (237)

/ = y1
sinhdA

.^ ^ ......... mhos (252)

= 0-001 x sinh 2'487935 x
C sh 1<5

cosh 0-487935

-12-5373 x 10- 8 mho.

The resistance of the leak OG' is, therefore, R' \lg =
79-762 ohms.

The resistance of the AO branch is then, by (238)

p
r = R/A

_ R' ohms (253)
= 1013-897 - 79-762 = 934*135 ohms.

In order to complete the equivalent T of the line AD, we must

repeat the above process from the opposite end, by freeing the

end A, as shown at A
4
D

4 (Fig. 70). The line-angle at B is

(5B = 2*0. Across the junction BC this angle changes suddenly
to

. . hyps. (254)

= coth
- 1 - = coth

- 1 0-5186575.
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In order to avoid an impossible operation, [apply formula

(246)-

<5C -j
n
- = tanh- 1 0-5186575 = 0'57450 hyp

<5C = 0-5745 +/! hyps.

The line-angle at the end D
4

is thus
2 + dc = 2'0745

The sending-end resistance at D4 is finally, by (20) and (251)

R/D = 2
2
coth <5D ........ ohms (255)

= 2000 coth
(2-0745 +/)

= 2000 tanh 2'0745 = 1937-873 ohms.

The conductance of the leak OG' is, therefore, by (237) and

(252)-

/=y2 sinhap .

B ........ mhos (256)

COsh 2 '

= 0-001 sinh 2-0745 + .

cosh 0-5745 +

= 0-001 cosh 2-0745 .
-

f
= 12'5373 x 10~ 3 mho.

smh 0*5745

The resistance of the leak OG 7

is, therefore, R' = I// = 79'762

ohms. The resistance of the DO branch is then, by (70) and

(253)-
p'
= R/D - R' ......... ohms (257)
= 1937-873 - 79-762 = 1858-111 ohms.

This completes the T of the composite line.

It may be inferred from the preceding reasoning that for the

case of a composite line of two sections with different surge-

impedances, the receiving-end impedance of the line in the

absence of receiving instruments, which is the architrave of the

line-/7, has the same value from each end of the line. The leak

of the composite line-7
1

has also one and the same value, com-

puted from either end. Both the U and the T are, however,
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dissymmetrical. Each requires two separate computations and

line-angle distributions, one from each end.

Summary of Two-Section Formulas. If we expand formulas

(234) and (243), we obtain for the architrave of the composite
line 77-

p" = z
l
sinh 6

l
cosh 6

2 + z.
2
cosh O

l
sinh

2
. . ohms (258)

=?d sinh + Q +V5 sinh _ Q ohms*

z
1
sinh 6

1 -^r-jr
ohms (line grounded at A) (260)

= z.
2
sinh 6D r -

. ohms (line grounded at A) (261)

= z
-2
sirih #2 gn

ohms (line grounded at D) (262)

= z
l
sinh (5A ,

- .-. . ohms (line grounded at D) (263)cosn UQ

Similarly, if we expand formulas (237) and (252), we obtain

g'
= yl

sinh 6
l
cosh

2 + yz
cosh 6

1
sinh 6.

2
. . mhos (264)

= ffi+yg
sinh (0, + 2) + -1 ?/2̂ sinh (0,

-
2) mhos (265)

= yx
sinh

(9,
. . . mhos (line freed at A) (266)

V 5

=
7/2

sinh ^D -
-7- . . . mhos (line freed at A) (267)cosn O

=
2/2

sinh 0, L
. mhos (line freed at D) (268)2 sinh (5B

i 5

= yl
sinh ^A^ . . . mhos (line freed at D) (269)

Single Lines Equivalent to a Dissymmetical 77 or T. It is

evident that formulas (79), (80), (94), and (95) apply only to a

symmetrical 77 or T. Moreover, it may be seen that no single

smooth and uniform line can correspond to a dissymmetrical 77

* Formulas (258) and (259) were first published as receiving-end
impedances of a two-section composite line by Dr. G. di Pirro. See

Bibliography, 52.
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or T. This means that, in general, no single smooth and

uniform line can be the counterpart of a composite line having
sections of different surge-resistance. But if we reduce a dis-

symmetrical II to a symmetrical 77 and a terminal leak, we

may apply equations (95) and (96) to transform the symmetrical
77 into an equivalent single line. It follows that any composite
line may be resolved into one, and only one, uniform smooth line

of the same length with a leak permanently applied to one end
;.

or to an infinitude of such single uniform smooth lines having a

leak at each end.

Similarly, the T of a composite line may be reduced to a

symmetrical T plus a line-impedance at one end. By the use

of equations (84) and (88), we may substitute a single smooth

uniform line for the symmetrical T. Consequently, any com-

posite line may be resolved into one, and only one, uniform

smooth line of the same length with a line-impedance at one

end
; or, to an infinitude of such single uniform smooth lines-

having a line-impedance at each end.

Composite Line of'n" Sections. To compute the equivalent 77

of a composite line of n successive sections, ground the line at

the A end and develop the line-angles towards the opposite

end, following the process of (240). Find the architrave im-

pedance according to formula (260) or (261). This may be

regarded as formula (26) modified by the application of (n 1).

ratios of cosines in (261), or of (n 1) ratios of sines in (260).

The opposite end leak admittance will then be the sending-end
admittance minus the architrave admittance. The process-

must be repeated after grounding the line at the distant end

and developing line-angles towards A.

To compute the equivalent T, free the line at the A end and

develop the line-angles towards the opposite end, following the

process of (250). Find the T-leak admittance by following

formula (266) or (267). This may be regarded as formula (71)

modified by the application of n 1 ratios of cosines in (267),.

or of nl ratios of sines in (266) ;
that is, one such ratio for

each junction. The opposite-end line-branch impedance will

then be the sending-end impedance minus the leak impedance.
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The process must be repeated after freeing the line at the

distant end and developing line-angles towards A.

One complete equivalent circuit, say the 77, of a composite

line of n sections calls then for the determination n 1 line-

angles first in one direction and then in *the other. The

formulas are well adapted to logarithmic computation. If,

however, only the receiving-end impedance of the composite

line is required, then we need only develop the line-angles in

one direction over the line, so as to apply one of the architrave

formulas, and neglect the pillars of the II, as at AF
, Fig. 71.

LOADED COMPOSITE LINES.

Definitions. Loads in a line may be either regular or casual.

Regular loads are such as are applied at regular intervals, in

order to improve the current delivery on telephone lines.

Casual loads are of an irregular or incidental character, such

as might occur at section-junctions or at the ends of a com-

posite line. In the former case they would be intermediate

casual loads, and in the latter case, terminal casual loads. Only
casual loads will be here discussed

;
because it is easy, with the

aid of formulas already discussed on page 45, to substitute an

equivalent smooth unloaded line for any uniformly loaded line.

Loads may also be divided into two classes : namely, (1) those

applied in series with the line, or impedance loads, such as coils

of impedance or resistance
;
and (2) those applied in derivation

to the line, or leak loads.

INFLUENCE OF LOCATION OF AN IMPEDANCE LOAD ON THE

KECEIVING-END IMPEDANCE OF A COMPOSITE LINE.

It can be shown that if a single smooth uniform line is

terminally loaded with a given impedance, the change in the

receiving-end impedance due to the load is the same, whichever

end of the line the load may be applied to
;

i. e. whether the

load is applied at the sending or at the receiving end. In the

case of a composite line, however, this proposition generally
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fails. The effect of a resistance coil of 100 ohms on the receiving-

end resistance of the three-section composite line comprising

the two sections AB and CD above discussed, in series with a

third section EF of angle 3
= 0'5 hyp. and surge-resistance

2
3
= 2500 ohms (,Fig. 72), is shown in Fig. 71. Without the load,

the receiving-end resistance of the line, or the architrave of its

equivalent /7, is 44,247 ohms. If the load is added at the A end

of the line, the receiving-end resistance becomes 48,619*7 ohms ;

but if added at the F end, it is only 46,192. When the same coil

is inserted as an intermediate load, its influence on the receiving

end resistance is not so great. In alternating-current composite

FIG. 71. Diagram showing the Influence of the Location of an Impedance
Load on the Keceiving-end Resistance of a Three-section Composite Line.

lines, the opportunities for such variations are more marked.

In all cases, however, the application of a terminal impedance
o to a line (single or composite), increases the receiving-end or

75 I

architrave impedance of that line in the ratio ^ -',
where

**

E
g

is the sending-end impedance of the line at the loaded end

before the load is applied. This is true whether the loaded

end is made the sending or receiving end of the circuit. For

single lines, Eg
has the same value at either end, and therefore

the ratio of increase in receiving-end impedance is the same at

whichever end of a single line the load o is applied ; whereas,

for composite lines, we have seen that R
g
is different, in general,

at the two ends.
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Rules have been worked out for dealing with any succession

of casual loads in a composite line, including loads applied

through the medium of transformers. For detailed informa-

tion, reference may be made to the original papers on the

subject.* In general, one additional ratio, or fractional co-

efficient, must be added to the expression of the architrave

impedance of the equivalent II, for each additional load,

whether in series or in derivation. Thus, in the case of the

three-section line of Fig. 72 with its double terminal load

(which is a combined leak and impedance) and one intermediate

load, the architrave impedance of the equivalent II has the

following expression, working from the grounded end at A

-
T

cosh <5 n cosh (5B Rav -^ /O^A\
p = zn smh (5H - - =- T J-

~-
. . ohms (270)

cosh 6E co

= 1936,7 sinh 1,35312

cosh 2-0 1809-74

cosh 0-59295
"

1565-14

= 51,615 ohms.

All of the preceding formulas in relation to composite lines,

although illustrated by real numbers for continuous-current

cases, are applicable, through the medium of corresponding

complex numbers, to any single-frequency alternating-current

case.

The preceding theory of composite lines shows that the

practice of computing the equivalent length of a composite
circuit by

" Transmission Equivalents
"

or their reciprocals, is

fallacious. The transmission equivalent of a type of line is the

ratio of the real attenuation-constant of " standard
"
cable, to

the real attenuation-constant of the line considered, both at the

standard telephonic frequency. Thus, if the real attenuation-

constant of standard cable is 0*066 hyp. per km., then a cable

whose real attenuation-constant is, say 0'132, has a transmission

equivalent of 0*5, so that half a km. of this cable has the same

normal attenuation-factor as one km. of the standard cable. It

* See Bibliography, 52, 61.
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is evident that if the limiting commercial range of standard

cable is, say 50 km., then the corresponding range of the cable

considered will be 50 x 0*5 = 25 km., neglecting reflections at

the receiving apparatus. This merely means that two different

types of line have the same normal attenuation-factor when the

real components of their hyperbolic angles are equal. We may
not, however, safely infer that the proposition extends to com-

posite lines
;
because we have seen that the angle subtended

61.2 B

1
1 1
S looTL as;

X^sZOOO*

1
Blioo-C

2, = 2000' ^.1000*

978-78- O

FIG. 72. Composite Line of three sections with one intermediate and two
terminal loads.

by a composite line is not the sum of the angles of its com-

ponent sections
;
but a more complex function of those angles,

depending upon the order of succession, and on the individual

surge -impedances. Only in the particular case when the

surge-impedances of the sections are the same, will the angle

subtended by the composite line be the sum of the section

angles. While, therefore, the kilometer, or mile, of standard

cable is a valuable unit in the absence of anything better, and
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is a valid unit, neglecting terminal reflections, when single lines

only are considered, it may become a misleading unit when

composite lines are employed.
A correct standard, in the present state of our knowledge,

would be either of the following

(1) The total hyperbolic angle of the composite line in hyps.,

including the angle subtended by the receiving apparatus,

corrected for discontinuities at junctions.

(2) The total receiving-end impedance of the composite line,

including the receiving apparatus, corrected for discontinuities

at junctions. In the latter case, the architrave impedance of

the proper equivalent II including receiving apparatus might
be substituted.

In either case, a correction might, strictly speaking, be

needed for differences in the impressed e.m.f. at the generating

end, seeing that this impressed e.m.f. supplied by the generating

apparatus depends to some extent on the sending-end imped-
ance. Further published research is needed in this direction.



CHAPTER IX

THE APPLICATION OF HYPERBOLIC FUNCTIONS
TO WIRE TELEGRAPHY

SINCE uniform telegraph lines possess evenly distributed

conductor-resistance and dielectric leakance, it follows that

when subjected to steady and continuous e.m.f., either at one

end or both, in any assigned manner, the steady-state distribu-

tions over them of potential, current, and power, are subject to

hyperbolic trigonometry. Thus, in all tests of a telegraph line

with continuous e.m.f., hyperbolic formulas apply, on the

assumption that the line is uniform, contains no faults, and

that the linear dielectric leakance follows some known law of

time. In underground and submarine cables, for instance, the

apparent linear leakance is well known to diminish rapidly

with the duration of impressed e.m.f. by the so-called
"
polariza-

tion
"

process. Even if the line is faulty, the fault or faults

may be regarded as leak-loads of magnitudes subject to varia-

tion, applied at junctions between sections of otherwise uniform

line. The above class of cases may be described as class (1) of

steady-state tests.

When we consider electric signalling over a telegraph line,

the process falls into one of three other classes, according to

the particular conditions.

(2) If the line is short, and the speed of signalling employed
much below the theoretically attainable limit

;
so that the

steady state of the circuit is closely approximated to at each

signal ;
then hyperbolic trigonometry is applicable to the

circuit.

(3) If, on the contrary, the line is long, or the speed and type
of signalling such that the steady state of the line is hardly
ever attained

;
then the hyperbolic formulas developed in

179 N 2
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preceding chapters with special reference to the steady state are

inapplicable. Dr. Fleming, has, however, recently published
*

an application of hyperbolic functions to the process of comput-

ing
" curves of arrival

"
over long submarine cables, as an

abbreviation of the method, originally developed by Lord

Kelvin, for calculating the behaviour of such lines in the

unsteady state.

(4) An intermediate condition presents itself when the line

is worked nearly to the limit of its practicable signalling speed,

and when the method of signalling is such that a steady state

is constantly approached, although never closely attained.

That is, the signalling may be roughly imitated by a regular

succession of alternating-current impulses, impressed on the

line at the sending end, with discontinuities occurring at some-

what irregular intervals
;

so that the steady state is never

actually reached, but is repeatedly tended to. In this case, the

hyperbolic theory does not apply definitely, but it may apply

tentatively; that is, experiment may show that a certain

approximate relation exists between the actual limiting signal-

ling speed, and the theoretical stead
}
T-state limiting speed of

pure alternating-current impulses.
We shall only consider examples from Classes (1), (2), and (4).

Class 1 : Steady-state Tests. If a uniform line AB, without

faults is freed at the distant end B, we know, by (20), that its

apparent resistance at A is R/ = r coth 6 ohms, and when it

is grounded at B, its apparent resistance at A becomes, by

(23), R^ = r tanh 6 ohms. Consequently, the surge-resistance

of the line is, by (27), r =
^/R/Rf,, and the angle of the line

VT>̂ hyps. Again, if an ammeter or

other device, of resistance Rr ,
is inserted in the circuit to

ground at B, the angle subtended by the instrument will be,

assuming r > Rr

O^tamV1 ^- .... hyps. (271)
o

* The Propagation of Electric Currents in Telephone and Telegraph

Conductors, by J. A. Fleming, F.K.S., chap. v.
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and the angle of the line and instrument together becomes

(6 + 6') hyps. The apparent resistance of A under these

conditions becomes

R',,
= r tanh (0 + 0') . . ohms (272)

The receiving-end resistance, as judged from the current in the

ammeter at B, and the e.m.f. impressed at A, is

the line being assumed devoid of all earth-currents or polariza-

tion. If 0' is not over 01, cosh 0' may be taken as unity,

without much error, and we have approximately

RI = r
o
sinh (0 + 0') . . . ohms (274)

Consequently, if instead of having the line freed and

grounded at B, making two successive observations at A, we
have the line merely grounded at B through an ammeter, and

insert an ammeter aud voltmeter at A, thus making a single

test, with simultaneous observations at both ends, we obtain

from (56) and (58)

(0 + 00 = cosh-i(j^-)
. . . hyps. (275)

from which, r
0> 0', and can obviously be successively deduced.

As a simple arithmetical case, let us take a uniform single
line 300 km. long, with the linear constants r = 6 ohms

per km., and g = To x 10
~6 mho per km. The attenuation-

constant of the line is ^9 x 10
~6 = 0*003 hyp. per km., and

its surge-resistance ^6000000/1-5 = 2000 ohms. Its line

angle is 0'9 hyp.

With the line first freed, and then grounded at B, and both

tests taken successively at A, we should have R/ = 2000 coth

0-9 = 2792-2 ohms and R^ = 2000 tanh 0'9= 1432'6 ohms.

The surge-resistance of the line is therefore computed to be

r = ^792-2 x 1432*6 = 2000 ohms, while the angle of the

line is computed to be

6 = tenh- = tanh-VO'51307

= tanh-1 071630 = 0-9 hyp.
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From these results we obtain at once, E, = r 6 = 1800 ohms

in conductor-resistance, or 6 ohms per km., and g = 6/r

= 0'45 X 10
~3 = 450 X 10

~6 mho in dielectric leakance, or 1/5

micromho per km.

In the second case, with the line grounded at B through a

milliammeter of 200 ohms, the angle subtended by the instru-

ment is tanh-1

(01) = 010033. The total angle of line and

instrument subtended at A is 1 '00033 hyps. If 50 volts were

applied at the A-end of the line, a current of 32'82 milli-

amperes might be expected at A, and 21 '37 milliamperes at B.

The sending-end resistance would then be U'g
= 50/0'03282

= 1523*5 ohms, and the receiving-end resistance R^ = 50/0*02137
= 2339*7 ohms. From these observations, exchanged tele-

graphically, the total angle of the line would be, approximately,
/2339'7\

by (275): (0+ 0')
= cosh-i(^l) = cosh

-1 1 '53578 -OD9374
MoZo O/

hyp., as against the correct value of 1 '00033. The inferred

value of the surge-resistance is then 1523'5/tanh 0'99374

= 2007-3 ohms, as against 2000. The inferred value of 6
r

is also tanh-1

(200/2007'3)
= 0*09997 hyp. as against 0100 hyp.,

leaving the line-angle 6 = 0'89377 hyp. as against the correct

value of 0*9.

With alternating-current testing, the first case of measure-

ments at A with the B end freed and grounded successively, is

perfectly applicable, by extending the formulas into two

dimensions. The second case is not strictly applicable, because

the phase of the received current with respect to the impressed
e.m.f. at A is not measured.

Class 2 : Steady-state Signalling. Best Resistance of a Receiv-

ing Instrument. Electromagnetic receiving instruments in wire

telegraphy may be divided into two classes, namely : (a) those,

as of the D'Arsonval movable-coil type, in which the magneto-
mechanical force, or torque, is directly proportional to the

ampere-turns in the coil
;
and (b) those, like simple polarized or

non-polarized relays, in which the magneto-mechanical force,

or torque, may be nearly proportional to the square of the

ampere-turns at low magnetic saturation, but, as the saturation
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increases, may fall to perhaps a lower power than the first. In

either case, the magneto-mechanical force may be expressed

by-
F = a (IB^K .... dynes or dyne -perp. cm. (276)

where F is the force in dynes, or the torque in dynes acting

perpendicularly to a radius of 1 cm., IB is the received current

strength in amperes, /^ is the number of turns of wire in the

winding, a a constant of the instrument depending on its con-

struction, and p some real exponent not greater than 2. The

received current IB is found by (57). The number of turns n^

in a given winding-space is well known to be sensibly propor-

tional to ^Rr, the square root of the resistance in ohms of the

winding, provided that the size of insulated copper wire selected

lies within the fairly wide range where the ratio of covered

diameter to the bare diameter of wire is sensibly constant.

Consequently we have, approximately, with a' a modified

instrument constant

^iaarlq^^)*
dyne80r*n<yPe^ cin- (277)

In order to make this mechanical force a maximum by vary-

ing Rr,
we differentiate F with respect to Rr,

in the usual way,
and equate to zero. We then find

Rr
= r tanh (9 .... ohms (278)

That is, the best resistance, with respect to mechanical force,

for the electromagnetic winding of a receiver, that does its

work during the steady state, is equal to the sending-end
resistance of the line to ground at B, no matter what may be

the exponent p, which expresses the relation between the

torque and the ampere-turns.*

When the speed of signalling rises, so that the steady state

fails to be approached, the resistance determined by (278) is, in

general, too low for the best action.

Class 4 : Limiting Signalling Speeds on Long Lines. When
the signalling speed is carried up to, or near to, the practicable

* See Ayrton and Whitehead paper, No. 12 in the Bibliography.
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limit on long lines, and especially on long submarine cables, it

is important to determine theoretically how the limit is affected

by the terminal apparatus.

It was first demonstrated by Lord Kelvin that, on any long

cable, a certain interval of time elapsed from the instant of

applying a continuous e.m.f. at the sending end to the first

appearance of even an infinitesimal current flow to ground at

the receiving end. This silent interval he showed to be

a = ~
log /|)

= 0-023 r . . seconds (279)

where r is the time-constant of the cable, defined by the

relation

r = CR = Lc . Lr = L2cr . . seconds (280)

Moreover, cables of the same time-constant have the same

signalling speed, with the same terminal apparatus. Under

given terminal conditions, the signalling speed is inversely

proportional to the time-constant. In simplex practice, with the

Kelvin siphon-recorder as receiving instrument, a hand double

^cable key as the sending instrument, and a condenser in the

ireceiving circuit, the following empirical formula has been

found satisfactory

7i = . . . .

* letters per second (281)

The last formula, which has been much used in submarine

telegraphy, is satisfactory, so far as regards a cable operated
under stereotyped conditions, and embodies the results of

Kelvin's famous investigation. It is, however, incomplete in so

far as it throws no light upon the influence of variations in the

terminal apparatus. We proceed to consider how the terminal

apparatus would effect the signalling speed, if the process of

signalling consisted in using a simple alternating-current

generator at the sending end, of assigned e.m.f. amplitude, the

speed of the generator, and the frequency of its e.m.f. being

increased, until the instrument at the receiving end was unable

to give legible indications.

*
Encyclopaedia Britannica :

" Submarine Telegraphy." (10th ed.)
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We must, then, assign some relation between the frequency,

or number of impulses per second of the hypothetical alternator,

and the average number of impulses per second impressed

rhythmically on the cable in practice by the ordinary sending

apparatus. The deductions from the alternating-current theory

will not be strictly applicable to dot-and-dash alphabet sending,

but will be tentatively admissible, as a working hypothesis,

subject to experimental check.

If we connect a long submarine cable AB, as shown in Fig. 73,

to an alternating-current generator producing a maximum cyclic

e.m.f. Em at the sending end, through a terminal impedance ztt
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The receiving-end impedance of the cable and receiving*

apparatus is, by (59)

Zi = z shin 6 + zr cosh 6 . . ohms /_ (284)

But on any cable worked nearly to its speed-limit, 6 is so large

that sinh 6 = cosh 6 very nearly ;
so that

Z
l
=

(z +zr)smhd (285)

If now the receiving instrument is of such a nature and

degree of sensitiveness that pure alternating-current signals can

be read satisfactorily when the received current strength has a

maximum cyclic strength of ImB amperes ;
then

amperes /_ (286)

where EmA is the maximum cyclic e.m.f. impressed on the send-

ing end of the cable at A. This will differ from the maximum

cyclic e.m.f. Em at alternator terminals, owing to the IZ drop of

pressure in the inserted impedance zs,
which is determined as

follows

The final sending-end impedance of the cable is by (202b)

ZA = z tanh (0 + 0') . . ohms L (287)

where 6' is the angle subtended by the receiving apparatus.
But is so large that tanh 0=1, and therefore, a fortiori,

tanh (0 + 0')
= 1. Consequently, on long cables

ZA = z .... ohms i_ (288)

The maximum cyclic e.m.f. impressed on the cable is

EmA = Em - max. cy. volts [_ (289)

Or the maximum cyclic current at B is

TT

ImB = - - max. cy. amperes /_ (290)

If, then, we assign a limiting value to Em,
such as 50 volts, it

is evident that the speed and frequency of the alternator at A
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can be increased until the current ITOB just falls to the lowest

satisfactory strength agreed upon. Increasing the frequency
will alter zt to some extent, and will also alter z inversely as

the square root, by (283) ;
but sinh 6 will increase much more

rapidly. When 6 is large

_4 0_
sinh 6 = - l*/jL .... numeric L (291)

so that sinh 6 increases with 6 exponentially.

For stereotyped terminal values of Em ,
z
tt and zr,

it is

evident that on any cable the limiting alternating-current

frequency and speed are fixed, to a first approximation, by
_0

sinh 0, or 2̂
;
so that, under such conditions, all cables must have

o

approximately the same value of V2
, and, therefore, the same

value of 0. But, by (282), = */ TO> /45 hyps. Consequently,

if we call this limiting value of 0, we have, with o> the

associated limiting angular velocity

- . . . hyps. /45 (292)

and o> = -- radians per sec. (293)

_ o
2

!] _ 2 1

2 71 ^T 2 JT ^ O H

where / is the corresponding limiting impressed frequency.

That is, the pure alternating-current frequency on any long
cable of negligible linear inductance and leakance, under

stereotyped conditions of terminal apparatus, and neglecting

relatively small variations in z
,

is inversely proportional to

the time-constant T = C R of the cable, a deduction in accord-

ance with Kelvin's law. Our tentative alternating-current

signalling theory agrees, therefore, with the fundamental theory,

and with practical observations of alphabet-signalling, at least

to this extent.

The next question is how properly to connect the frequency
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of the hypothetical alternator with the frequency of alphabetical

signalling. In Fig. 74, the two particular words Submarine

Telegraph are analysed in terms of their international cable-

alphabet signals. Each black rectangle, above or below the

zero line, represents the impression of continuous e.m.f. on the

sending end of the line, assuming the simple case of a sending-

key directly connected to the cable. Ordinates then represent

impressed voltage, and abscissas elapsed time. Dot- and dash-

elements occupy equal intervals, so that each signal occupies one

dot-element. The canonical interval between signals in a letter

is one dot-element, and that between successive letters three

dot-elements. Between successive words there may be six dot-

elements. The word submarine thus covers 59 dot-elements,
and telegraph 61. The two together 59 + 61 + 6 = 126. The

signals as received over a cable of 1'47 seconds time-constant

are shown beneath, at CC.

Dot-Frequency and Reversal-Frequency. There are two hypo-
thetical uniform signalling frequencies. One is indicated at

A A or A' A' (Fig. 74), the other at BB. The A A type may
be called pure dot-signalling. In this type of signalling, the

impulses have all the same sign, and the complete period is

two dot-elements. The A A type would be equivalent to a

certain complex alternating-current e.m.f., superposed on a

positive continuous e.m.f. of half the A amplitude. The A' A'

type would be equivalent to the same alternating current e.m.f,

superposed on a negative continuous e.m.f. of half the A' ampli-
tude. The B B type may be called pure reversal-signalling.

It corresponds to a complex alternating e.m.f. of period equal to

four dot-elements. Reversal-signalling has, therefore, just half

the frequency of dot-signalling, and requires no associated

continuous e.m.f.

There has been some debate as to which of these hypothetical

types of rhythmic signalling more nearly corresponds to practical

alphabet-signalling. On behalf of dot-signalling, it may be

urged that it employs the actual frequency of the sending keys,

disregarding the direction of current. On behalf of reversal-

signalling, it may be urged that on long submarine cables the
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dots do not appear. They are smoothed out by retardation,

and can only be inserted in their proper places by the trained

intelligence of the receiving operator; whereas the reversals

actually show on the record, and form the sign-posts, so to

speak, by which the operator is guided to interpretation.

L- u b marine
Eifc I

e 1 g

_

eg r*p t

B

III I I I I I
A' A

a. b
_ . -nJ\ /V-^-/V-/\ -A A /^- f\ f\ f\ f\ ^

a' a'

FIG. 74. Signals of Impressed E.M.F. at Sending and Receiving Ends in the

two particular words Submarine Telegraph, as compared with either "dot-

signals" or "reversals."

As for the actual comparison of the sending record with either

dot-signals or reversals, there is no marked preponderance of

evidence. Thus, in the two particular words of Fig. 74, which

have been taken at random, compared with dot-signals, there

are

8 cases of 2 successive dots or dashes, in s, u, b, m, i, I, g, p, h.

3 3 s, I, h.

1 ^ ^ h-

Compared with reversals, there are

11 cases ofa cycle or complete reversal, in u, 6, a, r, n, /, g, r, a,p,p.

3 cycle and a half r, I, r.

,, 2 cycles.
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We shall see that so far as concern's the cable alone, it is a

matter of indifference whether we refer alphabetical signalling

to reversal-frequency, or to dot-frequency ; but, in regard to

the influence of the terminal apparatus, there is a considerable

difference. We shall, therefore, discuss both standards, but lay

emphasis on the reversal standard, since cable engineers are

believed to prefer the latter.*

In the two words of Fig. 74 there happens to be 18 letters,

and 126 dot-elements, in all, or, allowing a space before the

next word, 132 dot-elements. This is at the rate of 7 '35 dot-

elements per average letter. In sentences taken from an English

newspaper, an average letter occupies about 7'3 dot-elements

including the average necessary spacing. In unintelligible

10-letter code words, with a diminished number of vowels,

the average rises to about 8'0 dot-elements. We may take

as a working mean 7'7 dot-elements per letter. This cor-

responds to 3*85 cycles in pure dot-signalling, or 1*925 cycles

in pure reversals. If, therefore, we have as a speed of signalling

n letters per second, the corresponding hypothetical frequencies
will be

for dot-signalling, f'=S'8on cycles per sec. (295)
for reversal-signalling, /" = T925 ^ (296)

We have already seen in (281) that a well-known empirical
formula for cable-speeds under stereotyped terminal conditions

is that n = 10/T. Consequently, the limiting frequency/ is

OQ.^
for dot-signalling, /

' = -

cycles per sec. (297)

1Q-9^
for reversal-signalling, /

" = ---
(298)

Substituting the value of frequency in terms of a limiting cable

angle in (292), we find

for dot-signalling,

G
f = x2rc x 38*5/45^ =15-55 /45 = 11 +/11 . hyps./. (299)

for reversal signalling,
"= x/2?TX 19-25/45 =11-0/45 =7-777 + y7'777 hyps./. (300)

* See Bibliography, 46.
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That is, at dot-signalling frequency, the normal attenuation-

factor is
- n = 0-000,0167, or to nearly 1/600 of 1 per cent.

;

while at reversals-frequency, it is e
~ 7

'7T: = 0'000,42, or to less

than 1/20 of 1 per cent. These values of may be regarded
as the equivalents of formula (281) in alternating-current cable

theory.

Influence of Impedance at the Sending End. We may now
consider the effect of modifications in the terminal apparatus

upon the speed of signalling according to our tentative alter-

nating-current theory.

In Fig. 73 let the cable have a linear conductor-resistance

r = 67 ohms per nautical mile (naut) and a linear capacitance
= 0'42 x 10

~ 6 farad per naut. Then, by (283), the surge-

impedance of the cable is 3994/>v/co. With a length of

1229 nauts, the time-constant of the cable is x = 4 '25 seconds.

When working at the rate of 150 letters per minute = 2'5 letters

per second, the corresponding reversals-frequency would be

4'812 cycles per second by (296), and the angular velocity

co" = 30'23 radians per second. The angle subtended by the

<;able would then be, by (282),
" = *Jl28

To /45 = 11-35 /45

hyps The surge-impedance is then 726'4 \45 ohms. If the

terminal impedance zs happened to be a condenser of, say,

40 microfarads capacitance, its impedance would be j/caj"
=

/827'1 ohms. The total impedance offered to the alternator

at the sending end is, therefore, z
s + z = 513'7 /(513'7 +

827-1) = 1436\69~~02"' ohms. The ratio of the potential at the

end of the cable at A to the potential at the terminal of the

alternator would be, by (289)

1^7264X45: = 0.506/24 02'.Em 1436 \ 69 02'

That is, the potential impressed on the cable would be nearly

50 per cent, less than that which would be impressed if the

condenser z
t
were short-circuited. The lowered potential would

also lead the potential at alternator-terminal a by 24 02'.

The reduction in impressed potential would either require a

compensating increase in the generated e.m.f. of the alternator,
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or a reduction in the frequency and equivalent signalling-speed,

in order to restore the received current to its proper strength.

If, however, in place of a condenser, we insert a reactance-coil

at the sending end, with an effective resistance of 15 ohms,

and an inductance of 12*5 henrys, the impedance of the coil

at this frequency will be 2s =15+/378 ohms. The total

impedance at the sending end will then be 528*7 /135'7 =
545-8 \ 14 24A The ratio of the impressed voltage at A to

the generated voltage at
,

is then -.~ =
4 nEm 545-8 \ 14 24'

= 1"33
x

30 36' or the effect of inserting a magnetic reactance

in zs ,
instead of a condensive reactance, is to raise the im-

pressed potential 33 per cent., instead of lowering it 50 per cent.

This would mean increasing the received current at B, and the

speed of signalling could be slightly but distinctly increased,

to bring up sinh 9, and restore the original current strength

agreed upon.
Best Resistance of the Receiving Instrument. It has already

been shown, in connection with (278), that the best resistance

for an electromagnetic receiver winding to possess, when

operated by continuous currents in the steady state is z tanh 0.

It is shown in Appendix I, that whether the mechanical force,

or mechanical torque, exerted in the receiver varies directly

with the ampere-turns, or the square of the ampere-turns, or

any intermediate power thereof, the largest maximum cyclic

force, or torque, exerted by the receiving instrument will be

obtained when the reactance of the receiving apparatus
balances and annuls the surge-reactance or reactance com-

ponent of the surge-impedance, and when, moreover, the resist-

ance of the winding in the receiver is equal to the surge-
resistance or resistance-component of the surge-impedance,
increased by any other receiving-apparatus resistance present.
That is, the most powerful reversal-signals or dot-signals will

be respectively obtained when

a = r + R' r ohms (301)

where a is the resistance of the receiving-coil or coils, as
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measured with continuous currents or with alternating currents

of signalling frequency, r is the real, or resistance-component of

the surge-impedance 2
,
and R',. is the resistance-component

of any reactive apparatus in the receiving circuit for balancing
the surge-reactance. If R',. is so small that it may be neglected,
then the receiving-instrument reactance should be equal and

opposite to the surge-resistance of the cable, and the receiving

instrument resistance should be equal to the surge-resistance

of the cable at signalling frequency. In other words, the

receiving-circuit impedance should be equal to the surge-

impedance in modulus, and have the equal but opposite

argument.
As an illustration of these principles to dot- and to reversal-

alternating-current signalling, the following Table gives, in

parallel columns, the receiving-end impedance of the 4"25-

second cable previously discussed, both for the pure reversal-

frequency of a)" = 30-23, and the dot-frequency of a/ = 6046

radians per second, corresponding to the signalling frequency of

2'5 letters per second
;
on the supposition that the receiving

instrument is connected directly between cable and ground.
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required for effective reversal-frequency signalling is 15 micro-

amperes, and for effective dot-frequency signalling 0'7o micro-

ampere ;
then the maximum cyclic potential E,(iA impressed on

the sending end of the cable would be 26'01 volts with reversals,

and 25*52 volts with dots. It must be remembered, however,

that 15 microamperes on each side of zero would be able to give
a distinct record on a sensitive siphon recorder in good adjust-

ment
;
whereas 0'75 microampere could not be expected to give

any perceptible amplitude. A condenser would be needed in the

circuit, either at the sending or receiving end, with dot-signal-

ling, to shut off the continuous-current component mentioned

on page 188. In pure reversal-signalling there is also need for

such a condenser owing to the constant departure, towards dots

or towards dashes in succession, from the pure reversal regime.

If now we insert a reactance into the receiving circuit, equal
to the surge-reactance, without appreciably increasing the

resistance, then we obtain the following conditions-

Reversals Dots

Frequency/, cycles/sec, as before

Surge Impedance r jx ohms.

Receiving Apparatus Impedance
a- +jxr ohms.

Extra Inductance in receiving cir-

cuit, henrys.

(z -f zr ) ohms.

Sinli e

4-81

513-7 /513-7

513.7 + ./513-7

17-0

1027-4 /0

1510 /45<r 10'

Receiving-end Impedance, Z, ohms,
j

1,551,000/459 10'

Max. cyclic voltage E,HA
j

23 '26

9-62

363-2 j/363'2

363'2+,/363-2

6-0

726'4/0_
41900 /b49 3(T

30,440,000 /649 30'

22-83

The effect, then, of cancelling the surge-reactance of the cable

is to diminish the receiving-end impedance, or the required

impressed voltage at A, by about 10 per cent. Or, if the im-

pressed voltage were held constant for both cases, about 3 per
cent, increase in angular velocity and theoretical speed of

signalling might be derived instead.

The extra magnetic reactance at the receiving end might be

introduced in shunt to the siphon-recorder instead of in series

therewith, with substantially the same range of benefit.
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A set of experimental connections on an artificial line of

4 -2.")-seconds time-constant is indicated in Fig. 75. On this

line, according to formula (281), we should expect a maximum

practical working speed of 10/4'25 = 2'35 letters per second =
141 letters per minute under stereotyped simplex operation.

a A

5/4 -Ui4 'S+J3T8

of D"""U'

.1 s

FIG. 75. Diagrams indicating Limiting Receiving-end Impedance for satisfactory

signals in a particular case, referred to equivalent reversals-frequency.

With duplex connections, owing to the shunting of the receiv-

ing instrument, the speed ordinarily falls slightly, or the sending-

battery voltage has to be raised at each end in order to restore

simplex speed. With the duplex connections shown, how-

ever, the limiting practical working speed was found to be
o 2
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about 150 letters per minute in each direction, or 2'5 letters per

second. By (296) this corresponds to/"= 4'81 cycles per second

equivalent reversals-frequency, or CD"= 30'23 radians per second.

In key diagram 1, of Fig. 75, is represented the impedance at

each end of the cable for reversals-frequency. The impedance
of the shunted condenser is 292 /706 ohms, so that the im-

pedance of the path BD is 692 y706 ohms. In key diagram 2,

the branches DG and Da', having a joint impedance of

273 -f/422 ohms, the total impedance in the path BG is

^ = 965 j/284 ohms. This is still shunted by the impedance
Ba' of z

2
= 15 +/378 ohms. In key diagram 3, the total im-

pedance in the resultant path to ground at B is

158 X,/353=z?
. ohms. The current in the receiving instru-

ment a is, however, less than that leaving the cable at B
in the ratio z

z/(zl + 2
2).

The receiving-end impedance, as

judged at the receiving instrument, is therefore increased in

the ratio (zl -f 2
2)/22 and becomes

Z
t'=(z + zf) sinh 6 (

ZJL^\ ...... ohms /. (302)
^2

In this case

/459 10'
1 o ~T- 7o / o

= 2,715,000 / 363 30'

The last result is indicated in key diagram 4, where the

maximum cyclic voltage impressed on the sending end of the

cable at A delivers current to ground at B through an imped-
ance of 2'715 megohms, with a lag of 363 30'. The voltage at

A is, however, raised above that impressed on the bridge at
,

in the ratio 1'33.

We may, therefore, say that according to the tentative

alternating-current and hyperbolic theory of signalling speed
over long submarine cables, using either simplex or duplex

connections, and not more than 50 volts in the sending battery,

the limiting speed is that which brings the receiving-end

impedance up to 2'7 megohms with respect to the maximum

cyclic alternating e.m.f. of reversals-frequency impressed on the
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sending end of the cable, and with the most sensitive type of

modern siphon recorder, or to 2'0 megohms with respect to the

transmitter e.m.f.

In resolving the impedance zr at the receiving end for the

case indicated in Fig. 75, we have assumed the bridge apex
a' to be permanently connected to ground through the trans-

mitting apparatus T'. If we cut off this ground connection at

a', by opening the key T', we increase the impedance zr at the

receiving end
;
but it is demonstrated in Appendix K, that

when a proper duplex balance has been obtained, the

quantity (z + zr) f?L^ M remains constant, which means that

whether the bridge apex a' is freed or grounded at B, or

remains in any intermediate state, the receiving-end impedance

Z'i including the effect of the shunt on the receiving instrument,

is unchanged, and the received signals are also unchanged,

either in strength or in phase. It is ordinarily somewhat

easier to compute Z'i with the ground connection cut at T', than

with the ground connection completed as shown.

If, in the signalling arrangement of Fig. 75, the system were

computed for dot-frequency, or twice the reversals-frequency,

the corresponding receiving-end impedance Z'
{
would be nearly

60 megohms.
On the basis of dot-frequency, if we apply an impressed e.m.f.

of amplitude E volts with the aid of a battery, then, as shown

at AA Fig. 76, the effect is the same as though an e.m.f. of E/2
volts were sustained on the cable throughout the succession of

dots, and superposed on this, would be the well-known Fourier

series of alternating e.m.f.'s

S= ^ -

-(sin a>'t + i sin 3 a>'t + \ sin 5 co't + . volts (303)
2 7i{ 3 5

where co' is the angular-velocity of the dot-frequency f',t is

the time, and n = 3*141 59. The first term only, or funda-

mental sinusoid, is represented at oaaa, Fig. 76. Its amplitude
is 2/n of the battery voltage OA. Consequently, if a battery

of 10 volts is applied at regular make-and-break intervals, the

effect will be the same as though 5 volts were steadily applied,
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and on this a series of Fourier harmonic e.m.f.'s, the first term of

Avhich would have a maximum cyclic value of 6'365 volts, of

frequency equal to the dot-frequency/'. The next term would

have a maximum cyclic e.m.f. of 2'12 volts, and a frequency of

3/', and so on. All these theoretical alternating e.m.f.'s would

be in steady operation at the sending end, and each would

send its own current into the cable, independently of the rest.

That is, the various hypothetical harmonic currents of the

FIGS. 76 and 77. Dot Signals and Dash Signals with their Equivalent Fundamental

Alternating E.M.F.

Fourier series, having different frequencies, would not interfere

with one another. The total maximum cyclic amplitude would

be the rectangular summation of the respective individual

amplitudes (Fig. 54). It can easily be shown, however, that

when the angle subtended by the cable exceeds 4 hyps., as

must happen on a long cable operated at or near full speed, the

current received to ground at the distant end of the line from

the triple-harmonic frequency component is insignificantly

small, and quite negligible. In other words, only the funda-

mental frequency component arrives at the receiving end. All
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the currents of higher frequencies are absorbed in transmission.

The higher harmonic currents have very appreciable amplitude
at the sending end of the line, but are regarded, in the ten-

tative alternating-current theory, as mere idle currents, that

neither help nor hinder the fundamental working-currents.
The theoretical condition in sending a regular succession of

dashes is indicated at A'A', Fig. 77. Here the same maximum

cyclic fundamental e.m.f. o a'a' is operating at dot-frequency, in

opposite phase to that at a a
;
but the continuous component

1-0

e-i

o-u.

E

.04

-4
-'i

FIG. 78. Reversals and their Equivalent Fundamental Alternating E.M.F.

o' o' has reversed its sign from that at o o, Fig. 76. Conse-

quently, in changing from a series of dots to a series of dashes,

the equivalent alternating e.m.f. is not altered in amplitude,
but both it and the continuous component E/2 are reversed.

The corresponding theoretical condition or reversal-signalling

is indicated in Fig. 78. Here there is no continuous e.m.f., and

the fundamental alternating component of reversals-frequency

has a maximum cyclic amplitude of 2^/2 re = O90, with respect

to the impressed e.m.f. of the sending-battery. If, therefore,

the sending-battery has, say, 50 volts e.m.f.. and is applied in
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a uniform succession of reversals, the maximum cyclic ampli-
tude of the fundamental reversals-frequency is 45 volts.

If, then, in the arrangement of Fig. 75, the sending-battery
E had a terminal e.m.f. under working conditions of 50 volts,

the equivalent reversals alternator would deliver 45 maximum

cyclic volts at the bridge apex ,
and 60 at the end A of the

cable. The strength of current received through the instru-

ment at B would be 60/2715000 = 22'1 microamperes
maximum cyclic current.

These principles are well illustrated and checked in the

records aa, a'a', and Ib of Fig. 74, which were received over

the Canso-Rockport cable. The frequency of the dot series

was 5'34 dot-cycles per second, representing co
r = 33'55. The

frequency of the reversals bb was 2'67 reversal cycles per second,

representing co" =16*75. The maximum cyclic amplitude of

the dot-signals is approximately 60 microamperes, and that of

the reversal-signals 200 microamperes. Each series consists of

sine-waves as nearly as the eye can detect. The sending e.m.f.

was 30 volts, and in the duplex connections, double-block

condensers of 50 microfarads each occupied the bridge-arms.
The shunted siphon recorder had a resistance of about 220

ohms, and was in circuit with 30 microfarads. The cable has a

time constant of T47 seconds. At the dot-frequency, its angle
would be 7*0

/_
45 hyps, and its surge-impedance 865 /865

ohms. At the reversals-frequency, its angle would be 4'96 /45

hyps, and its surge-impedance 1225 /1225 ohms. The ob-

served amplitudes of the dot and reversal signals are in fair

accordance with the formulas above given.

Summing up, then, the facts concerning the tentative hyper-
bolic theory of long submarine cable-signalling, that theory is

in accordance with the'simple C.R. law, when no consideration is

given to terminal apparatus. The theory undertakes to define

the amplitudes of received signals when those signals consist

either of uniform dots, dashes, or reversals. On the assumption
that alphabetical signalling follows the conditions of reversal-

signalling of the same impulse frequency, the limiting alpha-
betical frequency with 50 volts of battery e.m.f. is found when
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the receiving-end impedance rises to 27 megohms, reckoned from

the sending end of the cable. A wide field is, however, open
to experimental research for determining the actual relation

of alphabetical signalling to alternating current-signalling.

Herr Bela Gati has undertaken to show * that a compara-

tively small extra distributed inductance in a submarine cable

is capable of producing a relatively large reduction in the real

component of the angle subtended by the cable at frequencies

near 1600 cycles per second, assuming no material increase in

linear leakance. He has also published experiments and

measurements on telegraph and telephone lines confirming
the hyperbolic theory.

* See Bibliography, 57, 65.



CHAPTER X

MISCELLANEOUS APPLICATIONS OF HYPERBOLIC
FUNCTIONS TO ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING PROBLEMS

WE propose in this chapter to consider two applications of

hyperbolic functions to problems in electrical engineering, quite

different from those we have studied, without attempting to

discuss them in detail.

When a condenser is connected in series with resistance and

inductance in such a manner that both the resistance and the

inductance have to be taken into consideration, it is well known

that the conditions of current flow when the circuit is energized
or de- energized divide themselves into three classes according to

the amount of resistance present

(1) Oscillatory current flow
;

(2) Aperiodic current flow
;

(3) Ultraperiodic current flow.

If we denote the dissipative ohmic resistance of the circuit

by r = 2p, and the surge-resistance A/ by z, then if p is less

than z the circuit is oscillatory. If p is greater than z the

circuit is non-oscillatory and ultraperiodic. If p=z, the circuit

is in the intermediate condition, being aperiodic.

Considering first the periodic case, if we construct an impe-
dance triangle, Fig. 79, on a base p and with hypothenuse z,

the perpendicular side will be the reactance x = Ico. Then the

discharge frequency in the presence of the resistance will be

this reactance divided by the inductance /, and will be less than

the frequency in the absence of resistance, in the ratio x/z.

The triangle will have, at the base, an angle cp
= tan" 1

f Y

202
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To find the conditions during discharge, let OU
, Fig. 81,

drawn to scale from the original O, along the X-axis, represent
the initial voltage of the condenser that is about to send dis-

charging current through the circuit. Draw OU such that

UOU = 90 -
(p.

Draw OE reverse to OU and OE related

in the same manner to OE that OU is to OU . Then OU
will be the initial vector discharging e.m.f. and OE the initial

vector e.m.f. of self-induction in ,the circuit. The projections of

FIG. 79.

Stationary Vector Diagrams of Impedance in Periodic and Ultraperiodic
Circuits respectively.

these vectors at any instant on the axis XOX give the respec-

tive instantaneous values existing in the circuit. Midway
between OU and OE lies the current vector OI drawn to

current scale, the ratio ^ being made equal to z. Multi-

plying I by the resistance 2p = r in the circuit, we obtain the

vector OR, which being reversed in direction to OI represents
1 7'. Now let all four vectors rotate positively, or counterclock-

wise, at the angular velocity a> which exists in the presence of

resistance. The projections of these various vectors on XOX
reveal at any moment the quantities that would exist in the

circuit except for the attenuation or damping. Each projected

quantity must therefore be subjected to the damping coefficient
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s
~

~i
,
where / is the inductance in the circuit and t the time in

seconds elapsed from the commencement of discharge. Or each

vector, instead of rotating in a pure circle, and independently

subjected to damping, may be allowed to rotate in an equi-

angular spiral as indicated in Fig. 81.

FIG. 81. Vector Diagram of a Discharging Oscillatory Circuit, the vectors

rotating on circles if subjected to independent damping.

If the circuit is ultraperiodic, so that p > z, construct art

impedance triangle, Fig. 80, with z as base and p as hypothenuse.
The perpendicular will be a hyperbolic reactance IQ, such that

dividing this reactance by the inductance I we obtain the hyper-
bolic angular velocity Q. The angle \ff at the base of the triangle

corresponds to the angle (p in the periodic case. In Fig. 82 we
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have the analogue of Fig. 81 with respect to rectangular hyper-

bolas instead of to circles. OU is the initial vector discharging

volts- --
3, 2. 1,

p-

\

FIG. 82. Vector Diagram of a Discharging Ultraperiodic Circuit, the vectors

rotating on rectangular hyperbolas if subjected to independent damping/

e.m.f. the projection OU of which on the XOX-axis, is the ini-

tial discharging e.m.f. actually existing in the condenser. The

hyperbolic angle of the sector OI U has its Gudermannian
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angle the circular angle x//-
of the impedance triangle. The

vector current OI lies midway between the vector discharging

e.m.f. OU and the vector e.m.f. of self-induction OE . It is

drawn to current scale, the ratio ^, being made equal to z.

Multiplying I by the resistance r of the circuit, we obtain the

vector Or, which should be reversed in direction if there were

room on the diagram, in order to represent the vector -I r

drop. As in the circular case, the three vector e.m.f.'s OU ,
OEor

Or have always zero as their vector sum. In the periodic

case they all rotate in circles with uniform circular angular

velocity co. In the ultraperiodic case, they all rotate in rec-

tangular hyperbolas with uniform hyperbolic angular velocity Q.

The damping coefficient may be applied to each projected

quantity separately, or the vectors may instead be considered to

rotate in the spiral curves shown. A considerable number of

trigonometric formulas which apply to the rotatory vector

diagram of Fig. 81, also apply to that of Fig. 82 when

hyperbolic functions are substituted for the corresponding

circular functions (Bibliography, 70).

The important theorem that a hyperbola takes the place of

the circle when the discharge changes from the periodic to

the ultraperiodic type was first published by Dr. Alexander

Macfarlane (Bibliography, 18).

Inverse Hyperbolic Functions. Let an indefinitely long per-

fectly conducting cylinder be supported parallel to an indefi-

nitely extending perfectly conducting plane, but separated

therefrom by a uniform conducting medium of resistivity p

absohm-cm. (or C.G.S. absolute magnetic units of resistance in

a cube of 1 cm. between opposed faces). A cross-section of the

system is indicated in Fig. 83, where DEF is the conducting

cylinder of radius cr cm., with its centre at C, which is per-

pendicularly distant d cm. from the conducting plane Z'OZ.

Let us take in imagination two such sections at a distance of

1 cm. apart along the cylinder, so as to comprise between them

a slab of the system 1 cm. thick. Then the resistance of the
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medium in this 1 cm. slab between the cylinder and the plane
will be equal to that of a 1 cm. slab of the rectilinear system
shown in Fig. 84, where EF, a conducting strip D = 2rra cm.

FIG. 83. Section of a Conducting Cylinder DEF parallel to an indefinitely

extending plane ~'a~.

wide, is placed parallel to a similar strip Z'Z, but separated
~ lid\

therefrom by the distance a cosh (

J
cm. between insulating

walls shown shaded in the diagram. Thus the linear resistance

of the system in Fig. 83, is the same as that of the system in

'6

E

)
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parallel cylinders, whether of the same diameter or of different

-diameters, then follows at once in terms of inverse hyperbolic

functions or anti-hyperbolic functions. These formulas are rigid

at all distances, whereas the ordinary linear capacitance formulas

are only approximate formulas, in which the error is practically

insignificant when the distance between them is more than say

25 times the diameter of each cylinder (Bibliography, 55).

rr ___ __ __ __ __ .. . * t w ___ . . . ___ _____ ___ _

FIG. 85. Two Parallel Eccentric Cylinders, one enclosing the other,
and the inferred common zero-potential plane.

Inverse hyperbolic functions apply very conveniently also

to eccentric parallel cylinders, as indicated in Fig. 85.

The geometrical transformation of a rectilinear area into a

conjugate circular area is represented in Fig. 86. Here in v w

plane we have abscissas from v= 1 up to # = 1, and ordinates

from w = ^ to w = + ~-. If we apply to this plane the
-.

tanh function in the form

y + fe
= tanh (v + jiv)

we obtain the curvilinear diagram shown. Corresponding

portions of these two diagrams are shaded alike. Thus if
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pqm and tuvx are the sections of two parallel wires in the yz

plane, then the flow lines of current in a conducting medium
or of displacement in a dielectric medium follow the circular

-63-
-^6-
-e4&-

mm*
0^4
.Q.(3

^6
Ms

FIG. 86. Graphical Comparison of (v + w;^/
-

1) and of tanh (v 4- ?r N/ - 1).

segments such as c'b'a'd'e'f and the equipotential lines are

the circles intersecting these. The total flow would be the

same as between the flat surfaces pqrs and tuxx in the recti-

linear diagram. Corresponding amounts of the flow occur in
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corresponding shaded areas and corresponding potential drops

can be traced in the same way.
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The application of these inverse hyperbolic formulas to linear

capacities between equal parallel wires, when the wires are very
close together, is illustrated in Fig. 87, which gives the linear

capacitance per wire-meter and wire-foot for various interaxial

distances up to 25 diameters.* The linear capacitance per

loop-meter or loop-foot will be respectively half of the amounts

shown.

Finally, Fig. 88 gives by inspection the linear capacitance of

pairs of parallel wires for various separations greater than 25

diameters, and at which the error in the ordinary formulas

becomes negligible for practical purposes.

Since the external linear inductance of any uniform linear

system of insulated conductors expressed in abhenrys per cm.

must be the reciprocal of the linear capacitance of the same

system of conductors expressed in statfarads t per cm., it is

evident that inverse hyperbolic functions may also be applied
to computing the linear inductances of cylindrical conductors

in close mutual proximity.

Dr. C. V. Drysdale has devised and published an interesting

application of hyperbolic functions to the theory of the magnetism
of linear magnets. (See Bibliography, 71.)

Hyperbolic functions have also been applied for a long time

to the problem of eddy currents in conducting laminae sub-

jected to simple harmonic magnetic forces in their plane. (See

Bibliography, 4, 62.)

Hyperbolic functions have also been applied by Professors

J. J. Thomson, Alexander Russell, and others, to several elec-

trical problems other than those discussed in the preceding

pages. (See Bibliography, 4, 36, 56.)

* See Bibliography, 55, 67, 68.

t The abhenry is an unauthoritative name provisionally suggested for

the absolute unit of inductance in the C.G.S. magnetic system, and the

statfarad is a similarly provisional name suggested for the absolute unit of

capacitance in the C.G.S. electrostatic system.
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Transformation of Circular into Hyperbolic Trigonometrical
Formulas.

THE following identities are well known

JX _ ~JX

sin x = -
^ . .... . numeric (1)

.>'* _1_ -jX

cos x = .... (2)

g.r
_ c-X

sinh x =-
2

..... (4)

'

-4- s~ x

cosh x =
g

- ..... (5)

tanh x =
I +*-*

..-.. (6)

where x is any real quantity andy = ^/ 1.

In formulas (1), (2) and (3) substitute/?/ for x. Thus

sin x = smjtj = -j =.; .
--- =J smh

2/
numeric (7)

cos X = cos jy =
""
-+

?/

= 1^! = cosh y (8)

tan . = tan^ =
j-g

~
J
= yJ^ =y tanh y (9)

Consequently in any transformation formula of simple circular

trigonometry containing sines, cosines, or tangents of any real

numerical argument x, we may substitute

j sinh y or also j sinh x for sin x . . numeric (10)

cosh?/ cosh re cos x . . (11)

j tanh y y tanh a; tana? . . (12)

since a transformation equation in terms of y will hold true
213
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generally. We may thus derive the corresponding formula of

hyperbolic trigonometry. For example, taking the well-known

formula

sin x . /10X
tan x = - -

. . . . numeric (13)
cos x

,
,

. .
, , j sinh x

we obtain /tanh#=^ . . . . (14)coshx

sinh x . ,-.,,,

or tanh x = f ... (15)coshx

Again taking cos2 x + sin2 x = 1 . . . (16)

we obtain cosh2 x + j
2 sinh2 ^ = 1 . . . ,, (17)

or cosh2 x sinh2 x = 1 . (18)

Thus all the regular formulas of circular trigonometry may be

transformed.
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Short List of Important Trigonometrical Formulas showing
the Hyperbolic and Circular Equivalents.

HYl'EKliOLIC

cosech

sech =

Coth 6 =

1

sinh
1

cosh .

1

tank

cosh2 B siuh2 6=1
sech2 0=1 tauli'2 6

sinh 20 = 2 sinh cosh 6

cosh 26 = cosh 2 + sinh2

2 tanh

2 coth

_0
sinh cosh 1

t""1
2
=

1 + cosh
=

sinh

. /cosh - 1

cosh 0+1
siuh (0J 2)

= sinh 6l cosh 2 cosh 6l

sinh 2 ^
cosh (0j 2 )

= cosh 6
l cosh? sinh

X

sinh 2

. tanh 0, tanli 0.2
tanh (6, J .

coth 0j coth 0o
othtf.J-

eoth<b

1

eoth
|

sinh (0j +0.2)+ sinh (0l 2)
= 2 sinh

X

cosh 0.,

sinh (0a + 2) sinh (6l ft,)=2 cosh
X

sinh 0.,"

sinh = + + +

cosh 0=1+- +

* cosh
rf sinh

d cosh

r/ tanh

sinh

CIRCULAR

sin

sec0
cos

cot0 = lL_
tan0

cos2 -f- sin2 = 1

=1 tan
sin 20 = 2 sin cos

cos 20 = cos2 sin2

tan 20= 2tan *
1 tan2

cot 20 = f
* ~ l

2 cot

tan
s*u ^ ^ cos ^

2
=

1 -f cos
=

sin

1 cos

1 + cos

sin (0j 0o) = sin X cos 2 cos

sin 0.2

cos (0! 0.2)
= cos

a cos 2 T sin

sin 0o

sin (fa + ft.2) + sin (0, j82)
= 2 sin ^

cos^Sg
sin (0i + jBg) sin (0, 2)

= 2 cos
jS,

sin/82

rf cos

d tan

dft
= sec2
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Fundamental Relations of Voltage and Current at any Point

along a Uniform Line in the Steady State.

CONSIDER a uniform conductor, say a lead-covered insulated

wire, as indicated in Fig. C. At a distance x km. from the

home end, let the steady potential to ground or sheath be

e volts, and the steady current along the conductor be i amperes.

;\\\\\\\i\\
M '

\\\\\
/\\\\\\\;A-Vr.^\VV
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and sheath. The drop of potential in the element will be

i.rdx volts, and the drop of current in the element will be

e.gdx amperes.

That is dc = i r dx . -.'.,. volts (1)

or = ir . . .

'

. . volts/km. (2)

and di = egdx. . . . . amperes (3)

or
^-
=

eg . . . amperes/km. (4)

Differentiating (2) and (4) again with respect to x we obtain

d?e di volts , WN
~j- 9 = T T- = qr . e . . . . 7= rB (o)
dx* dx (km)

2

d2i de amperes ,.and- & =
-9<Tx

= *r 't ' '

lion)*
(6>

The solutions of (5) and (6) are known to be (Biblio-

graphy, 7)

e = A cosh (njgr . x) + B sinh (^/gr . x) . volts (7)

i = C cosh (Jgr . x) + D sinh (^/gr . x) amperes (8)

The bracketed quantities in formulas (7) and (8) are hyper-
bolic angles ;

while A, B, C and D are constants depending on

the terminal conditions of the line. If the steady conditions at

the sending end are known to be an impressed e.m.f. of EA volts

and an entering current of IA
'

amperes ;
then

e = EA cosh L
L
a Ir sinh LjCt . . volts (9)

p
and i = IA cosh L

x
a sinh L

x
a . . amperes (10)

'

TO

where L^ is the distance x from the sending end, a = ^/gr and

r = J'-. If, on the other hand, the conditions at the receiving

end, B, are known to be a terminal e.m.f. of EB volts and an

escaping current of IB amperes ;
then (7) and (8) become

e = EB cosh L
2
a + IBr sinh L.

2
a . . volts (11)
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ip

and i = IB cosh L.,a + ~ sinh L
2
a . . amperes (12)

^0

where L
2
is the distance of the point x from the receiving end

of the line.

Thus, if the distant end B of the line is freed (Fig. 10), then

in (11) and (12) we know that the current to ground at that

^nd vanishes; so that IB = 0, and those equations become

c = E B cosh L.,a .... volts (lla)
TT

i = - sinh L
2
a . . . amperes (12#)

^ o

where e and i are respectively the e.m.f. and current at the

sending end of the line of length L
2
km. Consequently, the

resistance offered by this line at P is

f>

R, = -. = r coth L
2
a . . . ohms (13)

But although (lla), (12a) and (13) are arrived at over a length

L
2
km. between the point P and the distant free end B, yet

the reasoning they present is general, and applies if the point

P be moved back to A (Fig. 10). That is, they apply to any
line of length L and angle 6

;
so that, substituting EA for e

y

and IA for i, we have

EB =
E
^ -> = EA sech . volts (14)

cosh (J

R
y

. =
TO coth 6 ohms (15)

Again, if the distant end B of the line is grounded, then

in (11), the terminal e.m.f. EB =0, and this equation becomes

c = IB r sinh L
2
a . . . volts (lift)

-or the current IB, received to ground at B, is

IB = - - ... amperes (16)
r sinh L2

a

where e is the e.m.f. impressed on the section L
2
at P. If we

move P back to A, the length becomes L, and the angle of the

line becomes La = 6
;
while e becomes EA . Hence

.... amperes (17)
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To find the sending-end current at A with the line grounded
at B, we may take (12), make EB = 0, and substitute the value

of IB from (16) ; or, we may take (9), and make e = therein.

In either case, we find

IA = - ^ x = ?^coth 6 . amperes (18)- tanh 6 r^c

In the same manner, if we wish to find the potential and

current under any assigned terminal conditions, we have only
to apply those conditions to the proper equation in (9), (10),

(11) or (12), and arrive at the required result.
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Algebraic Proof of Equivalence between a Uniform Line and its

T Conductor, both at the Sending and Receiving Ends.

LET A'O'B'G', Fig. D, be the equivalent T of a line having
an angle 6 hyps, and a surge-resistance z

o
ohms or surge-con-

ductance ?/c
=

l/zo
mhos. Let the two branch resistances be

t\

each made equal to //
= z

o tanh-^ ohms, and the conductance of

the leak be made g = y sinh 6 mhos. Then if the T be

grounded at B through a resistance a ohms, the apparent resist-

ance of the line at A will be

B'

FK;. D. Equivalent T circuit with a terminal load a- at the receiving end and,

an e.m.f. E impressed at the sending end.

= P
' + . __. = P

> +
py 1

. ohms (1)

Substituting z
c
tanh - for /', yQ

sinh 6 for
//',

and z tanh 6' for a,

by (54) we have

(j
- + 2, tanh

f/

= z tanh -=
-f-

tanh sinh + tanh 0' sinh
z

220

ohms (2)
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tanh | + tanh 6'
}

5+_ - ohms (3)
2 ^ cosh e + sinh 6 tanh V }

( sinh
i, />/ 1

i /i f ^ + tanh u ,.^
J sinh 1 + cosh 6 (4)

[l + cosh 6 **" cosh + sinh tanh 0' J

/sinh cosh + sinh 2e tanh fl'+ sinh 6+ tanh tf (1 + cosh e)} ohms

X (I + cosh 0) (cosh + sinh tanh J) f (5)

J(l + cosh_0)_(sinh
6 + cosh tanh ^V
+ sinh tanh

'
=

^l_ = s. tanh (0+ 0')I+ tanh tanh

This result is in accordance with formula (56) for a terminally

loaded uniform line.

The current entering the line at A will therefore be, if EA is

the impressed e.m.f.,IA = tanh ^ ,

^ amperes, and the cur-

rent reaching ground at B will be

%

IB = IA .
5nO_ ampereg (?)

,
o
tanh +*c

tanh 9' +

/I

sinh tanh ^ + sinh tanh & + 1

(8)

=
AA.

1 + (cosh
-

1) + sinh tanh 0'

*'

cosh + sinh tanh 0'
*

= l v
cosh 6' (u .

cosh cosh
r + sinh sinh 0'

=
lA.^sh0_ . . . /. (12)

cosh (0 + )

= EA cosh 0' /i f\\
. k1^

z
o
sinh (0 + 0')

which is in accordance with formula (57).
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Equivalence of a Line II and a Line T.

LET 2A *B 2G (Fig. E) be the three impedances of the star,

2/A 2/B 2/G be the three corresponding admittances

,

-
, -7 respectively.

E. Externally equivalent star and delta of

resistances or impedances.
2-22
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Let z
l

z
2

2
3 be the three impedances of the delta,

y y9 y3
be the three corresponding admittances

,

~
, respectively.

Then the star will be the external equivalent of the delta * if

_?2- ohms (1)A
z, 4- za 4- :.. Zz

:./... ^rg XQ\^ = :^~rv _i_ - y^
....

~1 + -2 "r 23 Zz

where Zz represents the sum of the three delta-impedances.

The delta will likewise be the external equivalent of the

star if

or
,
= ^ ohms (4)

(5)

where Zi/ represents the sum of the three star-admittances.

f\ f\

If yA = 2/c/tanh
"2

2/B = 2/o/tann ^ ?/G
=

2/<>
sinh

;

then by (4)

y (-^e
\tanh

tanh
(2
+ sinh 8 tanh |2/o

tanh 2

g
ohms (7)

*
See Bibliography, 22.
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, 0/ sinh 2 6 \ . 0/_= z tanh
-(2 + 1+CQsh J

= * tanh
^(l + cosh 6

ohms (8)

= z
o
sinh ....... ...... (9)

which is the impedance to be inserted in the architrave of the 77.

Again by (5)

o sinh 6
2/c--

e
tanh -7: i A,

yA ?/
G

. _2_ smh_0_~

u A I i
e

"

o ,

sinh2 ^
+ sinhOtanh- 2 +

1 +

sinh 6 ,

T
= y tann -^

1 + cosh 2

which is the admittance to be inserted in the A pillar of the 77,

and, by symmetry, also in the B pillar.
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Analysis of Artificial Lines in Terms of Continued Fractions.

BEFORE taking up the analysis of an artificial line, it is

desirable to consider two indispensable propositions in the

algebra of continued fractions.

A continued fraction of the type

Fn (a, b)
= 1 numeric /_ (1)

a -f- 1

'X^TT** _

is called an alternating continued fraction ;
because the two

terms a and b appear alternately in the successive denominators.

On the other hand, a continued fraction of the type

Fn (c)
= 1 numeric _ (2)

may be called a constant continued fraction. The quantities a,

b, and c, here considered, are numerical constants, positive or

negative, integral or fractional, real, imaginary or complex.*
If we multiply the four-stage continued fraction (1) by any

constant factor d, we obtain by successive steps

d 1 1 . . numeric L (3)=
T?
\d,

("u,

*
Certain limiting cases of the propositions, including Strehlke's theorem

(Bibliography, 2), are denned in the original publication. (See Biblio-

graphy, 47.)

225
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This process is perfectly general, and may be carried on to

any number of stages. It leads to the following conclusions,

which may be also demonstrated in other ways

(a) The effect of multiplying a continued fraction by a

constant d is to divide all the odd denominators by d, and to

multiply all the even denominators by d.

(b) The effect of dividing a continued fraction by a constant

d is to multiply all the odd denominators by d, and to divide

all the even denominators loy'd.

(c) The effect of multiplying an alternate continued fraction

Fn(a, b), by a constant d is to produce a new alternate continued

fraction, in which the odd denominators are a/d, and the even

denominators are Id.

(d) The effect of multiplying an alternate continued fraction

Fn(a, b), such as (1), by the particular constant d = */ -

is,

by the last preceding proposition, to produce a new alter-

nate continued fraction, in which the odd denominators are

- = Jab and the even denominators are &A/ -7 Jab.

Thus the new alternate continued fraction reduces to a constant

continued fraction Yn (Jab) for the particular case C=A/T-.

or- Fn (, b)
= FM (Jab) . . numeric /. (4)

and- F.(, &)=y- F. (/&) . ,,(5)

so that

,, (6)

"a + 1
= Ib 1_
\ a ^6 + 1

a + 1

That is, any alternate continued fraction may be expressed as a
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factor multiplied by a constant continued fraction of the same
number of stages, the constant term of the latter being the

geometrical mean *Jab of the two alternate terms of the former,

and the factor being A/ the square-root of the ratio of the
\ a

alternates.

Terminally Loaded Alternate Continued Fractions. If an alter-

nate continued fraction of n stages in a and b terminates in a

denominator m, thus

F (, &)i_
= 1 numeric /_ (7)

m a + I

rc + 1

m
it is called a terminally loaded alternate continued fraction, and

the final fraction l/m is called the terminal load of the continued

fraction.

Expression of a Constant Continued Fraction in Hyperbolic
Functions of an Auxiliary Angle. It may be proved

* that

-p, / x -,
sinh nu . . .

=

1
or

*** cosh nu . r . , , mN= . , , . if n is odd (9)

(*
1 / ^> \

where sinh u = -^ or u = sinh (
-

) numeric /_ (10)

Consequently, any constant continued fraction n stages may be

expressed as a sine-cosine ratio of n and n -j- 1 times a certain

auxiliary hyperbolic angle u, defined by (10). It follows,

* See Bibliography, 47.

Q 2
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therefore, from the preceding that any alternate continued

fraction of n stages may be expressed as a factor, multiplied

by sine-cosine ratio of n and w+ 1 times a certain auxiliary

hyperbolic angle u.

Example. Consider the particular 3-stage alternate continued

fraction F
3 (af) = ^02T+T

500 + 1

0-00025

Here a= 0'00025 and 6=500. This can be transformed by pro-

position (d) formula (6) into the constant continued fraction

50C

0-00025 ^6125

x/0'125 + 1

/v/0125.

This, again, becomes, by (9), x/2,000,000 x
COS
^~sinn ^

VO'125 0-353554
where smh u = = ----

2
~- = 0176777

or, by tables, n = 017586 .... hyp.

,
, -r, . cosh 0-52758

so that F, (of) =- 1414-2138 x -.
= 2117-7,

a result easily checked by direct arithmetical solution of F
3 (,&).

In this comparatively simple case, it is easier to solve the

alternate by direct arithmetic
;
but in the case of an alternate

continued fraction of unwieldy constants, and many stages, it

is much easier to obtain the solution by the hyperbolic process.

Terminally Loaded Alternate Continued Fractions Expressed

in Terms of Hyperbolic Functions. Considering the following

notation for an ascending series of terminally loaded alternate

continued fractions

t -f- 1

m

numeric /_ (11)
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/
numeric /_ (12)~~

F
3 (0,6)1. = .

(13)

a + I_

m
etc.

;
we may write consistently with the above notation

F (M)jL = :
numeric /_ (14)

m m
It is easy to show that if n

t
is an odd value, and ii

tl
an even

value of n

I b cosh (nu 4- u') , /-, ~\
F., (a, 6)ji_

=
yLj

.

Sfc j-^T-ji-pj
numeric A (15)

sinh ()iu + ?Q /
1
rN

(/-, I 1 \ X,. I .') " " \ /

where, as before

= sinh -i^j = sinh -i

^| .

|j (17)

rcosh
u \

~W~ } . . (18)-
f= smh u l

When a, &, and ??t are positive real quantities, (18) becomes

uninterpretable if the denominator becomes smaller than the

numerator. That is, m must not be less than e
u

/*/

u lb~
If m is less than e ^1, we may write

u' =j _ + w" . . . . . niimeric (19)

whence u" = tanh -1

\VjT_ '].
. . (20)

\ cosh u J
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where u is positive and real. Formulas (15) and (16) then

become

^ Ib sinh (mi 4- ufr

)Fn (a,b}i = J- - -

-77- numeric (21)7
\ a cosh {(w 4- 1) u 4- w

}

/a cosh (?m + ?//')

sinh {(n 4- 1) u 4- u"}

In the particular case where m = 5/2, u"
;
so that

,,, , 7X Ib sinh nu
*-. M>./=Vff cosh7^TT)

' ' nmnerio(88)
/ 2

cosh ,

'A'
smhOn-J)

Moreover, if we add - to F
rt/ (V^, b) as in the particular case

numeric (25)

6+1

we have by (6) and (9)

Ib f^/ccb cosh nu
)

.
,

.

- ("' &)
=
V I 2

+ smh . + 1
nUmenC (26)

2
+ F

-
'

2 smh (., + 1)

,-.

sinh w

= J-{cosh % . coth (n f + 1) w} (28)
\ ^

Again, if we add
-^

to F
Hy (a, b\ b

as in the particular case

/2

/a
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we have, by (23)

&
- -ri / 7\ /& ( +/ab sinh /t;&
| .C ,j ( rt C? ) 1 7>

~
,v / "\ ' '
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product, i. e. the total resistance R in the line circuit, and the

total capacity C across the circuit shall be the same. It is thus

evident from what has been considered in earlier chapters that

it is sufficient to discuss single-conductor lines only, with the

understanding that the discussion applies immediately to corre-

sponding double-conductor lines.

It is also evident, from what has preceded, that we need

only consider single-conductor lines of the continuous-current

type, with sections of conductor -resistance and leaks in

derivation as shown in Fig. 3. The formulas which we shall

<___,. r, -x ----
r,

----x .....
T,

..... x .....
r,

..... >

FIG. F3. Artificial Line of Four Sections.

use will then apply to alternating-current artificial lines with

condensers, by extension from real to complex numbers.

Fig. 3 shows a four-section artificial line AB. The four

sections are alike. Each consists of a conductor-resistance

i\ ohms, with a leak of g^ mhos at the centre. In other words,

the artificial line is a simple succession of uniform T's. The

junctions are numbered from (0) at B to (4) at A, and the leaks

are marked with corresponding Roman numerals.

Sending-end Resistance of Artificial Line when freed at Distant

End. Let it be required to find the sending-end resistance of

the artificial line at A, when freed at B.

Commencing at leak I nearest to B, the free end, the con-

ductance of this leak is yl
mhos. Consequently, the resistance

at and beyond point I on the line is -- ohms. The resistance
yi
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in the line between leaks is 1\ ohms. Therefore the resistance

beyond leak II is

R/II
=

>i + - -
. ohms (_ (33)

i/i

Expressing this as a conductance beyond point II

G/ri
= - = F

2 <Vp ft) . . mhos L (34)
1 "*"_

ffi

Adding the conductance of leak II, to obtain the total conduct-

ance at and beyond II

G/n-fft+'J f -ft + F
2 (rlf ft) . mhos /_ (3o)

/! -h
_!_

01

Expressing this as a resistance at and beyond II

R'/n =
* = F

3 (ft, r,) . ohms L (36)
^ ~t

Now transferring attention to leak III, the total resistance

beyond this leak is

R/m=? '

1 +^ -fi+>^*0 ohms (37)

Expressing this as a conductance

mhos

Adding the conductance of leak III to obtain the total con-

ductance at and beyond this leak

G'/III
=

ff1 +
I

=
ft + F

4 0i,ft) mhos L (39)
y
i "t

ft + 1
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Expressing this as a resistance

B/ni-r- =F
6 ^i^i) ohms (40)

r, + 1

//i +

Transferring attention to leak IV, the resistance beyond this

leak is

R/iv = ^ + *- = ^ + F
6 (ft,

r
x)

ohms L (41)
V i

<7i

Expressing this as a conductance

0^v=.^- = F (-1I ft) mhos/. (42)
'l I

-1

/'! +

Adding in the conductance of leak IV, the total conductance at

and beyond IV is

G'/iv
=

<h +
1 =

#1 + FflOvft) mhos /. (43)
7
i ~r x

Expressing this as a resistance and adding the last half-section
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of resistance 4 IV, we have as the total sending-end resistance

of the line in the steady state, with the distant end free

But by (28) we have

R/A ^J (cosh 7t . coth 8w) . ohms /_ (45)
t/i

If the sections of this line were indefinitely short and

indefinitely numerous ;
that is, if the line were composed of, say,

a million small sections each of conductor-resistance rv and

leak fa, it would be equivalent to a smooth uniform actual line of

those constants and it would have, by (27), a surge-resistance
l~

A/ -1 ohms. Consequently, in the artificial line here considered,
ffl

17
the ratio A/ may be called the apparent surge-resistance, and

y\

be denoted by ZQ '. So that

R/A = ~
'

cosn u - c th 8?^ . . ohms /_ (46)

and writing z for ZQ
'

cosh u

RA = z coth 8w ..... ohms /_ (47)

where- w = sinh' 1 Mi\ .... hyps./. (48)

As an example, suppose that each section of the artificial line

has a resistance r
x
= 500 ohms, and a leak of ffl

= 0*00025 mho.

Then

= 1414-2 ohms,

and

/500 x 0-OOU25 . f^/^l25\u = smh ~ l A/ - = smh - l
(
--

)

= sinh- 1 0-17078 =0-17586 hyp.
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This is the auxiliary hyperbolic angle and is also the hyperbolic

angle subtended by a half-section of the artificial line. The

surge-resistance z
o

is therefore 1414*2 cosh O'l7586 = 1414*2

X 1 '01550 = 1436*1 ohms. The total angle subtended by the

line is

AB = 8w ....... hyps. l_ (49)
= 1*40688 hyps.

The artificial line behaves, in fact, like a real smooth line of

surge-resistance z = 1436*1 ohms and angle 1*40688 hyps., the

sending-end resistance of which by (20) page 15, is

R/A = 1436-1 coth 1*40688 . . . ohms {_ (50)
= 1619*38 ohms.

Sending-end Resistance of Artificial Line when grounded at B.

If we ground the artificial line at B, the resistance beyond leak

I is ~ ohms. At and beyond this leak
;

i. e. including the leak,

it is

D/ _ 1 = F
i (ft, >'i) i

..... ohms L (51)* *+!
'i/a

Proceeding from leak to leak as before, we find for the total

sending-end resistance at A

= + F
? toi. ?

i> i
' hms L (52)

ft+1
'>! + 1

ft +

By (32) this becomes

R
y/A
= J-1

- . cosh u . tanh 8?/ . ohms /_ (53)

= ZQ
'

cosh u . tanh 8/t . . .
,, (54)

= z tanh 8?i ...... (55)
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In the case considered, with 7^=500 ohms, and #1
= 0'00025

mho, 2 = 1436'1 ohms, and ^=0*17586 hyp. the artificial line

behaves like an actual smooth line of surge-resistance 1436'!

ohms, and angle 1 '40688 hyps., of which by (23), page 15, the

sending-end resistance at A when grounded at B is

RM = zo tanh 140688 = 1273'633 ohms . . . (56)

Proceeding in this way, we should find that in every respect the

artificial line would behave in the steady state exactly like a

real smooth line of surge-resistance z and angle Su hyps.

Along and within the artificial line, the distribution of potential,

current, resistance, power and energy would not be the same as

in the corresponding smooth line; except at section junctions,

where the agreement would be complete, each section being the

external counterpart of a smooth line having a surge-resistance

V1 + 1=
2
J

V^fp ohms L (57)

and an angle

= 2 u = 2 sinh-'
(

9
>)

= 2 sinh-' ('J
-

')hyps. L (58)

which means that each section of artificial line is the equivalent

T of the corresponding section of actual smooth line. See

page 35, where //
= r

1/2.

If each T-section of the artificial line, in the case considered,

represented 100 km. of actual smooth line
;
then the actual line

of 400 km., having a surge-resistance of 1436*1 ohms, and an

angle of 1 '40688 hyps., would have a conductor-resistance of

14361 X 1'40688 =20204 ohms, and a total dielectric leakance

of 1-40688/1436-1 =0-979956 xlO-
3 mho. To these values

correspond linear constants of r=5'051 ohms per km. and g=
2-44989 X 10~6 mho per km.

'

If the leak in each section of artificial line is not applied at

the middle of each section, the computation is only slightly

altered, provided all the sections are alike. The value of u, the

semi-section angle, remains unchanged and z only is affected.
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If the leak is applied half at each end of a section as in a

symmetrical 77; then if z
" = \fi\j (^

z = 2 "/cosh u .... ohms /_ (59)

so that the smooth line corresponding to the artificial line is

readily found.

In the case of alternating-current artificial lines in the steady

state, with condensers in the section leaks, the problem is the

same
; namely, to find the equivalent section of smooth line

represented by each symmetrical ^-section. The same formulas

apply, but must be interpreted vectorially or in two dimensions.

This means that the smooth actual line which is the external

counterpart of a given section of artificial line comprising line

and leakage impedances, varies with the frequency of operation.

Fig. 4 gives the graph of potential distribution over a five-

section line of the type above considered, with the distant end

free, and 100 volts applied steadily at the home end, as

represented in Fig. 18, page 39. The heavy broken line repre-
sents the fall of potential in the artificial line, and the dotted

curve that which would be found in the corresponding uniform

smooth line. The heavy broken line is therefore a funicular

polygon, or inelastic string loaded with equal weights at the

equidistant points I, II, III, IV, and V; while the dotted

curve is a simple catenary between the same terminal points.

The catenary coincides with the polygon at the section-junctions

1, 2, 3 and 4
;

so that each section of the polygon is externally

equivalent to the corresponding section of the catenary.
It follows from the foregoing, that the distribution of resistance

potentials, currents, power and energy at the section-junction of

a J-section artificial line, operated either with a continuous

current, or with a single-frequency alternating -current, is

identical with that of the corresponding points on the equivalent
smooth line. Inside each ^-section, the electric distribution is

evidently different from that within the corresponding sections

of the equivalent smooth line. The actual distribution at any

point inside each T-section may, however, be readily found by
Ohm's law deduction, from the distribution at the adjacent
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section-junction. The conditions at any given leak may also

be readily determined in hyperbolic functions. Thus, with the

distant end free, the ratio of the resistance beyond the (N-f-l)th

leak, to that at and beyond, i. e. including the Nth leak, is

S^-^rS^ ic ^ (eo)R
j N cosh (2 N 1) u

With the distant end of the line grounded, the ratio of the

resistance beyond the (N-fl)th leak, to that at and beyond, i. e.

including the Nth leak, is

sinh(2N + I) u
, ;OXT ^ . . . numeric / (61)smh (2 N 1) u

The line current at one side of a leak is obviously the same

as the line current at the next adjacent junction on that side,

whether the distant end is free, grounded, or in any inter-

mediate state.

Moreover, whether the distant end is free or grounded, if EX
is the potential on the equivalent smooth line at the position

corresponding to leak N (Figs. 3 and 4) ;
then the potential at

this leak on the artificial line is

E'N = EN sech u .... volts /. (62)
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A Brief Method of Deriving Campbell's Formula :

Cosh L'a' = Cosh L'a -\ sinh L'a . . numeric.

IN Fig. Gl, let AB be a line loaded at regular distances L' km.

with series loads of 2= 2 o ohms. In the continuous-current

case 2 is a real numeric. In the single-frequency alternating-

current case, Z is a complex numeric. A'B' represents a second

line which is without loads, but which has such linear constants

as to be electrically equivalent to AB from any one mid -load

point a to any other such as b.

A 2
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corresponding points a'b' on the companion line, A'B', grounded
at b' but without loads, we have, since EV =

I'n - = IV cosh L'a' . . amperes /_ (3)

where a' is the attenuation-constant of the line A'B'.

Collg per smooth wave-length.

=
*

r

8.50-

2 40-
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Figs. G2 and G3 have been taken from Dr. Campbell's paper

on "Loaded Lines"*, with the notation altered to conform to

that here used, and with an additional scale of abscissas added.

These figures relate to the properties of formula (4) as applied

to lines of neglible inductance in the unloaded state. Referring

to Fig. G2, and to the upper scale of abscissas, it will be seen

that at n coils per smooth wave-length A", as obtained by

Coils per smooth wave-length.

SO ^ 15" II 10 9 g f 6 TI 3-0

VELOCITY DIAGRAM FOR LOADED LINES WITH NO
^

LEAKAGE. NO LINE INDUCTANCE, AND VANISHING Ol

ALSO DOTTED CURVES FOR 0"l =
'/, AND UNIFORM

LINES OF THE SAME 82

i.o 1.2 1.3 1.4 1.5

FIG. G3. Curve Sheet taken from Campbell's Paper showing the decrease in

velocity of wave propagation and the ratio -,-> for a loaded cable with different

numbers of coils (n") smooth wave-length, and various values of b = -

formula (226), the real attenuation-constant a\ as found from

(4) is more than 2'5 times the smooth value a'\ determined

by (150), in which the loading is imagined to be distributed

smoothly. The real attenuation-constant a\ is rising very

rapidly at this limit. The different heavy-line curves refer to

r"
different values of b = -. the ratio of the linear smooth load

T

resistance to the linear unloaded conductor-resistance. Thus

in the case worked out on p. 150, the value of r" is 1'74 ohms

per wire- km. in the load coils and r 27'34 ohms per wire-

km.
; so that b = 0*064. Interpolating in Fig. G2 between the

*
See Bibliography, 27.
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heavy lines of b = and b = 0*1 at n" = 8*73 coils per smooth
/

wave-length, and we find ~ = 0*986 approximately, or the

real attenuation-constant is actually 1*4 per cent, less than if

the loads had been distributed smoothly, the result already

found on p. 151.

The dotted lines closely conforming to the heavy lines indicate

the changes in the curves when the real components of the

loaded section angles reach 0*1 hyp. In the case considered

they only reached 0*06 hyp.

In the lower part of the figure are curves which to the right-

hand scale show the ratio
1

/

/^i" f the real components of

loaded section angles at different coil spacings. Thus at

n" = 2*5 coils per smooth wave-length A", the real component
of the loaded section angle would be over fourteen times greater

than that computed by (226), on the basis of smoothly distri-

buted extra inductance.

Fig. G3 shows the corresponding ratio of actual velocity v'

to smooth velocity v" (227), with different spacings of the coils

in cabled wires. Thus for the case discussed on p. 152 with

8*73 coils per smooth wave-length this ratio on the curve sheet

G3 is about 0*975, which agrees with that found near (229) ;

namely, 17654/18111. It will be seen that at the critical

value of n coils per smooth wave-length, the actual velocity

becomes from 0*638 to 0*73 of the smooth velocity, according to

the value of b. That is, for b0, or negligible resistance in the

load coils, the velocity v' is reduced to 0*638 v", and the wave-

length /' is therefore reduced in the same ratio to A" X 0*638.

Consequently, when there are apparently n coils per smooth

wave-length there are only two coils per actual wave-length.

R 2
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Analysis of the Influence of Additional Distributed Leakance

on a Loaded as compared with an Unloaded Line.

WITH reference to Fig. 64, for any given line loaded or

unloaded

Let /^ be the argument of the vector conductor impedance z.

Let /?2
be the argument of the vector dielectric admittance y.

Then the real component of the attenuation -constant of the

line is by (150)
/ /-? |

O \

i
= v% cos

(

Pl
9

P2
)

. hyp. per km. (1)

Differentiating with respect to
f$2 ,

we have

da,= _sin<% . hyp. per km. (2)

numerc

I

When a cabled line is unloaded, -l-~-&, at co = 5000, is near
2i

45 and - -~l = -- .

approximately. When such a line is

loaded,
& + &

is usuany near to 85 and tan ^+ ~ = n '4

approximately; so that l = 11*4 -^
2

;
that is, the per-a

1

centage change in a
1
for a given small reduction in

f$z
due to

extra distributed leakance is more than ten times as great for

the loaded as the unloaded line.
o I n

When an aerial line is unloaded,
^ ^'2

,
at w 5000, is

usually near to 75, and
(

ttl = 3'7 - 2
. When such a line

1

is loaded, ^+A approximates 85, and tan ^^&- H-4.

Consequently, the percentage change in c^ for a given small

reduction in
/?2 ,

due to extra distributed leakance, is some

three times as great for the loaded as the unloaded line.

244
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To Find the Best Resistance of an Electromagnetic Receiving

Instrument Employed on a Long Alternating-Current Circuit.

THE receiving instrument is assumed to be of the electro-

magnetic type, employing a coil or coils of fine insulated copper
wire in the receiving circuit to ground. Let o be the resistance

of this winding in ohms. Let the inductance of the receiving

apparatus be considered as independent of the resistance, i. e.

the inductance of the winding is either small relatively to the

resistance
;

or the inductance accompanying the resistance of

the winding can be modified, compensated for, or overshadowed

by independent adjustments of other inductive elements in the

receiving circuit.

Then following the reasoning explained in connection with

(276), either the magneto-mechanical force in dynes or the

magneto-mechanical torque in dyne perp. cms., exerted by the

apparatus under the excitation of a certain maximum cyclic

received current IHlB ,
is either proportional to the ampere-turns

%IrrtB ,
or to some power of the ampere-turns (w1

lmB)
p where p

is a positive real exponent not greater than 2.

If the receiver winding has fixed dimensions and volume,

a winding of very fine wire will make a coil of numerous turns

and, therefore, great sensibility, but possessing very high

resistance. On the contrary, if the coil is formed of coarse

wire, the resistance will be small, but the sensibility will be low.

Evidently it is advantageous to reduce the size of the insulated

wire until the increase of resistance more than offsets the

increase of sensibility. If throughout the range of working

sizes of wire, the ratio of bare to covered wire diameter is the

same, so that the same total weights of copper and of insulating

material will enter the winding with each size
;
then halving

the diameter of the wire will quadruple the number of turns, if

the winding is carefully executed, but will increase the resistance

sixteen-fold. Following this reasoning, the number of turns in

245
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a winding of fixed volume and dimensions varies as the square

root of its resistance to continuous currents and also to low-

frequency alternating-currents. Consequently formula (276)

becomes
F = a (Imv*/o)

p
dynes or dyne j_ cm. (1)

where a' is a constant of the apparatus, depending upon its

construction. The value of the received current by (286) is

max - <* amperes L (2)

a vector equation.

Let- * =
><> +A ..... ohms/. (3)

and zr = o+Wr +jxr ... L (4)

where R'r is the extra resistance and zr the total reactance in

circuit with a. The current ImB will always be a maximum

for any given values of z
, o, and R' r when

jxr +jx =0 ...... ohms (5)

or xr = x ...... (6)

Since XQ is always a negative reactance, xr must be positive or

magnetic reactance. Substituting in (2) we have

cy. amperes (7)

where [sinh 6] means the modulus of sinh 6 or the numerical

value of sinh 6 with its argument suppressed. Formula (7) is

now reduced to real numerical form and may be substituted

in (1)-

raax -

In order to find the value of a, which will make F a maximum,
we differentiate F with respect to o and equate to zero in the

usual way

^L- 'J_ E^Va V 1
- 1

do~ P
\(r + o + R"';)[sinh 6>]J

(r + a + R'r)[sinb 6]
- EmA Jo [sinh 6]

(r + a + R'r")
2

[sinh 0]
2

max. cy. dynes dyne cm.
~

ohm ohm
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In order that this expression shall reduce to zero, it is

necessary that

r + a -h R'r - 2o = ohms (10)

or o = /- + R'r . . (11)

If the extra resistance-component of impedance in circuit with

a is negligible ;
then

o = r ohms (12)

Consequently, the maximum cyclic magneto-mechanical force,

or torque, developed in the receiving instrument in the steady

alternating-current state, will be a maximum if the reactance xr

in the receiving circuit is equal and opposite to the reactance-

component in the surge-impedance, and if the resistance a of

the winding is equal to the resistance-component of the surge-

resistance increased by any extra resistance R',. in the receiving

circuit.
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On the Identity of the Instrument Receiving-end Impedance of a

Duplex Submarine Cable, whether the Apex of the Duplex

Bridge is Freed or Grounded.

IN Fig. K, let BaDG be the receiving connections at either

end of the cable, with the apex a freed, and B'D'G' the corre-

B B'

FIG. K. Diagram of Impedances at either receiving-end in duplex connections,
with the apex of the bridge disconnected in one case and connected to ground
in the other.

spending connections with the apex a grounded. It is required

to show that in either case the expression (ZQ -\- zr) ( :
-
)

has the same value, where ZQ is the surge-impedance, at the

frequency selected, of both the real and artificial cables, zr is

the impedance of the receiving apparatus to ground, as a whole,

z
l
is the impedance of the instrument branch, z.

2
the imped-

ance shunting the instrument.

Apex Freed. With the apex free as at BaDG, we have

*r=oirr^ + *o. ohms^(i)

248
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where h is the impedance of each arm in the bridge. Also

2
X
= g and z.2

= 2h. Consequently

... (4)

Apex Grounded. With the apex grounded, as at B'G'D'G',
we have

hz \

A+

*+
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To Demonstrate the Proposition of Formula (7), page 4,

2

6 = I . . hyperbolic radians.

i

WE assume the well-known proposition that the magnitude
of a hyperbolic angle is twice the sectorial area swept out by

A X

FIG. L. Diagram for the demonstration of the Theorem 6 = f '

81

the describing radius-vector over a rectangular hyperbola of

unit radius.

In Fig. L, let the curve APB be a segment of a rectangular

hyperbola whose radius OA is taken as unity. To a point P on

the curve, whose cartesian co-ordinates are x and y, draw the

radius-vector from the origin OP = p, making a circular angle
250
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ft
with the initial line and radius OA. Draw PT the tangent

to the curve at P. Then the equation to the curve is

r=^2 -i ........ (i)

Differentiating both sides

2ydy = (2xdx ........ (2)

^=*=cot/*. (3)dx y

If then we move the point P through a differential distance ds

over the curve to P', and draw P'c and PC parallel to the X
and Y axes respectively, cP' = dx and PC = dy, so that by (3)

the angle cPF = YPT =
ft.

Join OP', and draw PQ perpendicular thereto, intersecting

the same at p. Then the angle QPY = /?, because QP is per-

pendicular to OP, and YP is perpendicular to OX. Therefore

the angle QPP' = 20.

Dividing (1) by p
2 we have

?
2

./- 1

or sin2
ft
= cos2

ft
-

-\ ....... (5)

i = cos2 ft
- sin- ft ....... (6)

-cos 2/5 ......... . (7)

Representing the differential angle POP' by df$

Pp=p.dp .......... (9)

and- =
?>. (10 ......... (12)
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But the differential area dA. enclosed between OP, OP' and the

element ds is

^A=>
2

(18)

/. - =2dA . . (14)
P

but if we denote the hyperbolic angle of PP' by d6

(W=2dA (15)

/. (IB = -
(16)

P

Proceeding in this manner from an initial point s
:
whose

distance along the curve from A is s
l
units up to a final point S

2

whose distance along the curve from A is s
2 units, we have

*2

6
' d*- f (

l^J 7

and this hyperbolic angle must be equal to the arc length
s=s9 ,\ divided by a certain integrated mean radius-vector

p'or-



LIST OF SYMBOLS EMPLOYED AND
THEIR BRIEF DEFINITIONS

A . . Area of a hyperbolic sector (cm.
2
).

A, a . .

"
. Fourier-series constants (volts).

A, Aj, A2
. . Moduli of complex numbers (cm. or length

units).

a . . .In diagrams, an abbreviation for current-

strength in amperes /_ .

a, a' . . . Torque constants of receiving instruments

(dyne _L cm. per ampere).

ti , . . Silence-interval in Kelvin theory of submarine

cables (seconds).

a.-c. . . . An abbreviation for alternating-current.

a . .A constant in the hyp. theory of continued

fractions (numeric /_ ).

a . . . Attenuation-constant of a line (hyps, per

wire-km.).

a, Attenuation-constant of one line of a loop

circuit (hyps, per wire-km. /_ ).

an . . . Attenuation-constant of a loop line (hyps, per

loop-km. /_).

ap a.y . . Real and imaginary components respectively

of an attenuation-constant (hyps, per

wire-km.).

av a.
2 , a^ . . In hyp. theory of composite lines, the attenua-

tion-constants of successive sections (hyps.

per wire-km. /_ ).

a', a v a., . . Attenuation-constant and its components for

a loaded line including lumpiness effects

(hyps, per wire-km. /_ ).

253
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a", a"v a"2 . Attenuation-constant and its components for

a smoothed loaded line (hyps, per wire-

km. {_)

B, b . . . Fourier-series constants (volts).

b . .A constant in the hyp. theory of continued

fractions (numeric /_ ).

Also in the theory of loaded lines, the ratio

T"IT (numeric).

/?, j^, /?2 . . Circular angles (radians or degrees).

C, c . . . Fourier-series constants (volts).

C Total capacitance of a line (farads).

c.c. . . . An abbreviation for continuous current.

c Linear capacitance of a line (farads per

wire-km.).

c
t

. . . Linear capacitance of one line of a loop

(farads per wire-km.).

c
tt

. . Linear capacitance of a loop-line (farads per

loop-km.).

c' Linear capacitance of ooe line of a loop

(farads per wire-mile).

c" . . Linear capacitance of a loop-line (farads per

loop-mile).

F Admittance of a leak load (mhos /_ ).

y = F/2 . . Admittance of a semi-leak load (mhos /_ ).

y Also the power-factor circular angle at the

sending end of a transmission-line (degrees
or radians.

D, d . . . Fourier-series constants (volts).

D Distance between the axes of two parallel

eccentric cylinders (cm.).

d Distance between a plane and the axis of a

parallel cylinder (cm.). Also a constant

in the hyp. theory of continued fractions

(numeric /_ ).
Also sign of differentiation.
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dv d
2

. . Distances between an inferred plane and the

axes of eccentric cylinders (cm.).

A = GI o.2 . Difference of radii of two conducting cylin-

ders (cm.).

^A> <5fi> & Hyperbolic angles of junctions of a series-

load, and of a selected point on a line

(hyps.).

E, e . . . Fourier-series constants (volts).

E . E.M.F. (volts /.).

EA,
EB ,

Ep
. E.M.F. at the sending end, receiving end, and

intermediate point of a line (r.m.s. volts /_ ).

E'x, EX . . E.M.F. ataleak of an artificial line, and at the

corresponding point of the equivalent uni-

form line (r.m.s. volts j_ ).

E
y/ , E, . . E.M.F. impressed on a pair of looped lines,

and on either component single line (r.m.s.

volts l_ ).

Em, E,nA .-,- . Maximum cyclic e.m.f. at alternator terminals,

and at sending terminal of a submarine

cable (max. cy. volts [_ ).

E . . .In oscillating-current theory, the initial value

of a vector e.m.f. of self-induction (volts /_ )

e Instantaneous value of an e.m.f. (volts /_ ).

Also the value of e.m.f. at an intermediate

point on a line (volts /_ ).

e = 271828 . . . (numeric).

e.m.f. . . An abbreviation for electromotive force.

F Magneto-mechanical force, or torque,developed
in a receiving instrument (dynes or dyne
_L cm.).

F ( ) . . Expression for an alternate or constant con-

tinued fraction of n stages.

/ . . . Frequency of an alternating-current or e.m.f.

(cycles / sec.).

f = 2/" . . Frequency of dot-signalling on a submarine

cable (dot-cycles / sec.).
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,/" . . . Frequency of reversal-signalling on a sub-

marine cable (reversal-cycles / sec.).

fQ . . Limiting maximum frequency of alternation

on a submarine cable (cycles per sec.).

G . Total dielectric leakance of a line (mhos {_ ).

GpA . . . Admittance of a line at sending end when

grounded at receiving end (mhos /_ ).

G/p . Admittance at and beyond a point on an

artificial line, free at far end (mhos /_ ).

G' rP . . Admittance at and including a leak on an

artificial line, free at far end (mhos J_ ).

g . Linear leakance of a line (mhos per wire-

km. /_). Also, impedance of a receiving
instrument in submarine cable duplex

theory (ohms /_ ).

ffi Admittance of the leak in an artificial-line

section (mhos /_).

g, Linear leakance of one of a pair of looped
lines (mhos per wire-km. /_ ).

g' - - Linear leakance of one of a pair of looped
lines (mhos per wire-mile /_ ).

9,i - Linear leakance of a loop-line (mhos per

loop-km. /_).

Also the admittance of a 17 pillar after

adding a leak load (mhos /_ ).

9" - Linear leakance of a loop-line (mhos per loop-
mile l_ ).

g' . Admittance of the leak in the staff of a T
(mhos /_).

g" - Admittance of the leak in the pillar of a 77

(mhos /_). Also in the theory of loaded

lines, the total linear leakance of a

smoothed loaded line (mhos per vvire-km.).

9
1

Apparent linear leakance ofa line, uncorrected

for line resistance (mhos per km. /_ ).
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h Impedance of a duplex telegraph bridge
arm (ohms /,).

hyp.. . . An abbreviation for hyperbolic radian

(numeric /_).

C . . . Hyperbolic angle of a line, or section (hyps. /_).

1f .1 . . Auxiliary hyperbolic angle of an appended

impedance or line section (hyps. [_ ).

Of v . . Hyperbolic angle of a line-section after being
loaded (hyps. /_).

O
tt

. .. . Hyperbolic angle of a looped line (hyps. /,).

OR ,. .
*

. Hyperbolic angle of a loaded and smoothed

line-section (hyps. /_).

p . . Real and imaginary components of a hyper-
bolic angle (hyps.).

Ov , 3 . . In hyp. theory of composite lines, hyp. angles
of successive sections (hyps. /_ ).

. . . . Limiting hyperbolic angle subtended by a

submarine cable at maximum working

speed (hyps.).

$'o ,
0"o ... ? . Values of for dot-signalling and reversal-

signalling respectively (hyps.).

IiA, IiB . Maximum cyclic current-strengths at sending
and receiving ends of line (amperes /_ ).

IA, IB, IP Current-strengths at sending end, and

receiving end, and assigned point of a line

(r.m.s. amperes /_ ).

I'Aj I'B - . Condenser currents at sending and receiving

ends of a line 77 (r.m.s. amperes /.).

1^ .
;

.

'

. Current-strength at sending end of line with

far end free (r.m.s. amperes /_ ).

Ip . . . Current-strength at sending end of line with

far end grounded (r.m.s. amperes /.).

1 ..
-

. . Instantaneous value of an alternating current

(amperes /J. Also the current-strength

at an intermediate point on a line

(amperes /_).
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T . .In oscillating-current theory, the initial value

of the vector discharging current (am-

peres /_).

j = ^7 1 . The quadrantal operator (quadrantal versor).

kg . . . Correcting factor for reducing a nominal T
staff to an equivalent T staff (numeric [_ \

k
://

. . . Correcting factor for reducing a nominal H
pillar to an equivalent //pillar (numeric [_ \

Jce . . . Correcting factor for correcting the line angle

pertaining to a T
7

(numeric /_ ).

k& . . . Correcting factor for correcting the line angle

pertaining to a II (numeric /_ ).

k,.' . . . Correcting factor for correcting the surge-

impedance to a T (numeric /_ \

k,.
r

"
. . . Correcting factor for correcting the surge-

impedance to a II (numeric /_ ).

kp . . . Correcting factor for reducing a nominal T
arm to an equivalent T arm (numeric /_ ).

kp . Correcting factor for reducing a nominal

77 architrave to an equivalent II architrave

(numeric /_).

&L Normal attenuation-factor of a line of L km.

(numeric /_).

km. . . . An abbreviation for kilometer.

L Length of a line or section (km.).

L' . . . Length of a section of loaded line, or distance

between loads (km.).

Lp L2
. . Distances along a line as measured from send-

ing and receiving ends respectively (km.).

Lp L.,, L.< . . In the theory of composite lines, lengths of

successive sections (km.).

Le . . Length of line in which the normal attenua-

tion factor is l/e (km.).

Lj . . . Length of line in which the normal attenua-

tion factor is 1/2 (km.).
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.
;
_ . . Linear inductance of a line (henrys per

wire-km.).

. , . Linear inductance of one line of a loop

(Henrys per wire-km.).

.;.,. . Linear inductance of one line of a loop

(henrys per wire-mile).

. Linear inductance of a loop line (henrys per

loop-km.)

. Extra linear inductance in the smoothed loads

of a line (henrys per wire-km.)

X . ..... Wave-length on a line (km.).

/." . ... Wave-length on a loaded smoothed line (km.).

i
f

. . i. Wave-length on a loaded line including

lumpiness effects (km.).

iri . . Transmission coefficient of a current wave at

a point ofdiscontinuity (numeric /_ ). Also

a numerical constant in the hyp. theory
of continued fractions (numeric /_ ).

fjtf
. .. An abbreviation for microfarad.

X" . ...'.;, Number of load coils encountered by an

advancing wave per second on a single
loaded smoothed line (numeric / sec.).

. . . Number of load coils encountered by an

advancing wave per second on a single

loaded line, including lumpiness effects

(numeric / sec.).

X , In the theory of artificial lines, the number
of a leak counting from the far end of an

artificial line (numeric).

u . . . Number of letters per second in maximum

working speed of a submarine cable

(numeric / sec.).

Also in the hyp. theory of continued fractions,

the number of stages of such a fraction

(numeric).
Also in the theory of complex numbers and

of the Ferranti-effect, any integer(numeric).
s 2
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n^ . . . Number of turns in a receiving-instrument

winding (numeric).

>n" . . . Number of load coils per smoothed wave-

length of a loaded line (numeric / km.).

'ii' . . . Number of load coils per wave-length of a

loaded line, including lumpiness effects

(numeric / km.).

v Ratio of transformation of a transformer

(numeric).... Hyperbolic angle of a point on a line,

measured from sending end (hyps. /_ ).

PA)
PB . . Alternating-current power, to sending, and at

receiving, end of line (watts /_ ).

P
fA) P/B . . Effective components of PA and PB respec-

tively (watts).

PfcA, PJB Reactive components of PA and PB respec-

tively (j watts).

p . .A real exponent between and 2 (numeric).

II . .A delta connection of three impedances

externally equivalent to a line (ohms /_ ).

7t = 314159 (numeric).

R Total conductor resistance of a line (ohms /_ ).

RA) RP . . Resistance of a line at its sending end, and

at a selected point (ohms /_ ).

R?A, R/B Resistance of a line at A or B when free at

far end (ohms /_ ).

R/ . . Resistance of a line when free at far end

(ohms l_).

R,, . . . Resistance of a line when grounded at far end

(ohms /_).

R^A, RJ/B . . Resistance of a line at A or B when grounded
at far end (ohms /_).

R>. . . . Resistance between receiving end of a line

and ground (ohms /_ ).

R'r .- . . Additional resistance inserted in receiving-

end circuit of a submarine cable (ohms {_ ).
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v \ . Resistance offered by a line when grounded

through apparatus at far end (ohms /_ ).

. . Resistance at and beyond a point on an arti-

ficial line free at far end (ohms /_ ).

R'/P . . Resistance at and including a point on an

artificial line free at far end (ohms /_ ).

R/ . . Receiving-end resistance of a line (ohms /_ ).

R' .
,
; g > Resistance in the staff of a T (ohms /_).

R" .
-

. . Resistance in the pillar of a 77 (ohms /_).

r . '-...' . Linear resistance of a line (ohms per wire-

kin.).

r1 v _. ... Apparent linear resistance of a line, uricor-

rected for leakance (ohms per wire-km. /_ ).

f-j
'. . . . Linear resistance of single line in a loop

(ohms per wire-km. [_ ).

t\ . . .In hyp. artificial-line theory, the resistance

of a conductor section of artificial line

(ohms l_\
r" . . .In the theory of loaded lines, the extra linear

conductor-resistance due to the load coils

smoothed (ohms per wire-km.).

r
tl

. . - Linear resistance of loop line (ohms per

loop-km. /_).

r . . . Surge-resistance of a line (ohms /_ ).

r
cf

. .

'

. Surge-resistance of one wire ofa loop(ohms /_).

r
0//

. ; . Surge-resistance of a loop-line (ohms /_ ).

r
'

. * . Apparent surge-resistance of a T (ohms /.).

r ". . . . Apparent sur ge-resistance of a 77 (ohms /_ ).

r.m.s. . . Abbreviation of root-mean-square.

* Radius-vector to a point on a curve (cm.).

Also Resistance in each arm of a nominal T,

or in architrave of nominal 77 (ohms /__ ).

p .

'

. . Resistance in each arm of a T (ohms /_).

Also, in the theory of hyperbolic angles, the

integrated mean value of a radius-vector

(cm.).
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p" . . Resistance in architrave of a 77 (ohms /_ ).

p . .In oscillating-current theory, half the resist-

ance of the circuit (ohms).

Also in plane-cylinder theory, the resistivity

of the environing medium (absohm-cm.).

S . .A Fourier-series, equivalent to an impressed

rectangular e.m.f. (volts /_.).

,s, Xj, >., . . Distances measured along a curve (cm.).

2 .. . Resistance, in one line, of a regular series line-

load.(ohms /_).

2 . . .-In plane-cylinder theory, the sum of the radii

of two parallel eccentric cylinders (cm.).

2y . . . Sum of the three admittances of a triple star

(mhos /_).

2Z . . . Sum of the three impedances of a delta

(ohms /_).

o Resistance inserted between line and ground
at receiving end of line (ohms /_ ).

o = 2/2 . . In theory of loaded lines, half of the resistance

of a regular load inserted in each line

(ohms /_}.

o . Resistance inserted between line and ground
in each wire of a loop (ohms /_ ).

o
/y

. . . Resistance inserted between .the receiving

ends of a loop-line (ohms /_ ).

o . .In plane-cylinder theory, the radius of a

cylinder (cm.).

T . .A triple star, or Y, connection of three im-

pedances, externally equivalent to a line

(ohms /_).

. Time elapsed since a certain epoch (seconds).

r = en . . Time-constant of a submarine cable (seconds
or farad-ohms).

U . . . In oscillating-current theory, the initial value

of a vector discharging e.m.f. (volts /_ \
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UA
, UP . . Potential at sending end and at a selected

point on a line (volts /_).

u
t ', n" . . Auxiliary hyperbolic angles in theory of

artificial lines and continued fractions

hyps. L}-

u, v . -. . Real and imaginary components of a complex
number (numeric).

t', W . ^ - . Cartesian co-ordinates ofa point in aplane (cm.).

v . . ..In diagrams, an abbreviation for potential
in volts l_.

T Velocity of propagation of waves on a line

(km/sec.).

v" .

'

. . Velocity of propagation of waves on a

smoothed loaded line (km/sec.).

v
f

. . Velocity of propagation of loaded line, in-

cluding lumpiness effects (km/sec.).

X . . . Total reactance of a line-wire (/-ohms).

x Distance from the sending end of a line (km.).

Also the linear reactance ofa line (/-ohms/km.).

Also the inductive reactance in an oscillating-

current circuit (ohms).

X, Y, jc, y . Cartesian co-ordinates of a point in a

plane (cm.).

Y . Total admittance of a line (mhos /_ ).

YA
,
YB . . Admittance of semi-line condensers at ends

of a II (mhos /_ ).

#A, #B, yc - - Admittances of the branches of a star

(mhos /_ \

y\> y& #3 - .In composite- line theory, the surge-admit-
tances of successive sections (mhos /_).

Also admittances of the sides of a delta

(mhos l_).

y =
I/z . . Surge-admittance of a line per wire (mhos /_).

y" I/p" . Admittance of the architrave of a /7 (mhos /_ ).

y = 9 +jr<*> - Linear admittance of a conductor (mhos per
km. L )-
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Z Total impedance of a line-wire (ohms /_ ).

Zc . . Impedance of a half-line condenser in a U
(ohms /_).

Z{ . . -Receiving-end impedance of a line (ohms /_).

Zi'i . . Receiving-end impedance of a line corrected

for the shunting of the receiving instru-

ment (ohms /_).

&
'

. . . In oscillating-current theory, the surge-impe-

dance of the circuit, /^///r, in the absence

of resistance (ohms).

z = r -\-jcco . Linear impedance of a conductor (ohms per
km. /_).

z . . . Surge-impedance of a line-wire (ohms /_ ).

z
oll . . . Surge-impedance of a looped line (ohms /_ ).

00
=

/V///V
<

. Surge-impedance of a line-wire with no dissi-

pation (ohms).
'

. . Apparent surge-resistance of a 7
7

-section

artificial line (ohms /_).

z
c

"
- Apparent surge-resistance of a //-section

artificial line (ohms /_).

i'i
. . Impedance of a receiving instrument when

shunted (ohms /_ ).

2 . Impedance of the shunt to a receiving instru-

ment (ohms f_ ).

. Impedances ofthe branches of a star (ohms /_).

In composite-line theory, the surge-impe-
dances of successive line-sections (ohms /_ ).

Also impedances in the three branches of a

delta (ohms /_ ).

. Impedance of receiving apparatus to ground

(ohms l_ ).

. Impedance in the sending-circuit of a line

(ohms l_ }.
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Q . Hyperbolic angular velocity in an ultra-

periodic circuit (hyps. / sec.).

co = '2nf . . Angular velocity of an alternating e.m.f. or

current (radians / sec.).

Also, in diagrams, a sign for ohms /_ ,

co', a>" . . Angular velocities of dot- and reversal-fre-

quencies impressed on a long submarine

cable (radians / sec.).

Q>O . :. . Limiting maximum angular velocityimpressed
on a submarine cable (radians / sec.).

(o . ^ . In diagrams, a sign for mhos /_ .

= . .

'

.
"
Approximately equals."

l_ . Sign of an angle, to indicate the existence of

a vector or complex quantity, either actually

or potentially.

< . ... .

"
Is not less than."

0-5" . . 0-5 inch.

~
. .'-" . Cycles per second.
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